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Foreword 

Dan Irish and Daniel Achterman (Producers at Ubi Soft Entertainment) 
One of the nice things about working on a project like Myst III: Exile is that when our friends 
ask us where we disappeared to for two years, we can simply hand them a box with the game in 
it and say "Here. Two years' worth of our creativity, hard work, and dedication are in this box. 
Now go play this game or you can't be our friend anymore." I'm sure the guys at Presto Studios 
feel the same way. Making Myst III: Exile into the game it is was a two-year labor oflove that 
took everything we could give it. It is the culmination of all our previous work, and everyone 
who contributed to it has something to be proud of. 

What amazed us more than anything through the development cycle of Myst III: Exile is 
that the gan1e wasn't really designed, or built, so much as it was grown. It felt like a living thing 
sometimes. It isn't the creation of any one person, but rather the culmination of all the best ideas 
of a talented team. We set out to create a visually stunning and engaging interactive story that 
anyone anywhere can enjoy, one that stays true to the Myst mythology that Cyan created so 
long ago. Over time, ideas were added, removed, polished, and added again. It took a long time 
to evolve, gradually becoming more and more detailed. Puzzles were perfected and sounds were 
adjusted. Then one day, at last, it was finished. 

It is with excited grins and great expectations that we invite you to enjoy Myst III: Exile. 
Here you go. Two years of our lives in a box. Now play it, or you can't be our friend anymore. 

Presto Studios 
Myst. The very name evokes a sense of intrigue, the anticipation that new discoveries will 
emerge from a shrouding haze. It is this sense of wonder that a talented creative team led by two 
brothers, Robyn and Rand Miller, managed to capture in a game that has now become a 
legend. 

Myst created a legacy beloved of fans worldwide. It also introduced a universe as significant 
to interactive entertainment as Star Wars is to cinema and Middle Earth is to literature. 

Imagine the honor and responsibility of being asked to create the next adventure in such a 
groundbreaking and cherished series. For us at Presto Studios, it has been almost overwhehning. 
Not simply because of what we are following, but also because of the expectation that a new 
Myst game must once again advance the art. 

For the last two years we have put our art, our heart, to this goal. There has been wonder 
and revelation, challenge and struggle, excitement and joy in the adventure of this creation. We 
hope you discover the same things playing it. 
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Introduction 
Any chronicle of the home computer's rise 
in the 1990s should devote an entire 
chapter to the Myst phenomenon. In 
1993, the original Myst emerged from a 
Pacific Northwest garage to become the 
best-selling computer game of all time. 
Described by The New York Times as "a 
landmark in the game industry," the weirdly 
calm, atmo pheric adventure lured millions of 
nongamers to previously underused monitors, 
injecting a healthy dose of mass-market mania into 
the PC industry. 

And the phenomenon didn't stop with Myst. 
The game's sequel, Riven, became a classic in its own right 
(more than two million units sold to date). Then, the 
technically spectacular 3D recreation of the original game, 
realMYST, generated yet another stir during Christmas 2000. 
Now the stunning third installment, Myst III: Exile, is upon us. 

An inspired product of the adventure game masters at Presto 
Studios, Exile adds a dramatic chapter to the saga of Atrus, 
writer of worlds. Each new Age features magnificent Myst-style 
scenery, fabulous creatures, the usual complement of fantastic 
machines and, of course, plenty of puzzles. Presto took special 
care to craft puzzles that flow organically from the story's 
envirorunents. Of course, "organic" doesn't necessarily mean easy. 
In fact, many of ExUe's puzzles are fiendishly difficult. 

And that's where we come in. 

How to Use This Book 
This book is designed to be easy to use. Note, however, that it is not a substitute for the Myst 
III: Exile game manual.As a "strategy guide," this book assumes you've read all of the 
documentation that comes with the game. 
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Warning! The Golden Path Sections of the book contain plot spoilers! 

The Golden Path Wiilkthrough 

Chapters 1 to 6 give you a detailed, step-by-step solution path through Myst III: 
Exile. The walk.through is divided into six chapters, one for each Age you 
visit. Use the table of contents to find the location where you need 
help, then turn to the corresponding section to get all the answers 
you seek. 

What does "golden path" mean? In this case, it means you 
get more than just quick, mindless solutions.You get in-depth 
explanations of puzzle and plot logic; you get gorgeous 
overhead maps of each Age, courtesy of Presto Studios; you 
get background information; and you get literally hundreds of 
helpful screenshots for visual reference. Keep in in.ind that it 
does clearly reveal complete puzzle solutions and some plot 
spoilers. We've included another section for those of you w ho 
want to avoid the spoilers. 

Remember that although Myst III: Exile tells an essentially 
linear story, the game's 3-D world lets you, the player, "tell" that 
story in a variety of ways. This golden path walkthrough, based on 
the design team's own optimal solution path, tries to tell the story 
efficiently wi thout sacrificing dramatic effect. 

Soft Hints 

For intrepid explorers who prefer more indirect direction, Chapter 7: Soft 
Hints provides tips but not answers for every major puzzle in the game. Layered carefully in 
lists descending from general to specific, these tips gently nudge you down the puzzle path. 
However, they stop just short of revealing the final solution. T his section is perfect for puzzle 
fiends, serious self-starters, and those of us who just can't stop reading when easy answers lay 
at our fingertips. 
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Historian's Journal 
Warning! Do not read Chapter 8, Historian's Journal, until 
you've finished the game! After you have played through to the 
story's end (with or without our help), take a look at this "scholarly" 
examination of the Myst Ill: Exile background. Developed with extensive 
input from Exile's primary creators, Mary DeMarle (Lead Writer) and Phil 
Saunders (Creative Director), this section chronicles the events that lead up to your 
encounter with Atrus and his mysterious tormentor. In the process, it discusses many of 
the plot secrets revealed in the game. 

Atrus' Journal 
Near the beginning of the game, Atrus hands you a journal-a fasci

nating chronicle of his attempts to write a new Age for the D'ni. In 
this section, we provide the exact text of Atrus' journal as it appears 
in the game. Don't worry, it won't spoil anything; we just present it 
for your reading pleasure. 
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Fig. 1-1. Here's an overview map of 
the Tomahna Sun Room and Study. 

Your adventure begins in 
Tomahna, the high-desert home 
Atrus built for his family not long 
after the events of Riven-the 
same Tomahna mentioned in the 
epilogue of Myst: The Book of D'ni 
(Hyperion, 1997). The place is 
beautiful and serene, 
but recent 
disturbing 
events have 
put Atrus 
on edge. 

Note: The name "Tomahna" derives from the D'ni term eder tomalin, which translates as a rest 
house or way station. In Myst: The Book of Atrus (Hyperion, 1995),Atrus' father Gehn leads 
his young son through a labyrinth of tunnels connecting underground D'ni to the surface 
world. Along the way, they rest in an eder tomahn. As Gehn explains, "In the days of the late 
[D'ni] empire there were plans to have commerce with the world of men. Such plans, 
fortunately, did not come to pass, yet the paths were forged through the earth and these 
rest houses prepared for the D'ni messengers who would venture out." 
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Sun Room 

Fig. 1-2. The glass dome of Catherine's 
Sun Room on Tomahna. 

The Sun Room is a circular chamber built into 
the cliffi overlooking a high-desert vista. Wrought
iron support frames sweep upward through hand
bubbled stained glass, allowing plenty of sunlight to filter in. Plants hang from the ceiling or 
grow in planters set into the cobblestone floor. A stone bench sits near one window. Two doors 
lead from the room-one into family living quarters, one into Atrus' study. 

m As the game starts, you gaze out on a desert vista and hear Catherine say, 'Breathtaking, isn 't it?' 

Gil Turn around to see Catherine holding her baby daughter, Yeesha. 

Fig. 1-3. Meet Catherine, wife of Atrus, and their 
new daughter Yeesha, in the Tomahna Sun Room. 

Catherine welcomes you to Tomahna, the new 
residence Atrus constructed after he finished 
"writing" the Releeshahn Age for the D'ni 
survivors. She apologizes for her husband's absence; 
he might be resetting padlocks. Apparently, Atrus 
has worried about security oflate. However, she says, Atrus looks forward to "introducing you 
to the D'ni." She suggests you wait in his study, then she sits on the bench to play with Yeesha. 

Gil Walk across the Sun Room toward the door straight ahead. 

Gil Click on the door to open it. 

Gil Enter the study. 
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Alternate Interactions 
m When you cross the room, your first dick moves you to a position (called a 'node') in the middle of the Sun 

Room. Here, if you swivel left to see Catherine and Yeesha on the bench, Catherine comments about Atrus' unease 
'ever since he found his journals out of place.• 

m Opposite the bench is another door. If you dick on this door, you find it locked, and Catherine says, ' I'm sorry, the 
other door.• 

m If you enter the study without finding Atrus, and then return to the Sun Room and look at Catherine again, she 
comments that her husband doesn't usually keep guests waiting, but he's 'so concerned about his books.• 
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Atrus' Study 
Atrus' study is an oval chamber with opaque, circular windows. Tables and shelves filled with 
papers, pens, and leather-bound books line the walls. His desk sits near a set of hanging 
tapestries that tell the story of the D'ni survivors. On a table behind the desk sits the descriptive 
book for Gehn's Fifth Age. (The inscription on the cover is the D'ni numeral 5.) Also known as 
Riven, this legendary Age was originally written by Atrus' father, Gehn. The book's linking 
panel is non-functional because the unstable Age imploded. (When an Age "dies," any panels 
that link to it go dark.) 

Note: 

Fig. 1-5. The Riven descriptive book, its linking 
panel now darkened, sits behind Atrus' desk. 

For more on Gehn's Fifth Age, of course, play 
the Cyan classic, Riven. In that game, Atrus 
refers to "the familiar pattern of decay that is 
the hallmark of my father's work." 

Across the room, the completed descriptive book for the Releeshahn Age, new home of the 
D'ni, rests on an ornate pedestal-locked shut, encased in a glass dome, and lit by a glowing 
D'ni fire marble. 

Fig. 1-6. Examine the items on Atrus' work desk. 

m Enter the room and veer to the right of Atrus' desk. 

'1l Turn left and look down at the desktop. A handwritten 
letter from Atrus to 'Tamon ' lies there. 

ffi Click on the letter to read it. Atrus is indeed worried 
about security; recently, he's suspected some trespasser 
has been sneaking in to read his journals. 

m Examine the sketched portraits on the desk: one of Catherine and the baby Yeesha, and one of Atrus' grown sons, 
Sirrus and Achenar. 
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Fig. 1-8. Sirrus and 
Achenar, of course, are 
the greedy, scheming 
brothers in the original 
game, Myst 
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Fig. 1-9. The Releeshahn descriptive book is 
locked in this protective case. 

m Go to the Releeshahn book pedestal on the room's 
opposite side. Note again how the pedestal is lit by a 
glowing, reddish-0range orb: a O'ni fire marble. 

al Click on the pedestal for a close-up. The book's cover is 
sealed shut by an impenetrable lock. 

m Click again to zoom away. This triggers the entrance of 
Atrus, who speaks somewhere behind you. (This automatic sequence occurs only if you've already explored behind 
Atrus' desk. If you haven\, go there now, and then return to this spot next to the Releeshahn book.) 

m You automatically turn around to see Atrus approach from the study door. 

Noie: The remarkable D'ni fire marble is a stone that harbors great energy. When polished, it 
produces bright light and can be used in special lanterns. Fire marbles are combustible (a 
fact made plain soon by events in Atrus' office) and can be extinguished by water. 

Atrus, carrying a plain-looking journal, crosses the room to greet you . He hands you the 
journal, explaining that it contains his commentaries on the Releeshahn Age. (The journal 
automatically enters your inventory.) Then Atrus goes to his desk to retrieve the key that will 
unlock the Releeshahn descriptive book. 

Fig. 1-10. Your old friend Atrus plans to take you 
to Releeshahn, the new home of the D'ni people ... 

Fig. 1-11 .... but an intruder has other plans for the 
Releeshahn book. 
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Suddenly, a wild-looking man in ragged robes "links" into the room on the opposite side of 
Releeshahn's glass case. He sees you, panics, and tosses the fire marble. It explodes near the 
tapestries, spawning flames. Atrus reacts in horror. You hear glass break. Turning, you see the man 
snatch the Releeshahn Book from its now-shattered glass casing. Then he pulls out a linking 
book, pauses a moment, and links away. 

His linking book falls to the floor. 

ID After the wild-looking man disappears, you see a dose-up of his linking book. 

ID Click the book's animated panel to travel to j'nanin, the Lesson Age. 

Fig. 1-12. The intruder 
uses this linking book, 
then drops it on the 
floor. Use it to 
jump to j'nanin, 
the Lesson Age. 
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Fig. 2-1. Overhead map of j'nanin, the Lesson Age. 
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Welcome to J'nanin. Formed by an extinct volcano rising from a pristine ocean,J'nanin is a 
stark, striking island Age. A ring of sheer cliffs encircles a fresh-water caldera lake; paths and stairs 
line the cliff walls, and three strange, tusk-like towers punctuate the perimeter of the island. 

You arrive without a linking book, but fortunately other linking books are scattered about 
the island. Each links to one of the "Element Ages" which Atrus created to teach lessons 
associated with the ancient D'ni art of writing Ages. Your eventual goal is to find and use these 
books.Your immediate task, however, is to gain 

access to the top floor of the towering 
Observatory above J'nanin's central lake. 

Fig. 2-2. You must get to the top 
floor of the Observatory. 

Observatory: Exterior (Top Floor) 
You arrive in J'nanin just in time to see a wild-looking man run across a short, curving catwalk 
and disappear behind an outcropping of rock. He carries the Releeshahn descriptive book. An 

odd view-scope (topped by a red fire marble) juts up from the ground nearby. This device is 
called a "reflection pole"-you'll learn why later. 
For now, follow that thief! 

Fig. 2-3. Note the "reflection pole" with 
the red fire marble on top-one of many 

such poles on the island. 
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a Cross the short catwalk to see the man reach the top of a ladder and disappear again. 

a Approach the ladder. 

a Click on the ladder to climb the cliff. At the top, you see the man open the Observatory door, then 
shut it behind him. 

The two-story Observatory is the most prominent man-made structure on the island. Its 
second floor juts above the caldera's cliffs; its first floor nestles inside the crater's basin. 

Island Perimeter 
Well, now what? 

Fig. 2-4. The thief paces in the 
Observatory's inner chamber. 

a Cross the high bridge and try to open the door. It's locked! 

a Click on the door's window. You see the wild-haired fellow 
pacing in a chamber beyond a second, inner door. 

There must be another way into this huge structure. 
Perhaps an examination of the tower's base is in order. But 
first, spend some time with the journal Atrus handed you 
before the stranger's rude appearance back in Tomahna. 
Note his comments about essential concepts or "anchors" 
for Ages. In particular he speaks of Energy, Nature, 
Dynamic Forces, and Balance. Then he suggests he could 
relearn these concepts from "one of my oldest Age 
Books"-J'nanin, the very place where you stand now. 
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Fig. 2-5. First things first. Read the journal 
Atrus gave you to learn what's at stake. 
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a From the top of the Observatory, cross the high bridge and climb down the ladder. 

a Step onto the curving catwalk, turn right, and descend the 
set of rungs leading down to the beach. Lovely, isn't it? 

Fig. 2-6. These rungs embedded in the rock 
provide access to the sandy beach path. 
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a At the ocean, turn right. Follow the sandy path past another reflection pole, this one topped by a 
yellow fire marble. 

a Continue past a broken reflection pole toward the tall, tusk-shaped tower. 

Fig. 2-7. This broken pole marks the path to the 
stairway running down into the caldera. 

a Turn right at the boulder that blocks your forward path 
and descend the first set of steps. 

a Turn right and continue down the next set of steps. 

You end up atop a curving metal stairway that slaloms right through the middle of a 
rock formation, threading it like the eye of a needle. (We'll call it the Whistling Rock.) Wind 
rushes through the Whistling Rock, moaning with a very distinct sound. Remember the 
whistling sound.You 'll be encountering it in another fashion later. 

Fig. 2-8. Descend the curving stairway through the 
Whistling Rock and listen to the wind moan. 

a Descend the curving metal stairs to the next landing, then go 
down the last set of rock steps to the catwalk. 

a Cross the catwalk, which is fabulously edged with fire 
marbles, to the greenhouse. 
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1he Greenhouse 
Attached to the Observatory's base is a stunning, stained-glass greenhouse. Two catwalks extend 
aero s the lake's surface, each to a separate greenhouse entrance. 

Fig. 2-9. The Observatory greenhouse provides 
entrance into the Observatory 

Fig. 2-10. Pull this release lever to open 
the greenhouse gate. 

"' Click on the door to open it, then step forward into the 
entryway. 

a Click on the lever to pull it down, activating a gate 
release mechanism. 

Fig. 2-11. Press this button to open the inner 
gate to the Observatory's first floor. 
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a Go through the gate and push the button on the right The gate behind you opens. 

a Enter the Observatory. 

Observatory: Interior (First Floor) 
The Observatory's first floor is a circular chamber with a high ceiling. Lately, somebody has 
made this area his home; you find a sleeping hammock and a journal. You also discover some 
interesting devices scattered about the room, a work desk, and an elevator car in an ornate 
metal cage. 

a From the doorway, swivel to the right and approach the hammock. 

a Click on the leather journal to take it from the hammock. 

• Open the journal and read all entries. Among other bits of information, it contains the key for realigning the 
elevator's rotational gears. 

Fig. 2-12. Don't miss this journal lying 
on the hammock. 

The journal tells you a great deal about the mysterious wild-haired thief, including his 
name, Saavedra, and his motivation, revenge. Clearly, he's found a link to Tomahna, and has 
become familiar with Atrus' journals. Saavedro's hatred for Atrus and his "murdering sons" 
(Sirrus and Achenar) is deep and burning, based on a belief that they betrayed his home Age of 
Narayan and, as he writes, "led my people to death." 
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Fig. 2-13. Saavedro's journal reveals his 
motivations, as well as some important sketches 

for the elevator mechanism. 
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You also learn that the Age you currently 

inhabit is called J'nanin, "The Lesson Age." Note 

that Saavedra has linked to other Ages where he's 
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made alterations, "using his (Atrus'] own lessons against him." His journal also makes clear 

another sad fact: Saavedra mistakenly believes that Atrus' efforts to give his D'ni brethren "new 

life"-that is, a new Age, Releeshahn-means Atrus has somehow resurrected the perished D'ni 

civilization. Saavedra writes: "How can one man's writings reawaken a dead world?" 

Thus, his goal: Lure Atrus from Tomahna to J'nanin, then seek the restoration of Narayan

or, failing that, vengeance. 

N<Jte': Close perusal of Saavedro 's journal reveals that many pages are missing. Being Narayan, 
he numbered the pages using the Narayan numbering system. That system is pictorial; 
as with most things in the Narayan culture, it is tied to the concept of the Lattice Tree. 
A single vertical line represents the number 1: the tree trunk. Every time you add a 
number, you add a branch to the tree. 

=1 

=2 

=3 

=4 

=5 So the Narayan numeral 2 is the trunk with one branch. The number 3 is the trunk 
with two branches forming a Y. For 4, one of the branches in the Y sprouts an 
additional branch pointing back toward the trunk, and 5 adds the inward growing 
branch on the opposite side of the tree. 

'ft = 6 

'f\ =7 
For 6 through 9, you start with the character for 5 and draw a new trunk next to 

it. (Think Roman numerals: Just as VI is the Roman 6, the Narayan 6 looks like a 5 
with a 1 next to it, 7 looks like a 5 with a 2 next to it, and so on.) Once you get to 
10, things change a little. The Narayan 10 is a 5 with a semicircle topping it. But then 
we go back to Roman numeral styling: 11 is a 10 with a 1 next to it, 15 is a 10 with a 
5 next to it, and 16 is a 10 with a 5 and a 1 next to it. 
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Fig. 2-14. Who is this 
woman on the wall? An 
image of Tamra, the lost love 
spoken of in Saavedro's journal? 
Why are her eyes missing? 

• Approach the Observatory workbench and experiment with Saavedro's devices to find out what they do. 

• A crank-powered battery sits between a conch-shaped terrarium (left) and an electromagnetic device (right). 
Wires run from the battery's terminals to the electromagnetic device. 

• Turn the battery crank. This sends power to the device's magnet, levitating a handful of metal shavings 
inside the device. 

Fig. 2-15. Examine the odd devices on 
Saavedro's workbench. This battery 
powers two very different items. 

• A strange plant resembling a Venus flytrap grows in the terrarium. One of its roots extends across the table near the 
battery wires. Click on the battery wires to detach them from the device wires and attach them to the plant root 

• Turn the battery crank again. The power surge causes the plant to open up briefly, release a fly and reveal the 
plant's inner cavity. After a momen~ the plant damps shut on the unfortunate insect 

• Now examine the other interactive objects in the room. 

• Two balances with equal-sized weights made of three different materials (metal, crystal, and wood) sit in the room: 
one on the work desk, and the other next to the hammock. Examine these devices to discover how many weights 
of one material equal how many weights of the others-a crucial due to solving a later puule. 
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Fig. 2-16. These two scales indicate that 
the weight of one metal sphere equals 

four crystal spheres, and one crystal 
sphere equals four wooden spheres. 

• A miniature fukrum toy, with two fixed weights attached 
to one end and exactly half that amount attached to the 
other, sits on the other side of the hammock. (That 
wouldn't be Atrus & Sons hanging in effigy, would it?) 
Examine it to discover how to achieve balance despite the 
uneven distribution of weight Why? We're not telling yet 

• Approach the elevator. 

The Elevator Puzzle 
The elevator is a sleek wooden car surrounded by a metal cage. This cage has a series of 
retractable claws that can lock onto the wooden car. A nearby lever rotates the cage 180 
degrees; if the cage claws are locked, the wooden car rotates too. This car rotation is important 
because it lines up the elevator's door with the inner door on the Observatory's upper level. 
If you don't rotate the elevator car, you can't get into the upstair chamber. 
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Fig. 2-17. This elevator provides access to 
the Observatory's top level, but only if 
rotated properly. 

Of course, Saavedro (as mentioned in his journal) has scavenged parts from 
the cage mechanism; as a result, the claws don't automatically lock onto the 
wooden car. If the claws don't lock, only the outer cage rotates. But Saavedro 
writes that "the gears I leave can still be operated by hand." These gears are in a 
crawl space below the elevator. 

a Walk around the elevator and dick on the handles on the wall, for a dose-up view. 

a Pull the handles to send the elevator car up, revealing a small crawl space at the bottom 
of the shaft 

a Back away from the close-up, and then go down into the crawl space. 

a Examine the crawl space. Four compartments arrayed around the shaft have been forcibly breached, revealing 
various gears and mechanisms. 

a Open Saavedro's journal and examine his sketches of the elevator gears and mechanisms. 

a Pick up the journal and keep it with you. 
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Fig. 2-18. These sketches from Saavedro's journal 
show the settings for the four mechanisms in the 
elevator crawl space. 
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Saavedro's journal reveals the gear settings necessary to re-activate the cage claws and thus 
rotate the elevator car.You must adjust all four gear-driven mechanisms. R efer to figure 2-18 to 
see Saavedro's sketches of the four settings, or just check out figures 2-19 through 2-22 to see 
the actual settings. 

The Lever-Weights 
The first mechanism is a set of three lever-weights. Each weight can be manipulated up/ down 
to one of three positions: top, middle, bottom. To correctly adjust the lever-weight settings: 

a Click the leftmost lever-weight twice. This drops the weight to its bottom setting. 

a Don't adjust the center lever-weight This leaves the weight at its middle setting. 

a Click the rightmost lever-weight twice. This raises the weight to its top setting, 
then lowers it to its middle setting. 

a Now all three lever-weights are in the correct positions (as seen in figure 2-19). From left, settings are bottom, 
middle, middle. 

Fig. 2-19. Final settings for the lever-weights. ~·-··m· ,_ ./ . ' . . . -~ '~~ : __ _,, --. .n=t- ,' 
The Crank-Wheel 
After you adjust the lever-weights, swivel to the next compartment 
to the right. Through the breach you can see one arm of a three
armed crank-wheel. Each arm has an adjustable bolt at its tip.You 
can flip each bolt 180 degrees, thus alternating it between two positions. 

. ::. tiiil~-
, ~.,. --

a hamine the first arm visible through the breach. See the bolt at the end of the arm? One end of the bolt is 
smooth; the other end is threaded. 

a Move the Pointer cursor over the bolt. Click to flip the bolt 180 degrees. The threaded end should be exposed 
now, pointing left 
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Fig. 2-20. Flip the first two end-bolts so their threaded 
ends face /eh. Leave the third unflipped and visible 
through the hole. 

a Move the cursor up until it becomes the Open Hand cursor, then dkk on the wheel to rotate the second arm into view 

a Again, move the Pointer cursor over the end bolt. Click to flip the bolt. As on the previous arm, the threaded end 
should be exposed, pointing left. 

a Don't adjust the bolt on this arm! Leave it as is. The crank-wheel mechanism is now properly set. 

The Gear Switch 
After you adjust the crank-wheel, swivel to the next compartment to the right. Through the 
breach you can see a switch that toggles a metal rod between a small gear and a large gear. (Only 
a few teeth of the large gear are visible in the opening.) In its present setting, the switch is 
pushed away from you, locking the rod into the teeth of the small gear. 

Fig. 2-21. Simply click the gear switch to pull the rod toward you. 

a Move the cursor over the mechanism until it becomes the Open Hand cursor. 

a Click once to pull the switch towards you. The metal rod locks into the teeth of 
the large gear. 

a Done! The gear switch is now set properly. 
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T he Rotational Gears 
After you adjust the gear switch, swivel right toward the final open compartment. Through the 
breach you can see a pair of meshed gears. The upper gear features a gap where a gear tooth 
would be normally. 

Fig. 2-22. Line up the gap on the upper gear with 
a tooth on the lower gear. 

a Move the cursor over the upper gear until it becomes the Open Hand cursor. 

a Click and hold to rotate the upper gear. Keep rotating until the gap in the 
upper gear aligns with a tooth of the lower gear (as seen in figure 2-22). 

All four mechanisms are now set so that the cage 
claws will lock onto the elevator and rotate the car. 
Let's take a trip upstairs, shall we? 

a Climb out of the crawlspace. 

a Click on the wall handles again for a dose-up. 

a Pull the handles to bring the elevator car down. 

a Open the car door and step inside the elevator. 

a Turn to find the handles, accessible through an opening 
in the elevator's wall. 

a Pull the handles. 

Fig. 2-23. Inside the elevator, pull down the 
handles to activate the rotational mechanism. 

ofe: You must have the Journal for the elevator to function correctly. 
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Again, the handles activate the cage. If you set the gears properly, the cage claws lock onto 
the wooden elevator car and rotate it 180 degrees. The elevator then carries you up to the 
second level of the Observatory. At this time, a cutscene will play showing Saavedra placing a 
crumpled piece of paper down on the light table. This action causes a cage to rise out of the 
center of the room. You arrive with the door facing inward, toward the chamber. 

Ndte': If you ride the elevator to the second floor without realigning the gears first, the cage 
claws won't rotate the car. Thus, when you arrive upstairs, the elevator door faces the 
Observatory's outer door, and you automatically turn to see Saavedro through the elevator 
window. (He thinks you're Atrus.) To ride the elevator back down to the first floor, press 
the green button in the wall opening. 
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Observatory: Interior (Second Floor) 
The Observatory's second floor is a large circular room with a deep, bowl-shaped pit sunk 
into the center. An egg-shaped cage sits atop a podium in the pit. Inside the cage rests 
another linking book. 

Fig. 2-24. Too late! Saavedro links away, and the 
book sinks into the pit, out of reach. 

• Open the elevator door to see Saavedra link away. After he 
disappears, the cage slams shut around the linking book and 
spins down into the pit. 

a Open the inner door and step out of the elevator into the 
second floor chamber. 

• Veer left to the opening in the railing around the center pit 

• Press the large blue button on the right side of the opening. 

Fig. 2-25. Push the blue button at right to trigger 
the hologram projectors. 
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Fig. 2-26. Atrus wrote this Age to teach 
his sons the fundamental concepts of 

writing Ages. Now 5aavedro wants 
Atrus to take his own Lesson Age 

course-slightly altered. 

Three projectors activate, casting a three
dimensional hologram image of Atrus on the 
ceiling. Calling you "my sons" (referring, obviously, 
to Sirrus and Achenar) he speaks of three linking 
books on this island, each connecting to an Age. But in the midst of his instructions a second 
message cuts in, this one recorded by Saavedra. Calling you Atrus, he declares he's been "trapped 
in these Lesson Ages by two very greedy little boys"-yes, Sirrus and Achenar. 

Saavedra explains he has the Releeshahn book, and if Atrus wants to reclain1 it, he must 
follow using the caged book below. But Saavedra has changed the three symbols that unlock 
the cage device holding the linking book. If you hope to regain Atrus's book, you'll have to take 
his Lesson Ages course and discover exactly what alterations Saavedra made on each Age. 

Linking Book Telescopes 
Atrus installed three view-stations 120 degrees apart in the room's circular wall. Their protective 
shields slide open when you activate the hologram message from Atrus/Saavedro. Each station 
holds a telescope; each telescope allows you to view one of the three tusk-shaped towers on the 
island.When lined up properly, each telescope displays a "code" used later to unlock the linking 
book stored in the viewed tusk. 
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This code is visual. As you adjust the focus, zoom, and angle of each telescope's view, four 
metal marbles move around concentric, grooved rings surrounding the lens. The final position of 
these marbles is a code you must recreate later, on the podium inside the corresponding tusk 
(the one viewed by that telescope). 

Fig. 2-27. Pan to position the tusk's symbol 
behind the one etched on the lens. Then use 
focus and zoom controls to align the two 
symbols (tusk and lens) precisely. 

a Approach any telescope and dick on it for a dose-up. You see a symbol etched on the glass of the lens. Beyond 
that, through the lens itself, you see a partial view of the island. 

a Move the cursor over the telescope lens. Then dick and drag to pan the telescope's view. A tusk seems to be the 
most prominent landmark in sight 

a Alternately adjust the zoom and focus of each telescope to get a dear, dose-up view of the tusk. How? Check out 
the next two steps. 

a Click and drag the right handle side to side. As the handle moves, two things happen: the telescope image zooms 
in and out, and a small metal marble on one of the rings surrounding the lens circumnavigates its ring. 

a Click and drag the left handle up or down. Again, two things happen: the image becomes more or less in focus, 
and the metal marble on another ring moves around the lens. 

a Once you've got a dose, dear view of the tusk, you should see that a symbol appears inside the tusk's window. It 
matches the one etched in the telescope lens! This symbol represents the Age associated with the tusk you are 
seeing: Voltaic, Amateria, or Edanna. 

a Move the cursor over the lens once more. Then dick and drag to pan the telescope's view until you have lined up 
precisely the tusk symbol with the lens symbol. This adjustment also slides the two remaining marbles into new 
positions on their rings. 

a You may need to zoom in on the symbol and adjust focus again to get the two symbols (lens and tusk) matched 
up exactly. But when they do, the final position of all four metal marbles on their respective rings reveals the 
'code' needed to access the linking book inside the tusk. 
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Fig. 2-28. Aher you align each lens 
symbol with its corresponding tusk 
symbol, note the final array of the 

marbles around its lens. Here are the 
three final codes. 

a When moving from station to station, watch the floor. 
Saavedro dropped a very bitter excerpt from his journal 
for Atrus to find. 

a Pull the handle next to the exit door. This lowers the 
elevator so you can exit to the high bridge. 
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Fig. 2-29. Pull the wall handle (shown here 
to the right of the door) to give yourself 
a quick exit route. 

a Open the inner door and approach the outer door. 

a Click on the handle to the left of the outer door to unlock 
the outer door. 

4ii\ Open the door and step outside onto the high bridge. Time to solve the Voltaic linking book puule. 

GettingfromJ'nanin to Voltaic: 
Tite Energy Puzzle 
The Voltaic linking book is located behind a locked door in the tusk-shaped tower seen in 
figure 2-30. Five small buttons, arrayed in a circle around the door's knob, form a combination 
lock. When you first see these buttons, however, you have no idea how they work. 

Fig. 2-30. The Voltaic linking book chamber is in 
that tusk at the top of the caldera staircase. (This 
view is from the Observatory's high bridge.) 

A small prism sits on a stand a few feet in 
front of the chamber door. When light shines 
through this prism, a color wheel is superimposed 

on top of the buttons. This provides the interface by which you can solve the energy puzzle, 
provided you've discovered the color code. To get light to shine through the prism, you must 
find the island's "light gun" and understand the reflection pole system. 
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The Light Gun 
The J'nanin light gun captures light through an intake lens and redirects it through a high
powered focusing lens. The gun sits on a small outcropping of rock several feet offihore. The 
gun controls and the focusing lens are located nearby on the island cliffi . 

a From the top of the Observatory, cross the bridge and go down the ladder. 

a Step onto the curving catwalk, turn right, and climb down the rungs to the beach. 

a Turn right and follow the sandy path until you reach the yellow reflection pole. 

a Swivel left to see two devices on a rock overlooking the ocean. (See figure 2-31.) Approach the devices. 

a Note a third device just offshore: the light gun. 

Fig. 2-31. The light gun's control wheel and 
focusing lens overlook the ocean. 

Fig. 2-32. Rotate the light gun to this position 
so it captures sunlight and shoots a light 

beam at the focusing lens. 
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The control wheel at right rotates the light gun. The device at left is the focusing lens.Your 
task is to rotate the gun until it captures sunlight and directs it into the focusing lens. 

a Using the control wheel, rotate the light gun's intake lens until it lines up with a hot spot on top of the gun's 
metallic dome. Immediately, a beam of light flashes toward the focusing lens, which in turn shoots light at the 
nearby yellow reflection pole. 

a Follow the light beam to the nearby yellow reflection pole. 

The Reflection Poles 
Reflection poles, marked at the top by different colored fire marbles, are scattered all over the 
island. Each contains three telescopes installed at eye level on a swiveling shaft. They can be 
rotated in three 120-degree increments. If you rotate the poles properly, you can send the light 
beam originating from the light gun on a path from pole to pole toward the prism at the Voltaic 
linking book chamber. 

NtJte: Atrus designed this puzzle to be much easier than the way it is currently arrayed. The 
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broken reflection pole complicates things consid
erably ... as, of course, Saavedro intended. 

Fig. 2-33. The light hits this first reflection pole, 
which is yellow. Rotate it once to redirect light 
toward the nearby blue pole (seen here through 
the yellow pole's view-scope). 
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A At the first reflection pole, note the color of the fire marble at its top: yellow. Keep track of the order of fire 
marble colors as you direct the light from pole to pole. 

• Look into the view-scope where the light enters. {It faces the light gun controls.) The view centers on the broken 
pole just up the path, the work of Saavedro. Not good! 

• Rotate the reflection pole one time. This redirects the light beam to the blue reflection pole off to your right. {If 
you look into the view-scope receiving light, you see the blue pole.) 

• Move two dicks down the sandy path {back the way you came) and turn left to see rungs running up the rock. 

• Climb the rungs to the blue reflection pole. 

Fig. 2-34. Climb these rungs from the 
beach to the blue reflection pole. 

• Rotate the blue pole once to direct the light beam to the green reflection pole across the caldera to the left. 
(Check the view-scope receiving light to verify that the green pole is your target.) 

• Climb down to the sandy path, turn left, and work your way around the perimeter of the island: across the 
stepping-stones, up the rock ramp, past the purple reflection pole, and down the stone steps to a pair of 
suspension bridges. 

• Cross both suspension bridges. On the far side, climb the rock steps. 

Fig. 2-35. Cross both suspension bridges 
to reach the green reflection pole. 
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a At the top of the steps, climb the metal steps at left to the green reflection pole. 

a Rotate the green reflection pole once to direct the light beam to the nearby red reflection pole (on the rock 
platform just across from you. See figure 2-36). 

a Go down the metal steps and up the rock steps to the red reflection pole. 

Fig. 2-36. When rotated once, the green pole 
(at left) directs light to the red pole seen on 
the nearby rock platform (at right). 

a Rotate the red pole twice to direct the light beam to another yellow reflection pole across the caldera. (Again, you 
can check the target by looking through the view-scope that is receiving light) 

a Descend the rock steps, go back across the two suspension bridges, and climb the rock steps to the fork fjust one 
dick upward) in the stairway. 

a Take the left fork and climb to the yellow reflection pole. (Again, this is the second yellow pole. You rotated 
another yellow pole earlier.) 

a Turn this yellow reflection pole twice to send the beam to the nearby purple reflection pole. 

a Descend the steps to the fork, veer left to take the other upward fork, and climb to the purple reflection pole. 

a Turn the purple reflection pole one time. This sends the light beam at another red reflection pole-the one where 
you first linked into j'nanin. 

Fig. 2-37. The red pole (second of its color in 
the series) sits atop the rock platform where 
you first arrived in j'nanin. 
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a Descend the rock ramp, cross the water under the cable-bridge using the stepping-stones, turn right, and climb up 
the rungs. At the top, turn right and approach the red reflection pole. 

a Rotate the red reflection pole once. 

a Veer to the left side of the pole and look through the scope on that side (the one receiving light). The light beam 
now hits a prism in front of the tusk-shaped tower on the opposite side of the caldera. let's check it out. 

Fig. 2-38. Turn the final red pole once to direct 
the beam to the prism (as seen here through 

the view-scope). 

The Prism and the Color Wheel 
When the light beam is channeled successfully through all seven reflection poles, the prism splits 
cl1e beam into a circular spectrum, a "color wheel" pattern, superimposed over the buttons on 
me chamber door. Now you must figure out the correct order to push the buttons. Big hint: 
The path the light takes as it passes through the poles reveals a color-coded sequence--the 
order of fire marble colors on the poles. 

Fig. 2-39. Time to head for that tusk! 
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a From the final red reflection pole, step onto the curving bridge, turn left, and climb down the rungs to the beach. 

a Turn right and follow the sandy path all the way up to the tusk-shaped tower. 

a At the boulder that blocks your forward path, turn right and descend the first set of steps. Then turn left and 
climb up to the prism device in front of the structure. 

Again , the light passing through the prism 
spli ts into a circular spectrum of color light 
waves projected onto the door. Each wave falls 
over a specific button, giving the button a color. 
T he door is sealed shut by a color-coded combi
nation lock. 

Fig. 2-40. The prism splits the light beam into 
a color spectrum that falls over five buttons on 
the book chamber door. 

a Enter the color code revealed by the path the light takes. 

a Be more specific, you say? OK, push the door buttons in the order that matches the color sequence of 
the reflection pole fire marbles as you followed the light beam from the light gun through the poles to 
the prism. (WhewO 

a Still need help? just push the buttons in this order: yellow, blue, green, red, yellow, purple, red. When you press 
the last button, the door slides open. 

Note: The light beam must shine on the door before it will open. T he buttons are photosensitive. 
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The Voltaic Book Code 
You reached the linking book at last. But now what? It sits out of reach in a cage near the ceiling. 

Fig. 2-41. The book is contained in a cage 
suspended high above your head. 

a Approach the podium beneath the cage. 

a Click on the podium for a dose-up. Note the four movable marbles arrayed in concentric circular grooves. 
Look familiar? 

a Click and drag the marbles to the positions revealed earlier at the Observatory telescope when you focused on the 
Voltaic chamber (see figure. 242). The cage lowers. 

Fig. 2-42. Move the marbles in the Voltaic 
podium's code-wheel to this configuration. 

a Open the Voltaic book. 

a Touch the animated panel to link to the Voltaic Age. 
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Fig. 2-43. Open the book and.~jij 
touch the panel to link (~ 

to the Small Isle of 
the Voltaic Age. 

Getting fromJ'nanin to Amateria: 'Ihe 
Dynamic Forces Puzzle 
The Amateria linking book rests in a chamber inside the tusk-shaped tower that rises from the 
small islet adjacent to the main landmass, near your arrival point. A large obstacle blocks your 
route to the book; this is the access puzzle Atrus created as the first part of his "dynamic forces" 

lesson plan. Unfortunately, Saavedro meddled with 
the plan a bit, making access to the book chamber 
more difficult. 

Fig. 2-44. The Amateria book chamber is 
in this tusk rising from the small islet 
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" From the top of the Observatory, cross the high bridge, climb down the ladder, and walk across the curved catwalk. 

" Continue past the red reflection pole across the cable-bridge towards the tusk tower. 

" Walk past the tower and veer right, moving as far forward and to the right as you can. Then look down to see the 
ladder rungs on the rock. 

" Descend the rungs to find a podium with two levers. 

Fig. 2-45. Descend these rungs to the podium. 

Across a small inlet you see a large round 
weight on a jointed bridge. At the left end of the 
bridge, a door leads to the Amateria book chamber. At the right end, a bridge ladder extends to 

an access hole above. The weight blocks the path across the bridge.Your task here is to create an 
w1blocked path from bridge ladder to chamber door. 

" Note the four movable 'bridge joints' connected to grooves in the islet's cliff. You can raise or lower these joints 
in inverse pairs, creating different elevation states. By manipulating these states, you can roll the round weight 
'downhill ' along the bridge. 

" Note also that the bridge ladder at right is actually attached to the bridge segment itself. Thus, it tilts away from 
the access hole in certain configurations; in others, it drops too low to reach the hole. 

" Click the podium levers in this order: left, right, left, right This moves the weight to the far right, unblocking the 
path from ladder to the tower door, and also tilts the bridge ladder back into position under the access hole. 

Fig. 2-46. Move the left lever up, the right 
lever down, the left back down, then the 

right back up. This sequence rolls the 
weight to the far right (as seen here) and 

properly positions the bridge ladder. 
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A Ascend the rungs on the wall. 

A Walk straight across the small islet to the hole. (See figure 2-47.) 

A Descend the bridge ladder under the access hole and go to the tower door. 

A Click on the handle to open the door. Uh oh! 

Fig. 2-47. After you move the weight to the far 
right, descend the bridge ladder in this hole. 

Look, there's the Amateria linking hook
up high, locked in its cage, with the podium 
mechanism below. But Saavedro has somehow 

smashed the chamber floor: there's a wide rift between the door and the mechanism.You 
can't cross it. Wait ... that hole looks to be roughly the size of the large weight sitting on the 
bridge, doesn't it? 

A Return to the podium with the bridge controls. 

A Roll the round weight into the tower by dicking the levers in this order: left, left, right This rolls the 
weight through the open door. 

A Important: Click on the right lever one more time! This tilts the bridge ladder back into position under 
the access hole. 

A Return to the book chamber. The weight has fallen into the rift, forming a convenient 'bridge' to the podium. 

Fig. 2-48. Roll the weight into the book 
chamber to fill the floor hole, letting you 
cross to the podium. 
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• Approach the podium and dick on it for a dose-up. 

• Click and drag the marbles to the positions revealed earlier at the Observatory telescope when you focused on the 
Amateria chamber (see figure 2-49). The cage lowers. 

Fig. 2-49. Move the marbles in the Amateria 
podium's code-wheel to this configuration. 

• Open the Amateria book. 

• Touch the linking book panel to link to Amateria, the 
Dynamic Forces Age. 

Fig. 2-50. Use the Amateria book to link 
to the Age. 

Getting fromJ'nanin to Edanna: 
The Nature Puzzle 
Atrus built his Edanna linking book chamber into the tusk-shaped tower nearest the 
Observatory. The chamber door is halfWay up the tower, seemingly unreachable. But of course 
there is a way. And remember, Edanna is the Nature Age, so any puzzle solution in Atrus's 
Lesson Age will reflect that fact. 
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Fig. 2-51. The Edanna book chamber is halfway 
up this tusk. Note the melon-like buds of the 
Barnacle Moss on the right cliff wall. 

a From the top of the Observatory, cross the high bridge, go down the ladder, and descend the rungs to the beach. 

a Turn left and cross the stepping-stones under the cable-bridge. (See figure 2-52.) 

Fig. 2-52. Look like a dead end? It's not 
Follow those stepping-stones across the 
water and under the bridge. 

a Walk across the stepping-stones under the cable-bridge. 

a Climb the steep rock ramp on the other side. At the top, you find another reflection pole, this one with a purp~ 
fire marble. 

a Turn left and descend the rock steps. At the intersection (where another set of stairs leads upward), take the left 
fork that leads down to a pair of suspension bridges. 

a Walk across the first suspension bridge to the rock platform. 

a Turn right and take a step toward the tusk-shaped tower. The linking book chamber is behind that door directfy 
across from you. 

a look down to find the ladder, and then descend to the first landing. 
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Fig. 2-53. A pair of suspension bridges spans the 
caldera. Cross only the first bridge ... 

... then look down to find the rungs of a ladder. 

Now take a look around. The cliff is covered with a thick green moss sprouting large, 
round, reddish-brown buds that look like watermelons. This is Barnacle Moss. Also note the 
trange plant with the ear-shaped stalk on the ledge nearby. This is a Hearken Fern. The "ear" 
talk can pick up and amplify noises from distant locations if you aim it toward the sound. You'll 

use this plant's unique ability in a moment. 

Fig. 2-54. This is a Hearken Fern. Stand 
behind it and give it a spin, pointing the 

stamen at sounds around the caldera. 
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a For fun, stand behind the Hearken Fern. 

a Move it around, aiming the tip of the stamen (the horn-like protrusion) at various locations across the caldera. 

a In particular, aim at the lake below, the Whistling Rock formation just above it (hear the moaning?), the clouds 
above the caldera, and the suspension bridge just above you. 

a Step past the Hearken Fern and descend the ladder down to the caldera basin. 

a Move four times over the stones to the right of the catwalk. You end up next to a small tent-like structure. 
This is a Squee's nest 

a Push the button-like plant on the nest's top to see the Squee pop out for a look. Cute little guy, isn 't he? 

Fig. 2-55. Say hello to Mr. Squee. He can 
help you get to the Edanna book. 

Time for more observation. Swjvel right. See 

the Wy-like plant in the water? That's a Spamung 
Lily. This flora flattens when touched and extends 

its spiky leaves outward. This action forms a 
convenient bridge for small animals to walk across water. 

See the Barnacle Moss growing on the rocks across the pool? The Squee in the nest wouJd 
love to feed on its delicate inner flowers. But the Squee is a land-based creature. How can it get 
across the water? 

Fig. 2-56. When you touch the Spanning Lily, 
it flattens. Then call out the Squee to munch 
his favorite food, the Barnacle Moss. 
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• Touch the Spanning lily. It retracts, spreading its leaves across the water. 

a Press the top of the Squee's nest The creature runs across to the Barnacle Moss and chirps. The sound causes the 
moss buds to expand. Cool! 

a Retrace your steps up the ladder to the landing. 

a Get behind the Hearken Fern again and point the stamen at the spot below where the Squee chirps happily. (See 
figure 2·57.) Wow! The amplified Squee chirping triggers the expansion of the mature Barnacle Moss buds on the 
cliff wall above you. 

a Now climb to the top of the ladder and cross the Barnacle Moss bridge to the door in the tower. 

Fig. 2·57. After you get the Squee to chirp, 
aim the Hearken Fern at the critter's 

cute sound (as shown here). 

Fig. 2-58. Climb the ladder and cross those 
burgeoning Barnacle Moss buds to the 

Edanna book chamber. 

a Open the door and step into the chamber. A linking book 
sits in a cage suspended near the ceiling, out of reach. 

a Approach the podium and click on it for a close-up. 

a Click and drag the marbles to the positions revealed earlier at the Observatory telescope when you focused on the 
£danna chamber (see figure 2·59). The cage lowers. 
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a Open the Edanna book. 

Fig. 2-59. Move the marbles in the 
Edanna podium's code-wheel to 
this configuration. 

a Touch the linking book panel to link to Edanna, the Nature Age. 
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Fig. 2-60. Edanna 
here we come! 
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Fig. 3-1. Here's an overhead view of the Voltaic Age. Some primary structures, such 
as the Lava Chamber, lie underground, so they aren't visible here. 
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Chapter 3: Voltaic: The Age of Energy 

Welcome to Voltaic, the Age of Energy. The map of the island (see figure 3-1) reveals a U
shaped canyon lined by forbidding sandstone cliffi.Your task is to get power flowing to the 
mall Isle in the upper-left corner. To do so, you must harness, transform, or channel various 

forms of natural energy to activate a serie of mechanisms. 

e: Your ultimate goal in each of the three Element Ages is the same: Find that Age's unique 
symbol and bring it back to J'nanin. 

The Small Isle 
YourVoltaic adventure begins on a metal catwalk over a tiny island, which we'll call the Small 
I le. This isle sits at the mouth of an inlet that spills water down the main island's canyon. The 
catwalk leads to a stone building on the Small Isle. It also spans to the main island, where it 
curves into a crevasse through the cliff wall. 

Fig. 3-2. This stone structure hunkers atop the 
Small Isle where you arrive in Voltaic. 

~ Proceed along the catwalk to the door of the stone 
building on the Small Isle. 

~ Try to open the door. Nothing happens. The lock mechanism attached to the door's handle needs power. 

~ Turn left to see the metal container; it looks like a shiny basketball with wings. Approach it. 
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Fig. 3-3. This conveniently placed book links right 
back to the Voltaic book chamber on j'nanin. 

< Click on the container to open i~ revealing a j'nanin linking book. This links back to the Voltaic book chamber. 
Use it only if you get stuck on this Age and want to explore elsewhere. (Of course, you won't get stuck if you stid 
with usO 

~ Examine the area: the pylons and gantry tower rising from the inlet, the power plant's sluice gate just beyond the 
tower, and the route of the power cable. 

Fig. 3-4. This power cable runs from the 
stone structure down into the water. 

A truck electrical cable runs from the Small 
Isle's stone building to a metal pole at the end of 
the catwalk, then threads under the catwalk and 

disappears into the water. Just yard away, two metal pylons and a stone gantry tower rise from 

the inlet water; more cable runs from the far pylon toward 
a power plant farther up the canyon. In fact, the inlet 
gantry and pylons are part of an electrical power system 
that runs through the entire Age, delivering energy to 

various locations. 
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Fig. 3-5. Cross this catwalk to 
the main island. 

~ Follow the catwalk across the water and 
into the crevasse on the main island. 

~ At the first intersection Gust before you 

Chapter 3: Voltaic: The Age of Energy 

emerge into the open chasm), turn right to see a narrow, red-lit tunnel. 

< Follow the red-lit tunnel. Watch for another one of Saavedro's journal pages on the tunnel floor. 

This journal entry starts at the beginning, as it were. Saavedra describes "the fog that eats 
my mind" (his madness) and the moment that helped him emerge from that fog: the arrival of 
Atrus on J'nanin. 

< Proceed to the next intersection. You see a door just 
ahead. If you try the door, you discover it's jammed 
from the inside. (By Saavedro, perhaps?) 

< Turn right to see a narrow, blue-lit tunnel. 

< Follow the blue-lit tunnel to the power plant. 

Power Plant 
A hydroelectric power plant spans the length of a waterfall that drops from the ocean inlet into 
the canyon below. The plant has three sections: a two-story control tower, a long cylindrical 
waterwheel, and a gear platform that powers a turbine generator. Check out the map in figure 
3-1. See how the inlet rocks split the falls into two separate spillways? One spillway runs under 
the waterwheel, one under the gear platform. A movable sluice gate directs water into only one 
pillway at a time. 
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The power plant is not producing electricity at the moment. Your goal is to activate the 
plant and thus generate power for other mechanisms in the Voltaic Age. 

# Step out of the tunnel into the alcove. 

~ Turn left and step forward to examine the power flow diagram. (See figure 3-6.) 

Fig. 3-6. Icons in this diagram indicate various 
mechanisms (labeled here) in the Age. A glowing 
icon means power is flowing to that mechanism. 

When the power is on, the diagram's icons 
glow to depict the flow of electricity to various 

mechanisms around the island. (A lit icon means the designated mechanism is powered up.) At 
the moment, none of the diagram's icons are lit because the plant is not producing electricity. 

Control Tower 

Fig. 3-7. Climb this ladder to top of 
the control tower. 

# Turn around and approach the ladder. 

# Climb up the ladder to the top of the control tower 
(two clicks up). 

Nice view! The Small Isle looms across the water to your right. So does the inlet gantry tower 
and its nearby pylons. The sluice gate and the cylindrical waterwheel lie directly below. Attached 

to the waterwheel are several rows of movable flaps called "vanes." When these vanes are 
deployed-that is, flipped open-and water is running under the waterwheel, the water pushes 

the vane , causing the wheel to turn. The vanes are currently retracted, however. 
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Fig. 3-8. From the control tower you can 
see the sluice gate (at right) and the 

waterwheel (the cylinder below). 

Chapter 3: Voltaic: The Age of Energy 

< Examine the control panel. The red wheel at right moves the sluice gate. Saavedro removed the other wheel, 
which had deployed the waterwheel's vanes. 

< Turn the red wheel. 

The sluice gate slide over to its far position, redirecting water under the waterwheel. Again, 
the vanes aren't deployed, so the wheel doesn't spin. Don't worry, though, you don't want it 
spinning just yet. 

Fig. 3-9. Turn this red control wheel to 
move the sluice gate to the far side, 

Jetting water flow under the 
waterwheel. (Do this before you deploy 

the waterwhee/'s vanesO 

< Climb back down the ladder. 

< Turn to face the metallic corridor (opposite the tunnel you emerged from). 

This corridor runs the length of the waterwheel.As mentioned earlier, the waterwheel itself 
is a long cylindrical tube stretching from the control tower to the gear platform.You can see the 
gear platform at the other end of the corridor. 
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Gear Platform 
< Proceed through the waterwheel5 metallic corridor. 

< Cross the gear platform and examine the round, forbidding security door. It resembles the one on the Small Isle 
building; like that one, its lock mechanism has no power, so you can't open it yet 

< Turn around and examine the platform. 

Fig. 3-10. The security door off the gear 
platform is locked. It won't open until the 
turbine generator is producing power. 

A massive gear sits horizontally just under the floor. T his floor gear, when turning, powers a 
turbine generator, the island's source of electricity. To turn, the floor gear must be engaged with 
the huge waterwheel gear attached vertically to the end of the waterwheel. When the 
waterwheel turns, both gears spin, thus converting the wheel's kinetic energy into electricity. 

The gears aren't spinning yet, nor are they engaged. T he floor gear has been lowered to its 
release position. But a ladder runs down a nearby vertical shaft to a gear crank. T his crank allows 
you to raise the floor gear so that it engages the waterwheel gear. 

Fig. 3-11. This shaft leads down to a crank 
mechanism that can raise the floor gear. 
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~ Step onto the gear platform, turn right, and approach the shaft 

< Climb down the ladder into the shaft 

Note': If the shaft is filled with water, the sluice gate is in the wrong setting. Go back to the 
control tower, climb the ladder, and turn the red control wheel to move the sluice gate so 
that water is diverted under the waterwheel rather than under the gear platform. 

< At the bottom, push the red button to open the door and reveal the floor gear's emergency release mechanism. 

~ Step closer to the mechanism and click on the crank handle at left This raises the floor gear, engaging it with the 
waterwheel gear. 

Fig. 3-1 Z. Turn the crank handle on the left 
side of this mechanism to raise the floor gear. 

You cannot turn this crank while the 
waterwheel gear is in motion; the floor gear just 
grinds and drops back down, still disengaged. Thus, 

the two gears can be engaged only when (1) water 
is flowing under the waterwheel, not under the gear platform, and (2) the waterwheel's vanes are 

closed so the waterwheel does not turn. 
Now that you have the gears engaged, it's time to open those vanes. 

< Climb out of the shaft 

< Head back down the waterwheel's metallic corridor. 

Waterwheel Corridor (Vanes) 

< Walk down the metallic corridor, stopping just before you reach the control tower alcove. 

< Turn right to see the damaged view-port. 

< Click on the view·port for a close-up. You see a section of the waterwheel's vanes. 
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Fig. 3-13. Flip open the vanes manually, but 
only after you engage the big gears at the 
gear platform. 

r.fip: Closed vanes can be opened whether or not water is flowing over them; however, 
open vanes can be closed only if water is directed away from the waterwheel. 

~ Click on the vanes to manually open them. Voila! The waterwheel begins to spin. 

~ Back away and turn left Step into the alcove, then turn left again and examine the power flow diagram. 

Newly lit icons on the diagram indicate that power flows from the plant's generator to a 
device somewhere beyond the gear platform. Let's track that power flow, shall we? 

Fig. 3-14. Power now flows from the power 
plant's turbine generator to the 
electromagnet chamber. 

~ Walk down the metallic corridor. Just before you step onto the gear platform, note the engaged gears turning. 

~ Optional: Crawl down the shaft again and open the compartment to see the generator's gear mechanism 
spinning happily. 

~ Cross the gear platform to the security door. 
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Electromagnet Chamber 

Fig. 3-15. The gear platform door can open once 
power lights up the lock mechanism. 

# Aha! The security door's lock mechanism now glows with 
power. Click on it to open the door and see another 
shaft leading down. 

~ Climb down the shaft's ladder into the antechamber. At the bottom you see a passage at right, and an odd device 
with a view-screen at left-an imager. 

# Approach the imager and click the button beneath the view-screen. It's another message from Saavedro. (See the 
following Note.) 

Fig. 3-16. The imager in the antechamber plays 
another bitter message from 5aavedro to Atrus. 

# Follow the long passage that leads from the antechamber. 

# Enter the electromagnet chamber. 

Note: Each of the three Ages has an imager with a separate message from Saavedro. You can visit 
the Ages (and find the imagers) in any order. But the messages play in the same order 
regardless of the order you visit the Ages. So Saavedro's first message plays on the first 
imager you activate, whether on Voltaic, Amateria, or Edanna. The second message plays on 
the second imager you activate, no matter which Age; the same goes for the third message 
on the third imager you activate. 
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Fig. 3-17. The central cylinder houses a vast 
circuit array full of connectors that must be 
aligned for power to flow to other Voltaic 
locations. 

Five platforms surround a big central cylinder. Inside the cylinder, three continuous strips of 
electrical circuits ring the cylinder's interior wall. Segments of these circuits are visible through 
apertures in the cylinder; the apertures can be found under the D'ni numerals etched at each 
platform (see figure 3-18).Your first look at the circuit configuration reveals disconnected 
wiring, which explains why the power flow from the generator stops here. 

Nofe: The figure etched over each aperture station is a D'ni numeral. The numeral over the 
station at the bottom of the ladder is 1. As you circle counterclockwise around the cylinder, 
the stations are marked with the D'ni numerals 2, 3, 4, and 5. 

56 

~ Climb down the ladder into the chamber. 

~ Click on the aperture station at the bottom of the ladder and examine its controls. 

Fig. 3-18. This is the first 
aperture station on the 
cylinder, marked by the D'ni 
numeral 1. (See figure 3-20 
for the final circuit settings 
for this aperture.) 
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Fig. 3-19. Here's a view through the aperture. 
Press the buttons on either side to rotate the 
corresponding circuit strip in that direction. 

The circuit array features stationary connector 
pins at the very top and very bottom. Three 
movable strips of circuits are stacked between these 
pins. Buttons outside the aperture let you rotate 
each strip left or right.Your goal here is to line up connector pins until there are no uncon
nected circuits at any aperture station. You must rotate the strips in the same direction in order 
to solve this puzzle. 

Specifically (and stay with us here): Every stationary conn:ector pin at the top of the circuit 
array must connect to a pin on the top circuit strip. Every pin on the topmost strip must 
connect to a pin on the middle strip. Every pin on the middle strip must connect to a pin on 
the lower strip. And every pin on the lower strip must connect to a stationary connector pin at 
the bottom of the circuit array. 

This probably sounds more complicated than it really is. Simply put, you must create an 
unbroken pathway for electricity to run from the stationary top pins through the circuit strips 
to the tationary bottom pins in all five aperture views. When this happens, electricity arcs from 
the circuit in the center of the room to the electromagnetic coils lining the chamber walls. 

Note: Remember, w hen you move a circuit strip at one aperture, you are moving it in all five 
apertures. Also note that clicking any button 20 times moves that circuit strip completely 
around the cylinder once. 

~ Look into the aperture at station 1 (the one by the ladder). Click the top right-hand button as many times as it 
takes to move the row of pins on the uppermost circuit strip into alignment with both of the stationary pins 
above them. 

< Once you find a position in which top row pins match up with the stationery pins above them, step away from 
aperture station 1, walk to station 2, and look into this aperture. 

< Do the top row pins here line up with the stationary pins above them? If they don't, dick the top right-hand 
button until these pins line up correctly. If they do line up, then step away from station 2, walk to station 3 and 
peer into this aperture. 

< Continue to line up the topmost pins in the top strip with the stationary pins above them in all five stations until 
every station's top pins form an unbroken line from stationary pin to top pin. 
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~ Then walk back to Station 1. Click the bottom right button as many times as it takes to move the row of pins on 
the bottommost circuit strip into alignment with the two stationary pins below them. 

~ When they match, move to the next station and check to see if all bottom pins line up. Continue clicking just the 
bottom right button until all bottom pins line up in all five aperture stations. 

~ Now, repeat this process with the middle row of circuits. Here, however, you must match the pins on the middle 
circuit strip with the top strip and the bottom strip pins. Again, you must form an unbroken line of connector 
pins from the top stationary pins to the bottom stationary pins. 

~ If you get really frustrated, go back to aperture 1 and check out figure 3-20 for the solution. 

~ When you succeed, you automatically step back and the aperture station slams shut. Electricity arcs across the 
top of the electromagnet chamber. 

Note: Warning! Quick cheat solution follows. The first time you look into any aperture, rotate the 
top strip to the right 10 times, rotate the middle strip to the right two times, and rotate the 
bottom strip to the right four times. 
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Fig. 3-20. To solve the 
circuit puzzle, move the 
circuit strips to match 
this configuration in 
aperture 1. 

~ Go around the right side of the cylinder. Proceed past the first 
platform to the second one. 

~ Find another one of Saavedro's loose journal entries on the floor next 
to the cylinder. 

~· Open Saavedro's journal and read the new pages. 
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Fig. 3-21. Don't miss these journal pages left on 
the floor behind the electromagnet cylinder. 

Saavedro wants you to find them. 

The tragedy of Saavedro's experience comes 
into sharper focus in these new journal passages. 
He recounts a near-encounter with Catherine during one of his excursions to Tomahna. The 
moment spawns painful memories of his own wife, Tamra, and their two daughters-all 
presumed dead. Saavedro writes of the dying of his home Age, N arayan, a place once sustained 
by the "Lattice Tree." 

< Go back up the ladder, follow the tunnel to the next ladder, and climb up to the gear platform. 

< Return through the waterwheel's metallic corridor to the alcove at the bottom of the power station's control tower. 

Fig. 3-22. Now the diagram indicates power 
flowing everywhere but one location on the Age. 

< Examine the power flow diagram. The lit icons now 
indicate electricity flowing to all but one mechanism on 
the island. 

< Backtrack through the blue-lit and red-lit tunnels until you reach the big crevasse. Then turn right and follow the 
catwalk into the chasm. 
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1he Chasm 
The chasm is a large circular canyon with a narrow gorge branching off to the south (as seen on 
the map in figure 3-1). The canyon was carved by a whirlpool; water flows down through the 
gorge from the inlet's waterfall. Note the series of tall metal pylons that thread their way up the 
gorge. These pylons support a thick power cable running from the power plant. When it reaches 
the chasm, th.is cable makes a 90-degree loop around a stone gantry tower, and then disappears 
behind a massive dome-like door. 

Fig. 3-23. Welcome to the chasm. A power cable 
strung on pylons (far right) runs down the gorge, 
curves around the gantry tower platform (center), 
and heads for the dry dock door (far left). The 
segmented pipe (top) is a hot-air conduit. 

Fig. 3-24. This big, circular, segmented door 
releases the airship from its dry dock. 

~ Follow the catwalk all the way across the open chasm, passing a T-intersection and the dry dock door to your right 

~ At the catwalk's end, look down to find the ladder, then descend. You end up in the airship dry dock. 
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Airship Dry Dock 
The airship hangs in a cavern carved into the east side of the chasm. (See the map in figure 
3-1 .) A massive, segmented door seals the cave entrance. At one time the airship could be 
reached via a catwalk, but Saavedra destroyed this access, making it impossible to enter the 
airship from inside the dry dock.Your goal: Get the airship out of dry dock and to the gantry 

platform in the cha m. 

Fig. 3-25. Even when deflated, the airship 
is impressive. 

The airship is a hot-air balloon with a 
gondola. Notice that the balloon is not inflated. 
A series of pipes connects the balloon to a hot
air conduit on the far side of the cave. The pipes 
run from the conduit through a three-tiered system of pressure valves housed in the tall 
tower ju t ahead. 

Unfortunately, no air flows through the pipes right now. Guess what your next task is? 

~ Cross the lower catwalk to a platform with four valve wheels and a gauge. 

~ Examine the valve system. 

Fig. 3-26. These valves control the air pressure 
for inflating the airship. No hot air is 

flowing, however. 

This lower tier of valves feeds hot air down 
the air pipe (see figure 3-27) that leads to the 
airship's balloon. Each valve releases a set amount 
of pressure. Two more tiers of valves sit above you in the tower-thus, three tiers, four valves to 
a tier, twelve valves total . 
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Fig. 3-27. This pipe directs hot air from the valve 
system to the airship's balloon. Note how 
Saavedro has destroyed the catwalk to the airship. 

" If you experiment with the valves, nothing happens; no air 
flows through them right now. 

" As you examine the valves, you stand on a pneumatic lift that provides access to all three tiers of valves in the 
valve tower. But if you pull the lift handle at lower left, nothing happens. Again, no air is feeding through the 
system right now to provide pneumatic power. 

" Turn around and step onto the platform beyond the lift. Just ahead, note Saavedro's damage to the catwalk that 
leads to the airship. 

" Turn right to see the spars of a maintenance ladder rising up between the cave wall and the valve tower. Climb 
these spars to a metal staircase, then climb the staircase to the top: the juncture where the hot air conduit feeds 
into the valve tower. 

Fig. 3-28. Find the maintenance 
ladder just around the corner 
from the valve station. Climb 
it to the maintenance hatch 
at the top. ~~~~ 
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~ Turn right and climb onto the small platform. 

~ Pick up another page of Saavedro's journal. This entry gives us Saavedro polishing a cavern wall and mixing paints 
in an endeavor to show Atrus ' the pain his family has caused.' 

t< Approach the dome-shaped maintenance hatch and dick on its handle to rotate it open. 

~ Crawl through the hatch and veer left to crawl atop the hot-air conduit (the long segmented pipe spanning 
the chasm). 

t< Cross the chasm on the hot-air conduit On the other side, you find another hatch. This leads into a ventilation duct 

~ Open and enter the hatch, then crawl down the ventilation duct through the darkness until you are atop a 
round grate. 

' Click on the grate to open it 

~ Drop down into the lava chamber control room. 

Fig. 3-29. The ventilation duct is dark and 
spooky, but plunge forward to the grate that 

opens downward. 

Lava Chamber 
Hot enough for you? This lava chamber provides the superheated air needed to inflate the 
airship. The chamber features two areas: a two-level control room (where you are now) and a 
lava containment center. A giant intake fan draws hot air into a conduit (the segmented pipe 
you walked across the chasm) and funnels it to the dry dock's valve tower. 

You dropped from the ventilation duct into the top level of the control room. A shaft with 
a ladder leads down to the bottom level. Behind 
you, a window overlooks the lava containment 
center, a large room that contains, oddly enough, 
lava. ln front of you is a door. 

Fig. 3-30. Open this door to the tunnel system 
for quicker access from the lava chamber 

to the rest of the island. 

.. • 
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< Step toward the door and dick on the latch at right to slide it up. 

< Open the door. 

This tunnel intersection looks familiar.You passed here earlier, but this door was locked. 
Now you know why-the work of Saavedro, of course. The blue-lit tunnel runs to the power 
station; the red-lit tunnel runs back out to the crevasse connecting the Small Isle and the chasm. 

<. Turn and approach the control .room window. 

< Locate the fan on the wall at UP,per right 

Fig. 3-31. Here's the view from the control 
room window. See the fan at upper right? 

That fan pumps hot air down the conduit. 
But it's turned off at the moment. Its control 
switch is on the wall just below the fan, accessible 
via a catwalk. But you can't see the switch yet; it's 

hidden behind the catwalk's vertical end-piece. Can we reach it? 

< Go down the ladder to the bottom floor of the control room. 

< Look through the door's view-port to see the lava filling the containment center. 

Fig. 3-32. Molten lava fills the containment 
room when you first arrive. 

Hot lava could be an impediment-you need 
to drain it before opening this door. 

The containment center has two large gates 
on opposite walls: one gate lets lava flow in, the other lets lava drain out. The gates can be 
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operated only one at a time because a single control gear raises or lowers them. This control gear 
is attached to a hydraulic arm that slides back and forth between the inflow and drain gates. 

To complicate matters further, when positioned at either lava gate, the control gear also 
raises or lowers the catwalk that (when raised to its highest setting) reaches the fan control 
switch. So raising or lowering either lava gate simultaneously raises or lowers the catwalk. 

Therefore, the goal is to manipulate the catwalk and the lava gates so that you: 

1. Empty the room of lava. 

2. Reach the fan control and turn it on. 

3. Refill the room with lava to blow hot air down the conduit. 

< Go back to the top floor of the control room. 

< Approach the control wheel at the window. Note that Saavedro has jammed the center groove by wedging in a bolt 

Fig. 3-33. Saavedro's sabotage (the wedged 
bolt) limits your options at the control 

room's control wheel. 

The red knob activates the control gear in the 
containment room. Rotating the red knob around 
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the outer groove of the wheel turns the control gear in the direction (clockwise or counter
clockwise) you rotated the knob. Sliding the knob across the center groove moves the hydraulic 
arm (and thus the control gear) from one lava gate to the other. But, as mentioned, Saavedra 
jammed the center groove on this control wheel. 

~ Click and hold on the red knob. 

< Drag it in a counterclockwise direction around the outer groove until it dicks twice, and then release. 
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The knob makes one counterclockwise rotation. Through the window you see the control 
gear (now at far right) turn counterclockwise. As it tur ns, it simultaneously lowers the catwalk 
and lifts the drain gate, clearing the room of lava. N ow you can enter through the bottom floor 
of the control room. (N ote that you can see the fan control switch on the wall beneath the fan.) 

Fig. 3-34. The lava containment room 
and its main features. 

~ Go back down the ladder. 

~ Open the door and enter the containment room, now lava free. 

~ Turn left and step onto the catwalk. 

~ Examine the surroundings. 

See the fan control switch on the wall just under the fan? N ow find the circular hole in the 
catwalk's vertical end-piece. T he hole is designed to match up with the fan switch, so you must 
raise the catwalk high enough to reach the switch through the hole. 

And say ... is that a painting on the drain gate to the right? 

Fig. 3-35. The catwalk in the lava containment 
room has the same control mechanism as the one 
in the control room. But this one's not damaged! 

~ Approach the control wheel on the catwalk. This second control wheel works the same as the first, but the center 
groove is not jammed. So you can rotate or slide the red knob to manipulate the control gear. 

~ Move the red knob in a clockwise direction. The control gear rotates clockwise, simultaneously raising the catwalk 
and lowering the lava drain gate at right. 
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Fig. 3-36. Slide the red knob through the 
center groove to move the hydraulic arm 
(with the control gear) from side to side. 

< Now slide the red knob to the left through the center 
groove. The hydraulic arm moves the control gear to the 
left side, engaging it to the large gear that moves the 
lava inflow gate. 

< Step forward and then examine the painting on the drain gate. 

Fig. 3-37. Examine this disturbing painting 
on the lava drain gate. 

The work seems to depict a society aflame, at 
war with itself, fighting while two young men in a 
hovering gondola-Sirrus and Achenar, no 
doubt- flee the dying Age with bags full of riches, callously toasting their success at wreaking 
havoc. In the right foreground, a man stands apart from the strife with his family, a woman and 
two children. 

Clearly the man is S avedro. And thi painting is a me age to Atrus. 

<. Go back to the control wheel. 

< Rotate the red knob counterclockwise to simultaneously raise both the catwalk and the inflow gate. Lava 
flows into the room below. More importantly, the hole in the catwalk's vertical end-piece now reveals the fan 
control switch. 

< Step forward to the fan switch and turn it on. 
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Fig. 3-38. Halfway there! Now you've 
exposed the fan controls. 

~ Go back to the control wheel and rotate the red knob clockwise. This lowers the catwalk one level and doses the 
lava inflow gate. (If you look up, you see the fan now spinning.) 

~ Slide the red knob to the right to move the control gear to the right side. 

# Rotate the red knob counterclockwise to simultaneously open the lava drain gate (emptying the room of lava, 
thank goodness) and lower the catwalk. Whew! 

Good! Now the fan is blowing and the drain gate is open. When lava flows through the 
room again, the fan will push superheated air down the conduit to the airship dry dock. It's 
time to make that happen. But don't leave the containment room yet! R emember, up in the 
control room, the red knob won't slide because of Saavedro's sabotage. So, you must shift the 
control gear over to the inflow gate before you go. 

~ Important! Slide the red knob to the left to move the control gear over to the inflow gate side. 

~ Exit the lava containment room. 

~ Climb the ladder back to the control room's second level. 

~ Approach the control wheel and rotate the red knob counterclockwise. This raises both the inflow gate and the 
catwalk, allowing lava to flow freely through the room. 

~ Now head back to the dry dock! First, look straight up to find the ventilation duct opening. Click on it to enter 
the duct. 

~ Crawl through the tunnel to the hatch and exit the duct. 
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Fig. 3-39. Exit the lava chamber via the ceiling 
dud and then cross the chasm again, using the 
hot air conduit as your bridge to the dry dock. 

~ Cross the chasm on the hot air conduit 

< Crawl through the maintenance hatch, and then climb 
down the stairs and the maintenance ladder to the dry 
dock platform. 

Airship Dry Dock (Valve Puzzle) 
Hot air is flowing down the conduit, but the airship isn't inflating! Why? As with any balloon, 
the air must be forced in with pressure. The conduit channeling hot air from the lava 
chamber enters the dry dock's valve tower and splits into three sets of valves that supply 
pressure for this job. 

If too little pressure is sent through the valves, of course, the airship doesn't inflate. But if 
too much pressure goes through the valves, a release valve automatically opens, venting hot air 
before it reaches the airship. Therefore, to inflate the airship you must open and close specific 
valves, adjusting the pressure to an exactly specified level. 

Remember, there are three tiers of valves; each tier contains four valves. When you first 
arrive at the valve tower after solving the lava chan1ber puzzle, all valves are open (that is, 
venting hot air) except one. That one, on the bottom tier, has been jammed shut by someone 
who just may have long straggly hair and a grudge the size of Greenland. 

< Approach the lower tier of valves. Again, three valves are open (venting hot air) and one is dosed. 

< Examine the pressure gauge. 

The black needle indicates a current pressure of 1 O; zero is the line between the blue and 
red zones, and the needle moves counterclockwise as air pressure rises. See the red line marking 
19 units of pressure at the upper left? That's the exact air pressure needed to inflate the airship 
without tripping the release valve. So you must open valves until you hit 19. 
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Note: A valve venting air out of its cap is "open" and thus producing zero pressure (as in figure 
3-40). A "closed" valve cap produces full pressure from that valve. 

Valve Tower: The Elevator 

Fig. 3-40. When a valve cap is up and venting 
air (as seen here), the valve is "open. " 

But, of course, there's a catch. The valve tower elevator is pneumatic; it needs air pressure to 
operate. The gauge's pressure reading must be in the yellow zone (equal to or greater than 22) 
for the elevator to reach the middle tier of valves. The reading must be in the red zone (greater 
than or equal to 49) to reach the top tier. So to get to higher tiers, you must initially increase 

pressure far above the 19 needed to inflate the airship. 

- Elevator Doesn't 

---.-~.~-..... -
l:levator to ' ' / Elevator lo 

Middle Tier Top Tier 

Fig. 3-41. A black indicator needle in the red zone 
means the elevator can reach the top tier. A 
yellow reading reaches the middle tier, but blue 
won't get you off the ground. 
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Setting the Valves 
Total pressure can range from 0 to 60 units. Each lower tier valve proyjdes 10 units of pressure. 
Each middle tier valve proyjdes 4 units of pressure. Each top tier valve provides 1 unit of 
pressure. Again, when you first arrive after solyjng the lava chamber puzzle, all valve caps but 

one are open-that is, 11 of the 12 caps are up and hot air is escaping. 
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< Again, note that one valve cap on the lower tier (the far right valve} is dosed. If you try to open it by turning its 
valve wheel, nothing happens; the wheel is jammed. 

< Turn the valve wheels to dose the other three valve caps on the lower tier. This raises pressure from 10 to 40 
units, pushing the gauge needle into the yellow zon~nough to get the elevator up to the middle tier. 

< Click on the elevator handle and drag it all the way to the right The elevator rises to the middle tier. 

< Close three of the venting valves on the middle tier. This raises pressure by 12, pushing the gauge needle into the 
red zone, from 40 to 52--enough to reach the top tier. 

< Pull the elevator handle to the right again to ride up to the top tier. 

< Close just one valve on the top tier. This raises total pressure by 1, from 52 to 53. 

Fig. 3-42. Final setting for the top tier-three 
open valves venting hot air. 

< Pull the elevator handle to the left and ride down to the 
middle tier. 

< Open one more valve, so that a total of two valves are 
open and venting air. This reduces total pressure by 4, 
from 53 to 49. 

Fig. 3-43. Final setting for the middle tier-two 
open valves venting hot air. 

< Pull the elevator handle to the left and ride down to the 
bottom tier. 

< Open the three valves that are not jammed. This reduces 
total pressure by 30, from 49 to 19. 
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Fig. 3-44. Final setting for the bottom 
tier-three open valves venting hot air. 
(The jammed valve stays closed.) 

The total pressure output is now l unit from 
the top tier of valves, 8 from the middle tier of 

valves, and 10 units from the bottom tier of valves: a total of 19, the number indicated by the 
red line on the gauge. (The black indicator needle should be on the red line now.) 

' Go around the corner to the release valve. 

' Turn the release valve to pump the pressurized hot air into the airship. 

Fig. 3-45. After you get a pressure reading of 19, 
turn this release valve wheel to fill the airship. 

Nofe': If there's not enough pressure to inflate the airship when you turn the final release valve 
wheel, nothing happens. If there's too much pressure, the release valve blows, forcing you 
to try again. 
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Watch the airship inflate, rise, and sail forward. After a short flight, the ship halts at the 
closed dry dock doors. Next step: Let's open those doors. 
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Fig. 3-46. And there she goes! But she 
doesn't go far. 

~ Step across the elevator platform and cross the catwalk 
(underneath the airship} to the far side of the dry dock 
cavern. 

~ Climb the ladder and follow the upper walkway into the chasm. 

The Chasm Gantry 
Time to open that big, segmented dry dock door and free the airship. The door's release lever is 
one level down, at the end of the stone gantry platform. An electric elevator connects the upper 
walkway level (where you are now) to the lower walkway that leads to the lever. 

Note: lf you haven't solved the puzzles in both the power plant and the electromagnet chamber, 
the elevator won't have power and you can't 
access the gantry. 

Fig. 3-47. Cross the upper walkway to 
this intersection, then turn left and follow the 

curve to the elevator. 

~ Follow the upper walkway across the chasm to the T-intersection. 

~ Turn left and follow the curve to the chasm elevator. 
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< Step onto the elevator. 

Fig. 3-48. This corkscrew elevator connects the 
chasm's upper and lower walkways. 

< Pull the handle to ride the elevator down to the lower walkway. 

< When the elevator reaches bottom, turn around to find more of Saavedro's journal pages on the ground. This 
entry recounts the insidious treachery of Sirrus and Achenar as they incite a generational dispute on Narayan 
regarding time-honored traditions of 'the Tree. ' 

Fig. 3-49. Pull that lever at the end of the 
gantry platform to open the dry dock doors 
and release the airship. 

< Follow the lower walkway to the dry dock door release lever. 

< Pull the release lever; the door opens. The airship emerges, floats along the cable, bumps against the gantry 
platform's walkway, and comes to a halt 

Note that the airship's weight pushes the gantry walkway slightly forward, away from the 
elevator walkway. After this happens, you cannot access the elevator again; your only choice is to 

board the airship. But that's exactly what you want to do. 
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Fig. 3-50. The airship stops at the end of the 
gantry walkway. Climb aboard. 

~ Walk to the airship and climb in. 

# Pull the airship release handle in the front of the 
gondola. 

Fig. 3-51. Soar down the gorge in style. 

Now sit back for a scenic joyride through the 
winding twists and turns ofVoltaic's gorge. As you 
round the corner of the gorge, you see the power plant's waterwheel spinning ahead of you. 
The airship soars majestically over the wheel, floats along the in.let, and bump to a stop at the 
first pylon. 

~ Exit the airship onto the gantry platform. 

~ Examine the gantry and pylons. 
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'Ihe Inlet Gantry & Pylons 
Look under the airship. See that pole jutting from the first pylon? It connects to the power 
cable from the plant generator, and travels under the airship, but doesn't connect to the 
second pylon. So, the power connection from the generator via the pylons to the Small Isle is 
broken here. 

Fig. 3-52. When you pull the gantry lever, 
the airship pushes this pole to connect the 
inlet pylons. 

< Proceed to the lever at the end of the gantry platform. This lever connects to a brake that prevents the airship 
from moving forward. 

< Pull the lever and watch the automatic sequence that follows. 

NtJte: The lever on the gantry platform was installed to control the levitating island. The circuit is 
broken between the pylons to make that lever work. The inlet gantry and the lever were 
added for safety reasons, so operators could see the island before raising it. (You wouldn't 
want someone to be on the island while it raised.) 
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You swing around to see the airship, now released from the brake, moving forward. As it 
moves, its weight pushes the gantry platform ahead of it. At the same time, the mechanism that 
holds the airship onto the cables below it lifts and drags the pole into its proper position on the 
second pylon. 
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Fig. 3-53. When the pole clicks into place 
to connect the inlet pylons, electricity flows 

to the Small Isle. 

Fig. 3-54. Now that's impressive. 

When this connection is complete, electricity 
flows through the circuit to the Small Isle. You 
swing around to see the isle break free of the 
ground! Wow! It levitates into the air-lifted, of course, by the magnetic force of two 
powerful electromagnets repelling each other in the chamber beneath the isle. The force also 
captures shards of rock and dirt, suspending them in a spiral between island and ground. 

Remember the small electromagnet on Saavedro's work desk in the Observatory? 

~ Walk back to the airship, climb inside, and pull the release handle. The craft floats to the now levitated Small Isle. 

~ When you arrive, exit the airship onto the walkway. 

Fig. 3-55. Now that power flows to the 
Small Isle door, you can open it and enter 

the stone building. 
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Notice that the metal container holding the J'nanin linking book has dropped down to 
make room for the airship; the book's no longer accessible. But you don't need it now. (Never 
did, in fact, if you're using this guide!) The glowing green light on the stone building's door 
indicates power now flows here. 

Fig. 3-56. Climb down this long vertical shaft. 

~ Click on the door's lock mechanism. The door drops, revealing a small stone room with a ladder leading down a 
long vertical shaft 

~ Enter the room and climb down the ladder to the bottom of the shaft 

~ Click on the wheel on the floor. 

Fig. 3-57. The Energy symbol literally floats in the 
air, suspended by magnetic force. You automat
ically record the symbol on a page. 

The metal door slides apart, revealing a 
vertiginous view of the electromagnet chamber far 
below! Between the isle and the ground, floating 

debris has formed a symbol-the special Energy symbol you must take back to J'nanin.You 
automatically record the symbol on a blank page, which then goes into your inventory. 

~ Look up to see the cabinet doors in the wall directly ahead. 

~ Open the cabinet Out pops another j'nanin linking book. This one, however, links more conveniently into the 
second floor of the Observatory. 
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Fig. 3-58. Use this newly revealed book to link 
back to the j'nanin Observatory. 

~ Open the j'nanin book. 

~ Touch the animated linking panel to return to )'nanin. 

Back to J'nanin 
When you return to J'nanin from Voltaic with the Energy symbol, you link directly into the 
second floor of the Observatory. 

~ Approach the imaging table. 

~ Take your sketch of the Energy symbol from inventory and put it on the imaging rable. 

Fig. 3-59. Take the Energy symbol sketch from 
inventory and place it on the imaging table. 
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Fig. 3-60. The cams rotate, bringing the 
cage up out of the pit. 

The imager projects the sketch downward, 
raising a three-dimensional representation of the 
symbol from a cam beneath the table. Another cam 

drops down, imprinting the 3-D symbol on its elastic surface. Then the cams rotate, manipu
lating the cage mechanism. 

If you're following this walkthrough, Voltaic is the first Element Age you visit. Thus, placing 
the journal page on the imaging table lifts the cage out of the pit. When it locks into place 
directly across from you, another hologram projector message from Saavedra plays on the 
ceiling. (See the Note here.) Again, he speaks angrily of Atrus' sons, how their lies subverted the 
"traditions keeping Narayan alive." He also mentions the Lattice Trees that seem central to his 
Age's survival. 

Fig. 3-61. Saavedro has another message for 
Atrus before sending him off for the 
remaining Age symbols. 

Note: Remember you can bring back symbols from the Ages in any order. When placed on the 
imaging table, each symbol activates some aspect of the cage mechanism in the pit, then 
triggers a hologram message from Saavedro. Whether from Voltaic, Amateria, or Edanna, the 
first symbol placed on the imaging table raises the cage from the pit, the second symbol 
opens the cage, and the third symbol extends a ramp to the cage. Saavedro's messages play 
in the same order regardless of the order you solve the Ages. 
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~ Once you bring back the first Age symbol and use it on the imaging table, the blue button thereafter triggers 
Saavedro's second message {'Not so easy, is it, Atrus?') until another Age symbol is retrieved and placed 
on the table. 

~ Go to the doors and exit the Observatory onto the high bridge. 

~ Solve the next linking book puule. In this walkthrough, we'll go to Amateria next See 'Getting from j'nanin to 
Amateria ' in Chapter 2, j'nanin: The Lesson Age. 

Fig. 3-62. Exit the Observatory to seek 
the next linking book. 
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Fig. 4-1. Here's an overhead view of Amateria. 

Amateria looks like a big, haunted amusement park ride, doesn't it? Apparently,Atrus wanted his boys 
to enjoy themselves while learning about Dynamic Forces. Elevated tracks run left, right, twist, and 
turn. Look at Amateria's layout in figure 4-1. Four structures, one at each compass point, surround a 
Central Tower. The north structure is the Balance bridge Puzzle; east is the Resonance Ring Puzzle; 
south is tl1e Turntable Track Puzzle; and west is a mysterious, unnamed offihore platform. 
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Note: Your ultimate goal in each of the three "Element Ages" is the same: find that Age's unique 
symbol, then bring it back to the J'nanin Observatory. 

Tracks run from the Central Tower to each structure, move through the structure in some 
fashion, and then run back to the Central Tower. The track's connection, however, is incomplete 
in some way in each structure. Your overall goal in Amateria is to complete this circuit of track 
for each structure. 

Arrival: Pagoda W-alkway 
You arrive in Amateria inside a small wooden pagoda just as a flash of lightning lights up the 
distance. A slatted wooden bridge extends away from you, toward a second small pagoda. 

Fig. 4-2. This offshore platform rises from the 
water just across from your point of arrival. 
Note how the tracks end at the first of three 
support columns. 

Fig. 4-3. Amateria's Central Tower looms above the 
island, practically screaming, "Destination!" 
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C Swivel to your left. A set of tracks heads out over the water, curving right and then back, ending al the first of 
three columns. To the left of these columns is an unusual offshore structure. 

C Turn to view a large roofed structure: the Central Tower. A wooden bridge extends to it 

C Step toward the tower. Your path is soon blocked by a gap in the wooden bridge. 

C Turn left and examine the console before you. 

Fig. 4-4. This hexagonal code box seems linked to 
the bridge that extends to the Central Tower. 

A series of stone hexagons form an unusual pattern on the console. If you click any stone, it 
depresses. But if you click to zoom away, they reset. Obviously, this is some sort of code box. 

C Step back to where you linked in and turn right Proceed 
down the slatted wooden bridge to the next small pagoda. 

C A ]'nanin linking book sits on a podium here, should you 
need to return to the Lesson Age. (You won't if you 
follow us.) 

Fig. 4-5. An emergency j'nanin linking book 
sits in one of the walkway pagodas. 

C Continue walking across the next slatted bridge until you reach a tunnel formed by Amaterias towering basalt 
columns. A chain-link guardrail directs you to a set of hexagonal steps leading downward. 

C Go down the curving stairs. They end up in a tunnel lit by two sources: fire marble lanterns carved into the 
columns, and glowing crystal fragments scattered along the cavern floor. 

C Walk through the tunnel until you reach an opening to the lelt Threatening storm clouds roil over the water in 
the distance. Look up to see more curving track just above the opening. Where does it lead? 
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0 Continue down the tunnel until you reach a fork in the path. The left fork leads to a wooden walkway. For now, 
take the right-hand fork. 

0 An elevator shaft is carved into the basalt to the left Board the wooden elevator and pull the lever to ride to the top. 

Balance Bridge 

Fig. 4-6. Ride this elevator up to the 
Balance Bridge Lookout. 

The elevator deposits you on a lookout ledge atop the caverns. 
Here, you get a close-up view of the massive Balance Bridge 
mechanism. Looping tracks curve around a basalt column and then 
run through a metal half-pipe bridge. The bridge balances atop an 
axle connecting two gearwheels. This axle is a fulcrum, set exactly in the 
middle of the bridge. If you roll the gearwheels, you can move the fulcrum to 
different points under the bridge, changing the distribution of weight. 

Fig. 4-7. This half-pipe bridge balances on a 
fulcrum. A pair of gearwheels can roll the fulcrum 
forward and back under the bridge. 
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The Lookout 
0 Step out of the elevator and walk to the end of the lookout ramp. 

0 Examine the bridge. Note that something resembling a sling or hammock hangs from one end of the bridge. (See 
figure 4-8.) This is a 'catch-basket'; you'll see how it works in a minute. 

0 Zoom in on the sphere that's sitting at the top of the 
looping track. 

Fig. 4-8. Note the sling-like basket (circled here) 
hanging from this near end of the bridge. 

Interesting. The sphere is divided into sections or wedges. From here you can see four of 
them. Three of these sections are made of wood, and one is made of crystal. Do these substances 
remind you of something you may have seen earlier? How about Saavedro's collection of 
balances in his Observatory? 

Fig. 4-9. What a ball! Three parts wood, 
one part crystal. 

0 Return to the elevator. 

C Before pulling the lever to go back down, look around 
carefully. Saavedro has left another journal entry here for 
you to find. 

C Read the new entry. Carnivorous hybrid? Grafts? Sounds kind of ominous. 

C Take the elevator back down. 

C Exit the elevator and go right, retracing your steps to the fork in the path. 

C Turn right to step outside the basalt cavern and follow the wooden walkway to the Balance Bridge control panel. 
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Control Panel 
Outside the cavern you can see that the Balance Bridge sits above a honeycomb of glowing, 
geyser-formed paint pot . A control panel sits on a cross-shaped wooden platform. Mineral 
deposits on the other side of the platform form a walkway leading to a hut underneath the 
ma sive fulcrum bridge. 

This side of the phere displays four 
more cross sections. All four are made of 
wood. So the sphere consists of seven 
wood sections and one crystal section. Let's 
flash back a moment to Saavedro's room in 
the J'nanin Observatory. The balance 
there revealed the following weight 
relationships: 

1 metal sphere = 4 crystal pheres 
1 crystal sphere = 4 wood spheres 

Fig. 4-10. The control panel at lower left operates 
the fulcrum bridge mechanism. 

0 Walk up to the control panel and pull the long-handled lever 
at le~ Immediately the platform rises up, giving you a 
better view of the fulcrum bridge. 

0 Look closely at the multicolored sphere sitting on the rail. 
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Fig. 4-11. This balance back in the 
}'nanin Observatory demonstrates 

that crystal is four times the 
weight of wood. 

Thus the crystal section of the ball on the rail 
weighs the same as four wood sections. In terms of 
"wood weight," then, the multicolored ball on the 
rail weighs the same as 7 + 4 = 11 ections of 
wood. We'll call its total weight "11 wood." 

C Experiment with the three sliding pegs on the control 
panel to determine their relationship to the massive 
fulcrum gearwheel. Listing the pegs in order from the top: 

C Left, left, right sets the fulcrum to the far left. 

C Left, right, left sets the fulcrum in the middle of the bridge. 

C Right, left, left sets the fulcrum to the far right. 

C Pull the console lever at right. 
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Fig. 4-12. The ice sphere from the Central Tower 
knocks the colored sphere into the bridge's 
catch-basket (circled here) ... 

Fig. 4-13 .... then shatters as it tries to cross the 
bridge. Looks like you need more weight on the 
left end of the Balance Bridge. 

Watch as a crystalline ice sphere from the Central Tower swings around the upper track. 
This ice sphere clips the multicolored sphere as it passes, knocking it down a separate track that 
loops around the basalt column at right. The colored sphere reaches the bridge first, dropping 
into the catch-basket and pulling down the right-hand end of the bridge. Immediately after 
that, the ice sphere arrives, tries to cross the Balance Bridge, and shatters into pieces. 

No matter where you move the fulcrum, you get the same results. Clearly, you need more 
counterweight on the left end of the bridge to keep it level. But how? 

C Pull the long handled lever again to return to the ground. 

C Walk along the ridge of mineral deposits. As you approach the hut-like room, look up at the bridge. (See figure 4· 
14.) Note that a rope hangs from this end, too, and drops through a hole in the roof of the hut 

C Continue until you reach a sliding door. Click to open it 

C Go through the doorway to enter the weight room. 
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Fig. 4-14. A rope hanging from the end of the bridge drops down through the hut's roof and 
into the Weight Room below. 

Weight Room 
A wooden balance hangs by a rope from the Balance Bridge (the half-pipe bridge) above. 
Wedges of crystal, metal, and wood lie on a bench along the back of the room. The hanging 
balance is a counterweight; it hangs on the opposite end of the bridge from the catch-basket 
that catches the multicolored ball. 

Fig. 4-15. Place wedges from the bench (left) 
onto the wooden balance (right) to create 

enough counterweight 

As originally designed by Atrus, the puzzle solution was to place wedges onto the hanging 
wooden platform until the counterbalance matched the weight of the multicolored ball-that 
is, the equivalent of l 1 wedges of wood. With both ends of the Balance Bridge in balance, the 
ice sphere could roll across and return to the Central Tower. But Saavedro smashed many of the 
wedges, making it impossible to achieve a one-to-one weight ratio. So you'll have to use the 
fulcrum controls outside on the console and do a little easy math. 
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Once again, a device back in Saavedro's J'nanin room hints at how to proceed. Remember 
the hanging stick figures next to the hammock? That miniature fulcrum toy featured two fixed 
weights attached to one end and exactly half that amount attached to the other. Back then we 
suggested you exanune it to discover how to achieve balance despite the uneven distribution of 
weight-in that case, a 2 to 1 distribution. 

'I 
' 

Fig. 4-16. Saavedro's crude device back in )'nanin 
showed where to place the fulcrum to achieve 
balance with a l to 1 weight ratio. 

Guess what?You need the same 2 to 1 distri
bution of weight on the Balance Bridge, with the 

fulcrum positioned in the same place as on the toy. Because the colored sphere on the tracks 
weighs the equivalent of 11 wood wedges, you need a balance weight of 22 wood. 

Remember that the bottom half of the balance is all wood, so you're starting with a weight 
of 4 wood. Here's the solution: 

IC> Add 2 wood wedges to increase the weight of the balance from 4 wood to 6 wood. 

IC> Add one metal wedge to get a weight of 22 wood. 

Fig. 4-17. Here's the combination of weights you 
want on the balance-2 wood, 1 metal. 
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Again, metal is four times heavier than crystal, which is four times heavier than wood. So 
the metal wedge is 16 times heavier than wood-1 metal wedge weighs 16 wood. This 
increases the balance platform's weight to 6 + 16 = 22 wood-twice the weight of the 
multicolored sphere. Now let's move the fulcrum to balance the Balance Bridge. 

C Exit the Weight Room. 

C Walk back to the Balance Bridge control panel. 

Adjusting the Fulcrum 
C Pull the lever to raise the console platform. 

C Slide the bottom peg to the right (See figure 4-18.) This 
moves the fulcrum to its leftmost position. 

C Now, pull the ball release lever. 

Fig. 4-18. Adjust the console pegs as shown to 
move the fulcrum to its leftmost position. 

If you've done it correctly, another ice sphere 
rolls out of the Central Tower and clips the multi
colored ball, sending it into the Balance Bridge catch-basket to balance the bridge just before 
the ice sphere reaches it. The ice sphere crosses afely this time and returns to the tower. 

At the same time, the console casing folds in, showing a bridge being raised near the 
offihore platform. Then the casing closes in on itself again, this time locking into place. A 
hexagonal code is etched on the casing-one of three such codes necessary to complete the 
Central Tower walkway. 
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Fig. 4-19. Here's the hexagonal code revealed on 
the console for the Balance Bridge. 

0 Sketch the code. (Or better yet, just put a bookmark in this page for later reference to figure 4-19.) Note that this 
symbol's border is yellow. It will be important later on. 

0 Return to the basalt cavern via the wooden walkway. 

0 When you reach the fork in the tunnel, go left and proceed past the elevator. 

0 Continue down the remarkable tunnel lit by more of those oddly glowing blue crystals. 

0 When you emerge from the tunnel, approach the set of rungs carved into a column on your right 

0 Climb the rungs. 

Fig. 4-20. Climb these rungs carved in the 
basalt column to find the Resonance Ring 
Puzzle control panel. 

0 At the top, walk down the wooden track leading to the Central Tower. When 
the track ends abruptly over water, turn left to see a walkway. 

0 Follow the walkway to a platform with another control panel: the 
Resonance Ring Puule console. 
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The Resonance Ring Puzzle 
The Resonance Ring Puzzle is a looping, roller-coaster-like section of track with a special 
Amateria twist. Note the roofed ring structures at the end of each loop or "arm" of the track 
circuit. A column tipped by a glowing blue crystal towers above each ring. Each crystal generates 
one of five harmonic frequencies that vibrate the air within the resonance ring below, forming a 
rippling barrier of sound waves. 

Fig. 4-21. The Resonance Ring Puzzle tracks curve and loop through five resonance rings. 
Towering blue crystals generate the rings. 

Control Panel 
C Approach the control panel and turn right Saavedro left another set of journal pages on one end of 

the cross-shaped platform. 

C Pick up the pages and read them. 

Saavedra writes of the first visit to Narayan of Sirrus and Achenar, as boys. But in his 
fevered mind he melds this meeting with other, future events that occurred when the boys had 
returned as young men with "something dark .. .in their eyes." 

C Step up to the control panel. 

C Turn left and pull the long-handled lever at left to raise the platform. This gives you a stunning view of not only 
the Resonance Ring Puule tracks, but also the other structures around the island. 
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C Examine the control panel. Note the buttons and their corresponding odd-shaped gears. Take special note of the 
order of the gears. 

C Pull the console lever Oust left of the gears) and watch the amazing result 

Fig. 4-22. Cool! 

Wow! The cupola-like top of the Central 
Tower levitates into the air! Even more amazing, it 
seems to spawn an ice sphere out of thin air. The 
sphere then drops onto the track and rolls toward 
the crisscrossing, five-armed set of tracks down 

below. But suddenly, on the first loop, it shatters. 
Why? Because it hit the barrier within an active resonance ring. We'll examine the 

resonance rings up close in a moment. 

C Pull the handle again. 

C After the tower top levitates and deposits another sphere on the track, watch the control panel. 

How the Timer Works 
The Resonance Ring Puzzle control panel is a timing mechanism. When activated, it shuttles a 
ball bearing through five gears; as the bearing rolls, it depresses five blue buttons in sequence. 
Each button, when pressed, turns off all resonance rings set to a particular frequency. Again, each 
button is paired with one of the odd-shaped gears. Thus, each gear is associated with a particular 
frequency. This becomes in1portant in a moment. 

As mentioned earlier, each blue crystal out on the Resonance Ring Puzzle can generate 
one of five frequencies. As you might expect, the five frequencies that can be generated by the 
crystals are the same five turned off by the blue console buttons. When a button is pressed, any 
crystal generating that particular frequency is disabled; it flicks off as long as the ball bearing 
depresses the button. 
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Again, each blue crystal generates the sound barrier in the resonance ring just below it. So 
when a button deactivates a crystal, it also deactivates the crystal's resonance ring. 

Fig. 4-23. Watch the ball bearing move around the 
panel, depressing buttons as it goes. 

So here's the trick. Each blue crystal on the 
Resonance Ping Puzzle can be set manually to 
one of the five frequencies controlled by the 
console buttons. If you walk the tracks, following 
the path the ice sphere would roll, you can set the crystal frequencies to the same order as the 
console buttons. Then, as the ice sphere rolls through the Resonance Ring Puzzle, the ball 
bearing simultaneously rolls over the buttons, turning off each resonance ring just before the 
ice sphere reaches it. 

Whew! Got it? If not, don't worry. It will make more sense as we walk through the 
solution steps below. 

Fig. 4-24. Each blue console button, when pressed, 
toggles off a frequency. Use the odd gear shapes 

to match the crystal frequencies out on the loops 
to the order of the buttons (as shown here). 

0 Pull the tall lever at far left to lower the platform to the ground. 

0 Head back down the track to the ladder. 

0 Descend the ladder, turn right, and enter the watery cave just ahead. 
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Saavedro' s Cave 
0 Check out Saavedro's mural on the wall. Monstrous, laughing images of Sirrus and Achenar float above a pitched 

battle. In the middle of the conflict stands a man-Saavedro, no doubt. 

Fig. 4-25. 5aavedro's mural depicts the 
Narayan civil war. 

C Follow the wooden walkway out of the cave. Ahead you see 
a series of curved, crumbling basalt columns; it looks like 
the skeleton of a whale. 

0 Scramble over fallen chunks of basalt until you reach the 
Resonance Ring Puule tracks. 

0 Climb up onto the tracks and turn left. 

Setting the Resonance Rings 
With the Central Tower behind you and the looping arms of the track ahead of you, it's time to 
think like an ice sphere; that is, follow the path a rolling sphere would take. At the tip of each 
track loop, you find a resonance ring and its frequency control dial. 

Fig. 4-26. Here's where you start your trek across 
the Resonance Ring Puzzle track loops, adjusting 
the crystal frequencies as you go. 

0 Walk straight through the small pagoda-covered intersection. 
Don't veer off onto one of the crossing tracks under the pagoda! 

C Follow the track out onto the arm loop. 
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Soon you hear the resonating hwn of the first resonance ring, and you see the ripple of its 
clear concentric vibrations. These sonic vibrations cause the ice sphere to shatter when it 
attempts to pass through them. You, however, can walk right through it if you want. 

C Don't walk through the ring yet Instead, walk past the 
ring down the ramp extending to a small dial on a post 

C Zoom in on the dial for a dose up. 

Fig. 4-27. Walk down the ramp beyond each ring 
and set the dial pointer to the correct frequency. 

Here's the setting for the first dial. 

The dial has a pointer that you can move to 
five different positions. Odd gear shapes that match 
those from the Resonance Ring Puzzle's control 
panel mark the five positions. Each pointer 
position sets a different frequency for the crystal 
(and hence, for the crystal's resonance ring).You 
can hear the difference when you move the pointer. 

Again, each frequency is marked by a gear shape; that particular frequency is disabled by the 
console button framed by the same gear shape. Here, the gear shape in the upper left (10 
o'clock) position is the same as the first gear shape in the ball bearing sequence. 

C Click on the gear at the 10 o'clock position to move the pointer there. (See figure 4-27.) As you do, the crystal's 
frequency changes. 

C Walk back to the ring and then duck through it. For a second, as you stand within the ring itself, the 
camera shakes. 

C Follow the curve of the track downward through the lower tunnel in the pagoda, another four-way intersection. 
Again, where would the ball roll? Veer slightly right (not a hard right) and head up to the curve of the next arm. 
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0 Step into the resonance ring. You should see the Central Tower vibrating madly in front of you. 

0 Turn right and step onto the ramp to the frequency dial. You should see the collapsing 'whale-bone' basalt 
columns to your left (See figure 4-28.) 

0 Again, zoom in to the dial for a dose-up. 

Fig. 4-28. Here's the view from the ramp off 
the second resonance ring. 

Fig. 4-29. Set the second ring's dial to the 
12 o'clock position. 

0 Click on the gear shape at the very top (it matches the gear associated with the second console button) to set the 
pointer to the 12 o'clock position. Once again, you'll hear a change in the ring's resonating sound. 

0 Return to the track. Follow it upward and straight through the pagoda intersection to the third arm. 

0 Again, step out onto the ramp. Across the water behind the dial you should see dozens of hexagonal pools. 

0 Zoom in on the dial and set this pointer to the 2 o'clock position. 
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Fig. 4-30. Here's the view of the third ring's dial. Set it to the 2 o'clock position as shown here. 

0 Walk to the left through the third resonance ring and head down to the lower track intersection. 

0 After you enter the intersection, pivot slightly to the right and go through the middle of the three openings to 
proceed to the fourth resonance ring. 

0 Step through the ring and follow the ramp to the dial. 

0 Set this dial's pointer to the 4 o'clock position. 

Fig. 4-31. Here's the view from the fourth ring's ramp. Set the dial to the 4 o'clock position as 
shown here. 
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0 Now follow the track heading upward and straight through the pagoda to the fifth and final ring. 

0 Follow the ramp to the dial. You should be looking directly down at the hexagonal pools, with the Turntable 
Tracks structure visible in the near distance. 

0 Set the dial pointer to the 6 o'clock position. 

Fig. 4-32. Here's the view from the fihh ring's dial 
ramp. Set the dial to the 6 o'clock position as 
shown here. 

At this point, all of the resonance ring 
frequencies should be aligned to match the 
frequencies being turned off by the R esonance 
Ring Puzzle control panel as the ball bearing 
makes its circuit through the gears. But there's 
only o ne sure way to check. 

0 Step back onto the track, pivot slightly right, and follow it upward to the pagoda intersection. 

0 In the intersection, turn left so you're facing the Central Tower. 

0 Walk toward the tower until the track ends, then scramble back down over the collapsed columns to 
Saavedro~ cave. 

0 Make your way around the perimeter of the cave, and then proceed up the carved rung ladder to the Resonance 
Ring Puule control panel. 

0 Turn left and pull the long handle to raise the platform. 

0 Pull the console lever to release another sphere. 
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The tower top levitates again, and another crystal sphere materializes and drops onto the 
track. With all the rings working correctly, the sphere makes it through the circuit without 
exploding, and returns back to the tower safely. Well done! 

Now watch the console casing fold in, showing another bridge being raised near the 
offihore structure. Then the casing closes in on itself, this time locking into place. A hexagonal 
code is etched on the casing-the second of three such codes neces ary to complete the Central 
Tower walkway. 

Fig. 4-33. Here1s your reward for successful 
completion of the Resonance Ring Puzzle. 

C Sketch this code for later. (Or better yet, jot down 'figure 
4-33 ' for later reference.) Note that the symbol's border is 
blue. It will be important later on. 

C Retrace your route through the mural cavern and back to 
the Resonance Ring Puule tracks. 

C After you climb onto the tracks, walk to the pagoda inter
section and turn hard right This puts you onto the 
track that runs back down to the fifth resonance ring. 

C Follow the track through the resonance ring and 
over the hexagonal pools. Continue until the 
wood slats abruptly end. 

C Pivot left and step onto the moss-covered 
columns. 

C Follow this path until you find a slatted door 
on your left. 

C Go through the slatted door and approach the Turntable Tracks control panel. 
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Turntable Tracks 

Fig. 4-34. The Turntable Tracks loom 
ahead. 

The Turntable Tracks tructure features four track 
arches curving between two large, rotating 
wheels. Each wheel has six rings; half of these 

rings are open, and the other half hold powerful spring mechanisms. Your task is to set the 
control panel so that an ice sphere from the Central Tower works its way (via wheel rotation 
and spring action) back and forth between the wheels. T he sphere must end up in an open 
ring at the right-hand wheel's top-left po ition (see position 4 in figure 4-37) to return to the 
Central Tower. 

Control Panel 
C After you step through the slatted door, turn right and look down. Saavedro left another journal page sitting on a 

mossy rock. 

C Read the pages. Saavedro writes again of the trickery and false promises of Sirrus and Achenar. 

Fig. 4-35. Don't miss these journal pages 
just inside the gate to the Turntable Tracks 
control platform. 
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0 Step up to the Turntable Tracks controls. 

0 Pull the long-handled lever and watch as your platform rises into the air. 

0 Examine the control panel. You see two dials and, in a tray below, three pegs. 

Experiment with the pegs; pop them into holes and pull the lever to see what happens. 
Note that when the ice sphere sits on the left wheel, the wheel and the control panel's left dial 
turn counterclockwise. When the ice sphere sits on the right wheel, that wheel and the control 
panel's right dial turn clockwise. Whenever a peg rotates to the bottom position of a control 
panel dial, it slides through a hole and drops back into the tray, and the ice sphere on the wheel 
below is launched. 

Recall that four sets of arched tracks guide the ice sphere from wheel to wheel. If the 
sphere is not aligned with one of these sets of tracks when its wheel stops turning, it shatters. If 
the sphere lands in a ring without a spring, it falls through and shatters. 

With a little analysis and experimentation, you can plan a course for the ice sphere that 
moves it to where you desire. See the broken peg opening? More sabotage. Originally, Atrus 
designed several ways to solve this puzzle, but Saavedra wants you to do it the hard way. 

Stumped? Read on for the answer: 

0 Place pegs in the holes located at the 12 and 2 o'clock positions on the left dial. Place the remaining peg in the 
hole located at the 10 o'clock position on the left dial. (See figure 4-36.) 

0 Pull the lever to release the ice sphere from the Central Tower. 

Fig. 4-36. Put the pegs in these holes and pull 
the release lever to solve the puzzle. 
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Here' what happens. All numbers refer to those called out in figure 4-37: 

from 
Central 
Tower 

Fig. 4-37. Overhead view of the 
Turntable Tracks. 

C The ice sphere arrives at 1 and shoots over to a spring-filled ring at 2. 

C The left wheel rotates counterclockwise three positions until the peg you placed at 12 o'clock halts the rotation; 
the ice sphere is now at 3. 

C The spring shoots the sphere over to a spring-filled ring at 4. 

C The right wheel rotates clockwise four positions until the peg you placed at 10 o'clock halts the rotation; the ice 
sphere is now at 5. 

C The spring shoots the sphere over to a spring-filled ring at 6. 

C The left wheel rotates counterclockwise one position until the peg you placed at 2 o'clock halts the rotation; the 
ice sphere is now at 7. 

C The spring shoots the sphere over to an open ring at 8, which allows the sphere to drop through and roll down 
the return track to the Central Tower. 

The console casing folds in, showing the last bridge being raised near the offihore platform. 
Then the casing closes in on itself, locking into place. A hexagonal code is etched on the 
casing-the third of the three codes necessary to complete the Central Tower walkway. 
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Fig. 4-38. Here's the hexagonal code revealed 
when you solve the Turntable Tracks Puzzle. 

0 Note that the symbol's border is green. It will be important later. 

0 Pull the lever to lower the platform. 

0 Go through the slatted gate and turn le~ 

0 Follow the path all the way back to the pagoda where you 
first arrived in Amateria-the one with the incomplete 
walkway to the Central Tower. 

Tower Entry: 
1he Hexagon Codes 

0 Step up the walkway toward the tower and turn left to face 
the podium with the hexagonal buttons. 

0 Click on the podium and enter any of the three codes from 
the control panels (Turntable Tracks, Balance Bridge, or 
the Resonance Ring Puzzle). 

0 Click to zoom away. Two bridge flaps rise to span the first gap 
in the walkway. 
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Fig. 4-39. For the sake of convenience, here again 
are the three hexagon codes you discovered at the 
three perimeter structures. 

0 Repeat this at the next two podiums, entering the other 
two hexagon codes to complete the walkway to the 
Central Tower. 

0 Open the door and enter the tower. 

N<Jte: The podium codes will not work until the structure it corresponds to is correctly set. A 
mechanism in the bridge checks this to keep explorers in the age safe. You'll see why later 
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Tower Interior 
The tower interior is divided into two sections: the switchyard base and the circular top floor. As 
its name implies, the base contains an inunense, track-covered switchyard. Tracks curve up, 
down, and around in total disarray across nine circular platforms. 

Fig. 4-40. Climb the stairs to the imager for 
another message from 5aavedro. 

0 When you first step into the tower, a precarious stairway 
swings into place. Climb it to the chair in the middle of 
the tower. Note the imager installed behind the chair. 

0 Click on the chair to spin it around. 

0 Step forward to sit in the chair. Then push the botton to 
activate the message from Saavedro. 

0 When the imager message ends, a control handle will rotate down from above you. Pull the handle to raise the 
chair above the tower. 

From this position, you can see the entire island. Looking above you, you can see four 
colored buttons that launch ice spheres toward the different structures on the map. But you hear 
each sphere get destroyed when it re-enters the pagoda. Perhaps the tracks below you aren't 
correctly aligned. 

Fig. 4-41. Four colored buttons above your head 
launch ice spheres out to Amateria's structures: 

green to the Turntable Tracks, blue to the 
Resonance Ring Puzzle, yellow to the Balance 

Bridge, and red to the offshore structure. 
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C Look at the colored buttons above you. Here's how the colors correspond to the structures outside: 

green = Turntable Tracks 

blue = Resonance Ring Puule 

yellow = Balance Bridge 

red = Offshore structure 

C If you recall, these are also the colors that bordered the panels with the hexagonal codes alter 
you solved each of these puules. 

C Approach the wooden control console; this controls the tracks below. Perhaps you can arrange the tracks in a 
pattern that an ice sphere can roll through. 

0 Click on the console for a dose-up of the switchyard controls 
(see figure 4-42). 

Fig. 4-42. This control console controls the 
tracks in the switchyard below. 

Fig. 4-43. Here's what the switchyard puzzle 
looks like when you first reach it. 

See the colored paths that curve around the 
corners? The colors correspond to the same 

structure as do the buttons above; these paths show you where the ice sphere exits and enters 
the Central Tower as it travels through the respective structures around the island.Your ultimate 
goal is to roll a sphere to the entrance of the red path at the very top of the console--that is, to 
the offihore structure. 
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Of course, the three final segments of track leading to that offihore structure are still in the 
water. But remember how you saw a scene of each track segment rising out of the water when 
you solved each of the three puzzles around the island? It makes sense that by sending the ball 
through all three of Amateria's structures (Turntable Tracks, Balance Bridge, and Resonance 
Ring Puzzle) before you direct it to the offihore structure, you can raise all three bridge 
segments first. 

0 Examine the console. For clarity's sake, let~ number the 
segments of the switchyard controls: 

0 Note also that the C-shaped 'entrances' of the colored 
segments (marking where ice spheres from the Central 
Tower enter each Amateria structure) sit at the four 
compass points on the console. At the other end of each 
colored segment is an 'exit' (where the sphere returns 
into the tower). 

Switchyard Puzzle Solution 
0 In general, start with segment 2 and build a path backward from the entrance of the offshore structure's red path 

(your final target) to the exit of another colored path. 

0 Click segment 2 one time to create a path to segment 6. 

0 Follow the path through segment 6 to segment 9. Click 9 one time to create a path to 8. 

0 Click 8 one time to create a path to 7. 

0 Click 7 one time to arrange a path through 4 and 1 to the exit of the green segment Phew! At this point, your 
console switches should be arranged as in figure 444. 

Fig. 4-44. Here's the switchyard puzzle at the 
halfway point. 
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IC> Following the path from the green segment's entrance, dick 5 twice to open a path to the exit of the yellow 
segment. 

IC> Click 3 one time to complete a path to the exit of the blue segment. Voila! When you're done, your masterpiece 
looks like figure 4-45. 

IC> With the tracks arranged, press the blue button to send an ice sphere rolling out toward the Resonance Rings. 

Fig. 4-45. Set the switchyard controls to this final 
configuration. Now a sphere can roll unhindered 
from blue to yellow to green to red. 

An ice sphere launched from the Central Tower rolls out toward the "blue" structure, the 
Resonance Rings, returns to the tower, raises one segment of track to the offshore structure, 
and then heads for the "yellow" structure, the Balance Bridge. When the sphere crosses the 
fulcrum bridge and returns to the tower again, the second segment of track to the offshore 
structure rises. Next the sphere rolls out to the "green" structure, Turntable Tracks, and then 
back through the tower, raising the third segment of track. Finally, the sphere heads off to the 
"red" offihore structure. 

After the ice sphere successfully navigates the entire Amateria circuit, a new sphere forms 
around you and your chair and then rolls through the massive track you just created.Your 
joyride ends at the offshore structure. As you roll into your final position, the Amateria 
symbol slides into view. Automatically, you sketch it on a page from your journal. 

IC> Approach the ]'nanin linking book. 

IC> Use the book to return to the Observatory. 
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Back to J'nanin 
When you return to J'nanin from Arnateria with the Dynamic Forces symbol, you link directly 
into the second floor of the Observatory. 

IQl Approach the imaging tible. 

IQl Take your sketch of the Dynamic Forces symbol from 
inventory and put it on the imaging tible. 

Fig. 4-46. Take the Dynamic Forces symbol sketch 
from inventory and place it on the imaging table. 

Fig. 4-47. The cams rotate, opening the book 
cage. But you still can't reach it. 

The imager projects the sketch downward, raising a 3-D representation of the symbol 
from a cam beneath the table. Another cam drops down, imprinting the 3-D symbol on its 
elastic surface. Then the cams rotate, manipulating the cage mechanism. 

If you're following this walkthrough, Arnateria is the second Element Age you visit. 
Thus, placing the symbol sketch on the imaging table opens the cage in the pit. Another 
hologram projector message from Saavedro plays on the ceiling. (See the Note here.) This 
second message hints at Saavedro's misunderstanding of the Art of writing Ages. 

"I read all about the D'ni," he says. "How you started their world again. Can you 
really do that, Atrus? After everything that's happened to Narayan, could you start the world 
over again?" 
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Note: Remember you can bring back symbols from the Ages in any order. When placed on the 
imaging table, each symbol activates some aspect of the cage mechanism in the pit, then 
triggers a hologram message from Saavedra. Whether from Voltaic, Amateria, or Edanna, the 
first symbol placed on the imaging table raises the cage from the pit, the second symbol 
opens the cage, and the third symbol extends a ramp to the cage. Saavedro's messages play 
in the same order regardless of the order in which you solve the Ages. 

0 Once you bring back a second Age symbol and use it on the imaging table, the blue button thereafter triggers the 
same message ('This what you expected, Atrus?') until another Age symbol is retrieved and placed on the table. 

0 Go to the doors and exit the Observatory onto the high bridge. 

0 Solve the next linking book puule. In this walkthrough, we'll go to Edanna next See 'Getting from J'nanin to 
Edanna' in Chapter 2, j'nanin: The Lesson Age. 
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Fig. 5-1. Here's an overhead view of Deadwood Ridge, the upper level of Edanna. 
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Edanna is a fantastic, living edifice that rises some 200 feet above the ocean.Your fly-by 
approach (see figure 5-2) reveals its tree-like structure. Unlike most trees, however, Edanna 
grows inward. Knotted, sun-bleached branches weave a labyrinth down the trunk's interior, 
creating three distinct ecosystems: the dry Deadwood Ridge at the top; the lush, canopied forest 
in the middle; and finally, the murky, saltwater swamp at the base. 

Your primary goal in Edanna, as in the other Ages, is to find its unique ymbol. To do so, 
you mu t first discover how various plants and animals in the Age react to different stimuli: light, 
touch, the presence of symbiotic and predatory plants and creature , and o on. As you explore, 
remember the enlightened observation in Atrus' journal: "Nature encourages mutual 
dependence." 

Note: Your ultimate goal in each of the three Element Ages is the same: find the Age's unique 
symbol, then bring it back to J'nanin. 

Fig. 5-1. Your approach to Edanna reveals its 
vertical, inward structure. 

Deadwood Ridge 
You arrive on a stark, well-lit ridge formed by Edanna' abrupt decision to 
grow inward. Deadwood Ridge fearure three separate levels: upper, 
middle, and lower.You arrive in the middle level. Branches curve and 
wend their way downward from here, forming ledges and walkways 

along the great trunk' inner walls. Huge, buttercup-like blo oms collect 
rainwater. Near these petal-held pools rise giant Cqrkscrew Cattails. Other 

unusual plants prout nearby to form a symbiotic ecosy tem. 
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Arrival: Middle Ridge 

Fig. 5-3. The tangled vines at left house 
a useful object. Use the nearby 
Lens Blossom to spot it-{] j'nanin 
linking book! 

• You arrive next to a tangle of vines. Inside the tangle, 
dripping sap has hardened to amber. And ... say, is that a 
book in there? 

• Step behind the petals of the flowering plant just right of 
the vines. This is a Lens Blossom. 

• Look through the Lens Blossom to see the ]'nanin linking book delicately supported by a pair of vines. Bizarre! 

• Turn around and follow the path to a Corkscrew Cattail, the tall, spiraling plant 

• Step onto the cattail and let its rippling spiral leaf whisk you to the top of the ridge. 

Fig. 5-4. Climb this Corkscrew Cattail to 
the top of Deadwood Ridge. 
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Upper Ridge 
At the t<;>p, look to the left of the Corkscrew Cattail. Its tendril draws water from a nearby basin 
formed by the flowering top of a vine plant called a Quaffier Fig. (More on that later.) It seems 
the big cattail needs constant hydration. 

Fig. 5-5. Note the symbiosis: the Corkscrew 
Cattail's tendril drinks from a natural pool formed 

in the Quaff/er Fig's flowering top. 

• Turn and climb the slope. Suddenly, a giant bird carrying 
a succulent pod swoops into a nearby nest. Say, isn't that 
a Redbreasted Grossamery? 

• Continue up the slope to the Lens Blossom. 

Built into the curving sweep of a broken branch at the center of the ridge, the Grossamery 
nest contains eggshells and a newly arrived hatcbling. Below the nest, the J'nanin linking book 
lies half-hidden and inaccessible within its sap-covered tangle of vines. 

Fig. 5-6. The bird nest perches directly atop the 
natural chamber of vines that holds the j'nanin 

linking book. 
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Fig. 5-7. Here's the close-up view of the 
nest as seen through the Lens Blossom. 

• Look through the Lens Blossom. The mother Grossamery 
feeds succulents to her newborn chick. Cool! 

• Return down the slope toward the Corkscrew Cattail and then turn left See the ocean through the circular gap in 
the trunk? 

• Walk through the gap. 

• Continue down the path to the bulbous, fluid-filled pod sprouting from a vine. As you reach it, the mother bird 
exits the nest in search of more food for her chick. 

• Touch the pod to see its inner fluids ripple. Awesome! 

Fig. 5-8. The drinking tendril of a withered 
Corkscrew Cattail seeks water in the bone-dry 
basin of a Quaff/er Fig's flowering top. A water
filled fig pod hangs nearby. 

This pod is actually part of the Quafiler Fig plant. Indeed, the Q uafiler Fig is a "plant 
system" that includes a flower basin that gathers rainwater on top and a hollow, tube-like vine 
extending beneath that sprouts one or more fig pods. These huge pods can suck water down 
through the fig's vine from the flower basin. The pod here, for example, is fully laden with water. 

Note a few other things about this location (see figure 5-8). First, the water-filled fig pod 
hangs from its vine over a dry basin. To the right, another Corkscrew Cattail shoots up from 
below. This one, however, is withered and retracted, so you can't walk down its spiral leaf. The 
cattail's drinking tendril reaches to the dry, empty basin in a fruitless search for water. 
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• Continue up the slope, following the path all the way to the top. At left, an Aurora Blossom sits in the shade of a 
Fan Palm to the right 

• Approach the Aurora Blossom. Its petals curl over an inner lens formed of hardened sap. 

• Touch the blossom's stamen to open the petals, and then look through the lens. 

Fig. 5-9. An Aurora Blossom sits in the shade of a 
Fan Palm. Move the palm to shed a little light. 

The lens views the plants you just passed 
below: the Quafiler Fig pod, the flower basin of a 
second fig, and the Corkscrew Cattail. See that 
black, charred mark on the branch just right of the water-filled pod? Looks like something 
burned the tree. 

• Turn around and approach the Fan Palm. 

• Press the heart of the Fan Palm. Its fronds respond by 
stretching skyward, revealing another j'nanin linking book. 

This is a safety-valve book; it sends you back to 
the Edanna book chamber.You won't need it if you 
follow our golden path. More important, the Fan 
Palm's rise means its fronds no longer shade the 
Aurora Blossom. 
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Fig. 5-10. Press the Fan Palm heart to 
raise the fronds, revealing a j'nanin 
linking book and letting the sun shine 

· on the Aurora Blossom. 

• Go back to the big flower, open the petals, and look through 
the lens again. 

• See the hot spot? The Aurora Blossom's lens channels the 
sunlight into a burning focus, much like a magnifying glass. 

• Aim the hotspot at the Ouaffler Fig pod. 

After a few seconds, the pod bursts, spilling its contents into the flower basin below. 
Immediately, the Corkscrew Cattail's tendril begins sucking up the precious fluid, hydrating the 
big plant, which in turn unfurls its spiral leaf the length of the talk. 

Fig. 5-11. Aher the pod bursts, the tendril 
drinks from the basin, hydrating the 
cattail's spiral leaf. 
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• Head back down the path to the newly hydrated Corkscrew Cattail, now unfurled and ready. 

• Climb down the vine. 

Lower Ridge: The Swing Vine 

Fig. 5-12. Here's a cutaway view from 
overhead of the lower ridge where you 

encounter the swing vine puzzle. 

On the lower level of Deadwood 

Ridge, the great tree-island's inward
growing branches become a twisted 
maze of shadowy walking paths and 
dead ends. This area is not as lush as the ./" 
densely canopied forest below; in fact, its 

center forms a sheer, open drop into the 
canopy, but neither is it as stark and barren as 
the ridge levels above. 

Fig. 5-13. An Electra Ray patrols the flower 
basin. Note how the fish electrifies the plant 

roots it feeds on. 

• From the bottom of the cattail, walk down the path 
formed by the tree's interweaving branches past a stand 
of low palms to another basin formed by the flowering 
top of a Quaffler Fig. 

• Watch the Electra Ray as it shocks the underwater roots of a plant and feeds off of it 

• Step to the left side of the pool and note the long, tubelike stem underneath. 

• Continue walking down the path, lit spectacularly by glowing lavender lichen. You eventually reach a spiky pod on 
your right 
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This is a fig pod, unfilled. Note that the pod is attached to the same tubelike vine that 
runs from the basin above. Again, the pod, the vine, and the basin are all parts of the same 
Quafiler Fig plant. 

Fig. 5-14. When you touch the spiky fig 
pod, it expands, sucking water and the 
Electra Ray through the tube stem from 
the basin above. 

• Do you dare touch this thing? Of course you do! Watch it 
expand, sucking water and the Electra Ray down through the 
tube from the basin. Now it looks like the pod you burst 
earlier, but adds the translucent red of the fish 's glow. 

• Turn around. You see the lavender-lit passage you just came 
down at left, and a yellow-lit passage to the right. Step 
toward the yellow lit passage to find another set of 
Saavedro's journal entries on the ground. 

• Enter the yellow-lit passage. 

• You emerge from the passage to see a perilous drop just 
ahead. To your righ~ a log, rotted and covered with Barnacle 
Moss, spans the drop. It seems deliberately placed as a bridge. 

Fig. 5-15. This log serves first as a convenient 
bridge, then later as an inconvenient impediment 
blocking your swing route. 
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• Cross the rotted log and follow the tunnel-like path {speckled with purple dots of glowing lichen) as it curves 
right. You come to a tightly curled Tongue Fern. 

• Pull the coil on the fern's lanternlike symbiotic spore. The spore opens, emitting light that stimulates the 
fern to unfurl. 

• Take one step out onto the Tongue Fern. 

Fig. 5-16. Pull the spore's coil to shine 
light on the Tongue Fern. The light causes 

the fern to unfurl. 

Now have a good look around. Straight 
ahead, the rotten log spans the gap. A swinglike 
handle on a vine hangs over the tip of the Tongue 
Fern . To your immediate left you see the reddish 
glow of the fig pod with the Electra Ray. Off to 
the right, a small tentlike structure is rigged to a 
rope; it looks like a trap, with its rope running to a handle wrapped around a branch right 
next to you. Note also the pink fruit growing on vines near the trap. 

Fig. 5-17. Is that a trap across the gap? 
Its rope runs to the handle attached to 

a nearby branch. 
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• Walk to the end of the unfurled Tongue Fern. 

• Look up and dick on the swing handle to pull it down. 

• Click on the rotten log to take a swing in that direction. Fun! 

Fig. 5-18. Pull down that vine swing. 
It swings in two different directions, 
but the rotten log blocks one way. 

Problem, though. As you wing under the 
rotten log, you see a promising ledge on the far 
side. But the rotten log blocks the way; the vine 

hits it, whipping the swing right back to the Tongue Fern each time. So your next task is to 
eliminate the log, thus opening up the swing path to that far ledge. 

• Turn right and dick on the ledge with the trap. This time you swing across and land cleanly right next to the trap, 
facing a crank handle. 

• Approach the handle and give it a crank! This raises the trap. 

• Step toward the raised trap and shake a pink fruit loose from the vine behind it 

• lmportantl Click on the loose piece of fruit to roll it out from underneath the trap. 

Fig. 5-19. After you raise the trap, knock down a fruit, and then push the fruit out from 
underneath the trap. 
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This last step may seem strange, but here's why you do it: You want to get rid of the rotten 
log so you can swing to the far ledge. The log, remember, is encrusted with Barnacle Mos . Do 
you recall what happens to that plant when a Squee chirps? The moss buds expand to twice 
their original size. And there just happens to be a Squee's nest nearby. So your task i to lure or 
chase a chirping Squee toward the rotten log. 

Fig. 5-20. When you leave the trap area, the 
Squee sneaks out to munch the fruit bait. 

But if you actually trap the Squee (which you 
can do if you leave the fruit where it originally 
falls), the creature stays in the trap until you raise it 
with the crank handle. Then the Squee simply runs 
back into his nest. So your goal is to lure the Squee away from the hanging trap, then drop the 
trap to block the path into its nest. The Squee will run toward the rotten, moss-encrusted log. 

• After you move the fruit out from under the trap, head into the passage behind the crank handle. This slides you 
down a one-way ramp. 

• At the bottom of the ramp, turn right and retrace your route through the tunnel to the Tongue Fern. 

• Take one step onto the fern. You automatically turn to see the Squee exit his nest and munch happily on the fruit 
offering. 

• Pull the trap's release handle on the branch just to your right 

Fig. 5-21. Pull the handle by the Tongue Fern to 
drop the trap. The Squee hops to the log, chirps to 
expand the Barnacle Moss buds, and down it goes! 
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The trap falls, blocking the Squee' route back into its nest. It hesitates a moment, then 
makes a beeline for the rotten log. When the creature sees its favorite food growing there, it 
chirps to reach the delicate flowers and nectar within. The Barnacle Moss expands, the rotting 
wood gives way, and the bridge breaks apart, clearing the path for your daredevil swing. 

• Step to the end of the Tongue Fern and pull down the swing handle again. 

• Click in that direction to make the vine swing to the other side. You land in front of a previously inaccessible tunnel. 

• Once across, approach the Tongue Fern and pull the coil on its symbiotic spore. The spore glows brightly, 
unfurling the fern to form a bridge across the gap. Now you have a route back to the upper levels of Deadwood 
Ridge, should you need one. 

• Proceed down the lichen-lit path to the right of the Tongue Fern. 

Edanna Forest 
Edanna's dense forest is a true botanical wonder. 
Some of the flora is familiar by now: Tongue 
Ferns, Aurora Blossoms, and a further 
exten ion of the Quafiler Fig vine from 
above. But down here a pearlescent, 
orchidlike flower with reflective 
qualities makes its first 
appearance, as does one of 
Saavedro's specially bred 
predatory growths. 

Fig. 5-22. Here's your overhead 
look at the Edanna forest area. 
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Fig. 5-23. Uh oh! The mother Grossamery 
is trapped in the Venus flytrap. 

• Follow the undulating path down into the forest 

• Stop and examine the giant Venus flytrap. 

The poor mother Grossamery is trapped inside the carnivorous plant! How can we get it 
out? Think back to your exploration of Saavedro's living quarters on the first floor of the J'nanin 
Observatory. Remember the smaller flytrap on his work desk? When you zapped its roots with 
electricity, the trap opened. You can do the same to this larger version. But where can we find a 
source of electricity in Edanna? 

• First, examine the flytrap's long spindly roots. They thread downward. Let's find out where they end up. 

• Turn around and spot the path leading outside Edanna's trunk through a narrow opening Gust left of the path you 
came down. See figure 5-24.) overhung with vines. 

Fig. 5-24. From the trapped bird, find this 
opening that leads outside the great trunk. 

• Follow this new path to a ledge overlooking the ocean. 

• Turn left and take the yellow-lit path. Notice the Ouaffler Fig vine dropping down from above and running along 
the path. 

• Follow the path until you reach another spiky fig pod sitting beneath a painted mural. 
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Fig. 5-25. Another Quaff/er Fig pod rests 
beneath an elaborate "message" mural 
painted by Saavedro. 

The mural is another message to Atrus from 
Saavedra, and it's not hard to decipher. Sirrus and 

Achenar speak to enthralled young people while worried elders listen nearby. The brothers hold 
up books (Age linking books, no doubt), which recalls Saavedro's hologram message after you 
returned to J'nanin with the first symbol: "All that talk about fixing instabilities, rewriting the 
Age so that we would be free to live our lives .. . that was just talk to hide the truth of why they 
had come." (Note: If Edanna is your first Age visit, you haven't seen Saavedro's hologram 
message yet.) 

The fig pod, by the way, is attached to the vine dropping from above. Could this be part of 
the same Quafiler Fig plant system we manipulated earlier? Let's find out. 

• Touch the pod. Sure enough, it sucks water and the Electra Ray down the vine from the previous pod. (This works 
only if you've previously sucked the fish from the original basin to the fig pod just above the vine.) Note also how 
the vine continues on downward from this now-swollen pod. More pods below? 

• Find the thorny roots of the Venus flytrap just to the left of the mural. Take a step toward them. 

• When you reach the roots, you can see two paths. Take the left path. 

Fig. 5-26. The Quaff/er Fig's vine (lower right) and 
the Venus flytrap's thorny roots (straight ahead) 
appear to converge and then drop together. 
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• Descend the crude stairs and follow the path as it curves around to yet another Ouaffler Fig pod. Its vine drops 
down from above. Could it be part of the same vine system through which we've been shuttling the Electra Ray? 

• Touch the pod. Yes, here comes the poor fish. 

• Note that this swollen pod hangs over an empty basin, and one bundle of the Venus flytrap's thorny roots wind 
through that same basin. Any ideas? 

Fig. 5-27. Suck the Electra Ray down into 
the fig pod that dangles over a basin where 

the Venus flytrap roots run. 

Yes, you got it.Your next task: Pop the fig pod, 
dropping the Electra R ay into the ba in. T he fish 
can feed on the flytrap 's thorny roots, give the carnivorou plant a good jolt, and thus open the 
trap. But puncturing a Q uafiler Fig is much easier said than done. 

ote: T he Electra R ay must be sucked through the Quafiler Fig vine system one pod at a time. 
T herefore, first you must send the fish to the Fig' s first spiky pod Gust above the vine 
swing puzzle) before you can end it to the second pod by Saavedro' s mural , then on to 
the third pod over the Venus flytrap 's roots. 

• Before you leave, look at the edge of the basin 
just to the left of the branch stairway. See the 
cables? (They're hard to spot in the murk. See 
figure 5-28.) Those aren't botanical; they look like 
electrical wiring, actually. 

• Continue along the path as it winds behind and 
below the fig pod until you reach an imager on 
the right Aha! 
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No'fe: Each of the three Ages has an imager with a separate message from Saavedro. You can visit 
the Ages (and find the imagers) in any order. But the messages play in the same order 
regardless of the order you visit the Ages. So Saavedro's first message plays on the first 
imager you activate, whether on Voltaic, Amateria, or Edanna. The second message plays on 
the second imager you activate, no matter which Age; and the same goes for the third 
message on the third imager you activate. 

Fig. 5-28. Find the imager tucked behind and 
below the forest basin. 

• Approach the imager and push the button. Saavedro has 
another message for Atrus. 

• Step back onto the narrow path, turn right, and follow it until it stops at the curled Tongue Fern. Hmmm, no 
symbiotic spore here, so there's no source of light to unfurl the plant 

• Turn around and retrace your route around the fish-filled fig pod and back up the stairs to the mural area. 

• Turn left at the thorny roots and take the other path. Oust follow the Ouaffler Fig vine. See figure 5·29.} It runs 
above and behind the glowing pod toward some big white flowers hanging on vines. 

Fig. 5-29. After you suck the Electra Ray down to 
the lower pod, climb back up to the mural area 
and then take the other path to the orchids. 

These white flowers are Lambent Orchids. 
Bright and delicate, the Lambent Orchid reflects 
light with the intensity of a mirror. Several plants 

in this dark forest react to light-the Tongue Fern, for one.Your task here is to set up an orchid 
reflection system to direct sunlight to various targets. 
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Fig. 5-30. The Lambent Orchid's petals are highly 
reflective. Use them to shoot sunlight at targets. 

• Stop at the first Lambent Orchid on the right side of the 
path. Note that its petal 'dish ' aims directly across the 
forest, where another orchid and an Aurora Blossom loom above a branch-formed ledge. 

• Continue down the path to the second Lambent Orchid. 

• Approach the back of the orchid and click on the small 'aperture' near the stem. This gives you a view through 
the orchid's inner lens. 

Fig. 5-31. Click the aperture on the backside of a 
Lambent Orchid to see its "lens view." 

Fig. 5-32. Aim the second 
orchid at the Tongue Fern. 
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• Pivot the orchid until you center the curled Tongue Fern in the lens. 

• Back away from the lens, turn right, and continue to the third Lambent Orchid (the one in sunlight at the end of 
the path.) 

• Look through the orchid's lens. Because the sun hits this flower, you c.an see the bright spot from its reflective dish. 

• Pivot the view to the left, putting the hotspot right on the second orchid. (See figure 5-33.) 

Now you've got a double-bounce of light. The second orchid throws the sunlight from the 
first across the forest . If the orchid is positioned correctly, it reflects light at the Tongue Fern, 
causing that plant to unfurl. 

Fig. 5-33. Aim the third orchid's light back at the 
second orchid (at left). Note for later that this 
view includes the first orchid (at right), too. 

• Return to the second orchid and look through its lens to 
verify that the Tongue Fern has unfurled. If it hasn't, move 
the hot spot over the fern. 

• Retrace your route back down the stairs to the basin, then follow the dark path that winds around behind the 
glowing fig pod, past the imager to to the Tongue Fern. Cross the now-0pen fern bridge. 

• On the other side, turn right and climb up through an open, hollowed-0ut branch. Glowing yellow-0range 
mushrooms light the way. 

Fig. 5-34. Follow the glowing mushrooms to the 
top of the hollow branch. 

• At the top, you emerge from the hollow branch onto the 
ledge where the Aurora Blossom sits. 
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Notice that somebody hacked away the back petals of the Aurora Blossom, leaving its lens 
w1covered and locked onto a single view. Approach the big flower to see that it points at the 
water-laden pod with the Electra Ray below. If you can get sunlight channeled through the 
Aurora Blossom, you can try the same trick you used up on Deadwood Ridge and pop the pod 
using lens-focused light. 

Fig. 5-35. This damaged Aurora Blossom points 
down at the swollen fig pod below. 

• Continue past the Aurora Blossom up the stairs to the 
fourth Lambent Orchid. 

• Look through the orchid's lens and pivot the view until it 
centers on the Aurora Blossom just below. 

• Return down the stairs and enter the hollow branch. 

• One dick down the hollow branch, you reach a fork. (See figure 5-36.) 

Fig. 5-36. Here 's where the path splits; the upper 
hollow branch leads to a swing vine, the lower 

returns to the Tongue Fern bridge. 

Here, a second hollow branch arcs above the first and across a tall opening to the outside. 
This upper path curves to another bungee swing vine that we'll use later. For now, though, let's 
return to the orchids on the other side of the forest. 
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• Follow the mushroom-lit lower path leading back down to the Tongue Fern. 

• Cross the fern bridge, follow the narrow path all the way back to mural area, then turn left and return to the 
third lambent Orchid (the one hanging in the sunlight at the end of the path). 

• Pivot this orchid until you center the hot spot on the first orchid (see figure 5·37). 

The beam of sunlight now reflects off the fir t orchid and shoots across the forest to the 
fourth orchid, which in turn directs the beam into the Aurora Blo som lens. The lens concen
trates the sunlight into a burning ray that pierces the pod, spilling its contents into the root
filled basin below. 

Fig. 5-37. Third to first to fourth! This orchid "triple play" channels light through the Aurora 
Blossom lens to puncture the pod. 

As expected, the hungry Electra Ray 
immediately feeds on the thorny roots of the Venus 
flytrap, sending electric jolts up to the big plant. Just 
like the baby flytrap on Saavedro's work desk in the 
J'nanin Observatory, the mature plant opens its 
trap when zapped, releasing the mother 
Grossamery. Off she goes, back to her nest! And 
your next task is to follow her lead, somehow. 

• After the freed bird flies away, look in the third orchid's aperture again. 

• Pivot the hot spot left, back to the second orchid. This unfurls the Tongue Fern again. (You might want to check 
the view through the second orchid's aperture and verify that the light beam has opened the Tongue Fern.) 
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• Go back down to the basin, now filled with water and home to the Electra Ray. 

• Work your way around behind the basin to the imager and press the button to view Saavedro's message. 

• Retrace your route over the Tongue Fern and up the open, hollowed-out branch. 

• Proceed up to the spot near the top where you see the ocean to the left through Edanna's outer trunk 

• Turn around and find the frayed opening of the upper hollow branch. Refer back to figure 5-36 to see what it 
looks like. 

• Enter the upper hollow branch. Proceed as it curves sharply to the left and then opens onto a ledge. On the way, 
you find another one of Saavedro's journal pages. 

Ndte: Make sure to retrieve any journal pages Saavedro has left for you. 

• Follow the ledge to the bungee vine. 

• Use the swing to drop down to Edanna's lower swamp. 

Fig. 5-38. Hop on this bungee vine to drop 
safely into the Edanna swamp. 

Fig. 5-39. The stairs at right lead up to a 
jumping Dragon plant that can lift you back 

up to the forest. 
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• As you look down the tree branch path in front of you, notice the smooth path on the left side and the stairway 
carved into the branch on the right. 

• Climb the steps and proceed to a big, flat-leafed plant. 

This is a coiled Jumping Dragon. It springs upward if you stand on it, lifting you to the 
branch with the bungee vine swing. In this walkthrough, you don't have to use thi plant. But 
it's nice to know you have a way back up. 

OK, OK, go ahead, give it a couple of tries, just for fun. 

Fig. 5-40. Want some spring in your step? Hop 
aboard this jumping Dragon for a ride back up 
to the bungee vine. 

• Return to the spot where you dropped down on the bungee vine. 

• This time, take the smooth path to the left. 

• Follow the path through the root-formed arch into the swamp. 

Fig. 5-41. This natural archway leads into the 
Edanna swamp. 
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The murky, low-lit swamp sits at the very 
base ofEdanna. Here, the giant tree's root 
system snakes in and out of saltwater, 
forming uneven paths. Shafts of 
sunlight occasionally break 
through the forest canopy 
or gaps in the great 
outer trunk, but 
luminescent growths 
provide much of the 
lighting in this area. 

Fig. 5-42. This map gives you 
an overhead look at the 

Edanna swamp. 

Chapter 5: Edanna: The Nature Age 

A huge, twisted clump of roots divides the swamp into two chambers. The first chamber 
you enter receives almost no direct sunlight, so we'll call it the "darker chamber." The second is 
more open and airy, so let's call it the "lighter chamber." 

Darker Chamber 
A large Nemel Lotus lies dormant in the center of the darker chamber. This plant contains the 
ucculents the mother Gro samery needs to feed her hatchling; however, they're locked inside 

the plant's tightly closed pod. To expose the Nemel Lotus's fruit pod, you need two stimuli: first, 
siinlight to induce the stamen filaments to unfurl atop the pod (thus exposing the anther, the 
pollen-producing part of the plant), and second, pollinating insects which swarm to the scent, 
inciting the pod's petals to open. 
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Fig. 543. You need sunlight to open up the 
Nemet Lotus in the darker chamber. 

• After you step through the arch, turn left and follow the 
path leading upward. 

• Three clicks along the path, turn left to see a gap 
in the roots. 

Fig. 544. This gap leads to a second, lighter 
chamber with an open Nemet Lotus. 

Through the gap you can see part of another N emel Lotus, this one fully opened. It sits in 
the second chamber (the lighter chamber). We'll visit it in a moment. For now continue up the 
darker chan1ber path. 

• Continue up the rising path as it curves around the 
Nemel Lotus. 

• The path eventually leads up to a Lambent Orchid 
hanging down the outside of Edanna's trunk. It sits in 
sunlight, so you can use its reflective quality. 

• Step behind the orchid and look through its aperture. 

• Pivot the hot spot until it hits the flowers atop the Nemel 
Lotus below. 
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Fig. 5-45. Follow the path to this Lambent Orchid, then aim its light right at the stamen 
filaments atop the Nemel Lotus. 

Note how the stamen filaments atop the Nemel Lotus immediately unfurl in the reflected 
sunlight. These can attract the flying insects needed to stimulate the plant's large pod to open, 
thus revealing the succulent fruit. But do you see any insects yet? No, because they're all buzzing 
around the Nemel Lotus that's already open in the other chamber (the one you saw through 
the root gap). 

Your next task: Lure the insects into this chamber. 

• Return down the path to the gap in the roots. (Remember, on the way down it's now on your right side.) 

• Walk through the gap into the other chamber. 

Lighter Chrunber 
You emerge into the second root-formed chamber. See? 
It's not as gloomy in here. In one very prominent 
sunbeam, another Nemel Lotus sits wide open, its 
succulents either crushed or missing, taken by the mother 
Grossamery before she was trapped by the Venus flytrap 
plant. A swarm of pollinating insects flies around the lotus's 
unfurled stamen filaments. The insects will not leave this 
chamber so long as the filaments are extended. 
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Fig. 5-46. This second Nemet lotus is open, thanks 
to that shaft of sunlight from the right and a 
swarm of pollinating insects on top. 

• Turn right and follow the path around the Nemel Lotus up to the retracted Fan Palm. 

• Touch the heart of the Fan Palm to raise and spread its big fronds. 

Fig. 5-47. Open this Fan Palm to block the 
sunlight shining on the Nemet lotus below. 

The Fan Palm's fronds now block the light 
shining through the gap in the trunk. Deprived of 
sunlight, the stamen filaments atop the Nemel 
Lotus curl up. At the same time, the pod petals 
close tightly. But the goofy insects won't leave. 
How can we get them to vacate the area and go 
pollinate the Nemel Lotus over in the first 
chamber? 
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• Turn around and follow the path that curves around the Nemel Lotus to the other side of the chamber. 

• Approach a thick, purplish root with a hole cleanly bored in it Near the hole sits a ball-shaped Vesuvi Mushroom. 

• Touch the Vesuvi Mushroom. A cloud of noxious spores 
shoots upward. 

Fig. 5-48. See the Vesuvi Mushrooms next to 
the Nemet Lotus? They emit spores that insects 

really, really hate. 

• Turn around and walk toward the Nemel Lotus. 

• When you reach the pod, look down to find more Vesuvi Mushrooms. 

• Touch the biggest Vesuvi Mushroom to fire up a cloud. Repelled by the spores, the insects immediately swarm out 
of the chamber. 

Nofe: The insect swarm exits this chamber only if the stamen filaments atop the Nemel Lotus are 
closed for lack of sunlight. Therefore, if you touch the Vesuvi Mushroom while the sun is 
shining on the Nemet Lotus-that is, with the Fan Palm closed-the insects fly up, wait for 
the spores to settle, and then fly back down to continue pollinating the plant. 

Fig. 5-49. Enter the hole in this 
hollow purple root. It leads 

right into the pod of the 
first Nemet Lotus. 
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• Now enter the hole in the big purple root It's hollow and big enough for you to walk through. 

• Follow the root tunnel. Along the way, look for another page of Saavedro's journal. 

• You emerge directly inside the first Nemel Lotus! The walls of the plant are lined with fruit. 

• Look up and turn until you see the two stamen filaments, now abuu with insects. 

• Click to move toward the filaments, then turn around to see the huge succulent fruit 

Fig. 5-50. Ever been in a pod before? If so, you 
already know about grabbing this stem. 

The juicy Nemel Lotus succulents and their 
vines form a curving "cage" that the mother 
Grossamery can pick up and carry to her nest. See 
those handle-like stems attached to the fruit cage? 

As the fruit ripens, it distends enough to push the stem, which then shoots seeds with a loud 
popping noise; this sound informs the bird that the succulents are available. 

You could hang around in the pod until the fruit is fully ripe. 
Or you could be proactive. 

• Climb up into the succulent cage. 

• Pull one of the stems. (They look like big handles.) 

Seeds fly skyward and a loud pop reverberates 
in the pod. The mother Grossan1ery, hearing this 
signal, swoops in and grabs the fruit cage in her 
claws. She carries it, along with you, on an exhila
rating joyride up to her nest. 

Fig. 5-51. Here's a bird's eye view of your 
joyride up to the nest atop Edanna. 
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'The Grossamery Nest 
The nest sits atop one of the oldest inward-curving branches in Edanna. Over time, predatory 
Strangler Figs surrounded this branch, encasing it in a network of vines that grew inward, 
strangling the older wood and eating it away. Many vines have aged and broken away, but a large 
tangle still hangs beneath the bird's nest. Sap from the dying branch filled this cluster, hardened to 
opacity, and, in combination with the Strangler vines, formed Edanna's special Nature symbol. 

Fig. 5-52. After the birds feed, you're free to head 
down to the vine chamber below. 

Fig. 5-53. Here's the Nature symbol. 

• Pivot left and exit the cage by sliding down the curving 
bough beneath. 

• Look at the Nature symbol formed by vine fragments encased in amber. 

• Click on the symbol. You automatically sketch it on a sheet of paper. 

• Turn and use the j'nanin linking book to return to the second floor of the Observatory. 
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Back to J'nanin 
When you return to ]'nan.in from Edanna with the Energy symbol, you link directly into the 
second floor of the Observatory. If you've followed the order of this walkthrough, you've found 
the last Age symbol and are ready to visit Narayan. 

• Approach the imaging table. 

• Take your sketch of the Nature symbol from inventory and 
put it on the imaging table. 

Fig. 3-54. Take the Nature symbol sketch from 
inventory and place it on the imaging table. 

The imager projects the ketch downward, raising a three-dimensional representation of the 
symbol from a cam beneath the table. Another cam drops down, imprinting the 3-D ymbol on 
its elastic surface. Then the cams rotate, manipulating tl1e cage mechanism. 

If you're following this walkthrough, Edanna is the last Element Age you visit. Thus, placing 
the journal page on the imaging table extends the ramp across the pit to the open cage. When it 
locks into place, a hologram projector message from Atrus to his sons plays on the ceiling. (See 
the Note on the following page.) 

Fig. 3-55. Perhaps Sirris and Achenar didn't take 
this message in the spirit it was intended .... 
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ofe: Remember you can bring back symbols from the Ages in any order. When placed on the l 
imaging table, each symbol activates some aspect of the cage mechanism in the pit, then 
triggers a hologram message. Whether from Voltaic, Amateria, or Edanna, the first symbol 
placed on the imaging table raises the cage 
from the pit, the second symbol opens the 
cage, and the third symbol extends a ramp to 
the cage. The hologram messages play in the 
same order regardless of the order you solve 
the Ages. 

Fig. 3-56. Cross the ramp and use the 
Narayan book. 

• Cross the ramp to the Narayan linking book. 

• Open the book and touch the panel to link to the game's 
final Age. 
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Fig. 6-1. Here's where you arrive: the middle floor 
of the Narayan linking chamber. 

Narayan is a water world; to survive here, a 
civilization must manage symbiotic elements of the 
Age's unique ecosystem. (For more on Narayan, 
see Chapter 8, Historian's Journal.) Your link from 
J'nanin drops you into an organic-looking, split
level chamber. Dark veins run through translucent 
walls. T hick roots twist into pillars and stairs, then 

fan out across the floor and ceiling to form sturdy, crisscrossing support beams. Behind you, five 
pairs of red tapestries hang on the wall. Each tapestry is embroidered with words and symbols. 
Note that another set of tapestries appears to have been torn from the wall. 

'I' Note the gold symbols on the tapestries decorating the walls. They look strangely familiar. 

'I' Climb the four green stairs to the raised part of the room. 

T Examine the devices here. A router switch sits between a pair of low podiums. 

'I' Try to activate either podium by dicking on it. Aside from a weak hum, nothing significant happens. Apparently, 
these devices lack power. 

Fig. 6-2. These podiums and their router switch 
need electricity. Better find a power source. 
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T Turn around and approach the window barred by a vine trellis. See the glide ship-the gondola-like vehicle 
hanging from a cable? The doorway to the glide ship platform is just to your left, but a translucent ice shield 
blocks the way. 

T Turn right and exit the chamber. 

T Climb the metal stairway to the roof. 

Chamber Roof 

Fig. 6-3. Surely that glide ship goes somewhere 
interesting. But an ice shield blocks access. 

Fig. 6-4. Here's an overhead view of the roof of the 
Narayan linking chamber. Note: The glide ship 

platform and inner shield, though seen here, are on 
the middle floor level. 

Wow. The small ice shield you aw downstairs has a 
ma sive counterpart, one that extends around the entire 
Narayan linking chamber. From this vantage point you 
also see the grand scale of the billowing organic 
structure: green, gas-filled spore sacs entwined by a latticework of thick roots. Indeed, the root 
spacing is so even it looks deliberately woven. Could this be one of the Lattice Trees mentioned 
in Saavedro's journal and hologram messages? 
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Fig. 6-5. The lattice roots form netlike enclosures 
for the floating spore sacs. 

Across the roof, a tall metal tower topped by a 
blue glowing crystal rises. (See the sidebar on 
"How the Narayan Shields Work" for an explanation of this crystal's function.) Below to your 
right, the glide ship hangs from a cable that runs through the ice shield. Two rows of electrical 
circuit coils (marking the chamber's power core, no doubt) are stacked to the left. In front of 
you, under a round grated platform, orange mist glows-energy channeled up the core from 
geothermal vents on the ocean floor. 

Fig. 6-6. These circuit coils mean electricity is 
nearby. In fad, a generator powered by 

geothermal vents is below you. 
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'Jl Step onto the round, grated platform. 

1' This triggers an automatic confrontation with Saavedro, who 
enters through the metal door. 

Fig. 6-8. 5aavedro's not happy, and that's not 
good, because he carries a big hammer. 
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Note: Doesn't Saavedro's cloak look familiar? Did you notice the missing t:Qpestry torn from the 
wall downstairs? 

Saavedra is a bit distres ed that you're not Atrus. He browbeats himself awhile, in 
particular asking, "Why would he rewrite Narayan?" Poor Saavedra believes that Atrus has the 
godlike ability to resurrect an Age gone sour. Finally, he turn to you again. He points out 
that you're stuck here-with him; he left his J'nanin linking book in Tomahna. And with 
distinct menace, he strongly suggests that if you find a way to link out of Narayan, you'd best 
keep an eye over your shoulder. 

T After Saavedro leaves, look down to your right and spot the handle on the floor. 

T Pull the handle to activate the power core. Electricity now flows into the chamber below. 

T Take the stairs back down to the middle floor. 

Fig. 6-9. Twist the floor handle to this position to 
power up the devices downstairs. 

Middle Floor: 1he Inner Shield Code 
Electricity flows now though the router switch. But the router sends power to only one 
podium at a time (the one to which the router's handle points). Right now, the router switch 
points right, sending power to the rightmost 
podium. But if you try to manipulate the console 
display on that podium, nothing happens. 

Fig. 6-10. First, route power to the leftmost 
control podium. 
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T Click on the router switch to flip it left, routing power to the left podium. 

'1' Walk around to the front of the leftmost podium and click on it to raise it. A small metal hatch covers the top. 

T Click on the hatch to uncover the console. 

T Click on various parts of the console display. 

Note three clusters that represent three symbols. Each symbol comprises four glyphs. Each 
of those four glyphs looks similar to the ones on the tapestries. Indeed, the symbols you found 
on Voltaic, Amateria, and Edanna each appear to comprise the e tapestry glyphs too. When Atru 
devised the three symbols to conceal in his Lesson Age course, he composed each symbol from 
four smaller Narayan glyphs. 

However, when devising a plan to lure Atrus back to Narayan, Saavedra decided to alter 
Atrus' three Age symbols, "erasing" part of each one in some way. Thus, when you found them, 
you obtained only partial symbols--a fact that becomes important here in Narayan. Each Age 
symbol lacks some glyphs, so you must figure out what's missing. 

How can you determine the missing glyphs? Start with the Age symbols you have. 

T Study the tapestries on the wall. Notice that each Age symbol comprises two of the glyphs before you. 

T Find the words that correspond to the glyphs in the Age symbols. 

You find that the Voltaic glyphs stand for the words "Future" and "Motion," the Amateria 
glyphs stand for "Force" and "Change," and the Edanna glyphs mean "Nature" and 
"Encourage." Why do those words sound so familiar? Of course! They're parts of the Age
building tenets you've been carrying with you in Atrus' journal since the very beginning of 
your adventure: 

'1' Energy powers future motion. 

T Nature encourages mutual dependence. 

'1' Dynamic forces spur change. 

T Balanced systems stimulate civilization. 

Now you can complete the four-part symbols you need to enter in the control console. 
Simply find the glyphs for the missing words from the first three phrases. 
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'l' Reread these journal phrases again, and identify the two missing words in the symbols for Voltaic, Amateria, and 
Edanna. By comparing the two words you know from each Age's symbol to the corresponding mantra, you can 
complete the sentences. 

'l' Scan the chamber tapestries again to locate the glyphs that match these missing key words. 

Fig. 6-11. The Voltaic Age symbol is made from the Narayan glyphs for the words 
"Future" and "Motion." So the missing words from Atrus' Energy mantra are 

"Energy" and "Power." 

Fig. 6-12. The Amateria Age symbol is made from the Narayan glyphs for the 
words "Force" and "Change." So the missing words from Atrus' Dynamic 

Forces mantra are "Dynamic" and "Spur." 

Fig. 6-13. The E danna Age symbol is made from the Narayan glyphs for the words 
"Nature" and "Encourage." So the missing words from Atrus' Nature mantra are 

"Mutual" and "Dependence." 
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But how do the glyphs fit together? 
First of all, note that you input only one Age symbol at a time.You build the symbol by 

recreating each of its four Narayan glyphs in one of the three "clusters" of the podium. To 
recreate the four glyphs of each symbol, click on segments of the cluster. 

But which glyph goes in which corner of each cluster? 

'1' Examine the Age sketches in your inventory. From their arrangement, you can see that the top glyph in a symbol 
stands for the first word in the phrase, and the phrase continues clockwise in a circle. 

'1' Input the Narayan tapestry glyphs for the Energy mantra starting with Energy at the top, then continuing 
clockwise with Power, Future, and Motion. 

No'fe: You can input the three symbols in any order. 
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t' Input the Narayan tapestry glyphs for the Nature mantra starting with Nature at the top, then continuing 
clockwise with Encourage, Mutual, and Dependence. 

'1' Input the Narayan tapestry glyphs for the Dynamic Forces mantra starting with Dynamic at the top, then 
continuing clockwise with Force, Spur, and Change. When the last symbol is entered, the console locks, and the 
inner shield comes down. Cool! 

Fig. 6-14. Here's the final Energy symbol entered 
in the podium console. 
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Fig. 6-15. Here's the final Nature symbol entered 
in the podium console. 

Fig. 6-16. Here's the final Dynamic Forces symbol 
entered in the podium console. 

Fig. 6-17. The inner shield melts! 

Note: Once you lock the correct code into the left console, the inner shield melts whenever 
you route power to that console. So you can raise or lower the shield by turning the 
router switch. 
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'1' Go to the router switch and route power to the other (rightmost) podium. The inner shield reforms itself. 

T Approach the other podium. This one, obviously, controls the outer shield. 

'1' Raise the podium and open the hatch to see the console. 

Hmmm, only one symbol to enter here. No doubt it works like the other podium code. 
Of course, you've already used Atrus' mantras for Energy, Dynamic Forces, and Nature to 
determine which glyphs to enter on the inner shield podium. So the remaining Age-building 
tenet-balanced systems stimulate civilization-must indicate the symbol code for this outer 
shield console. Saavedra could never figure out the second shield puzzle because he never had 
access to Atrus' mantras-only you, Sirrus, and Achenar knew Atrus' last mantra. 

If you look at the tapestries, you'll find the symbols for the words "balance" and "system." 

But where are the rest of the corresponding glyphs for the mantra words? Downstairs. 

Fig. 6-18. With the inner shield down, you can 
access these stairs from the glide ship platform 
down to the bottom floor. 

'l' Locate the glyphs for "balance" and "system" on the first floor tapastries before heading downstairs. 

T Turn the router switch left to melt the inner shield again. 

'l' Step through the unblocked passage to the glide ship balcony and look around. Obviously, this craft goes nowhere 
until that outer shield comes down, too. 

'l' Note the blue crystal imbedded in the floor. This generates the inner shield. (See the sidebar 'How the Narayan 
Shields Work' for more on this.) 

T Turn left and go down the stairs to the bottom floor. 
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Bottom Floor: Tite Outer Shield Code 
The lower tapestry room is similar to the one upstairs. Five more pairs of red tapestries with 
symbols and words hang on the back wall. But just inside the entry is an item of particular 
interest: a linking book to Tomahna! This must be the one Saavedra uses on his expeditions to 
spy on Atrus. 

Stairs t o 
Mid dle Floor 

Fig. 6-19. Here's the simple layout of the 
bottom floor of the Narayan linking chamber. 

1' Approach the Tomahna linking book. 

1' Take the book. It goes into inventory. But don 't use it yeU 

Fig. 6-20. Take the Tomahna linking book, but 
don't use it yet. 

Why not just high-tail it out of here right 
now? Two reasons: First, you haven't yet acquired 
what you've sought the entire game--the Releeshahn book. Second, remember Saavedro's not
so-veiled warning: "If you do find a way out of here, I suggest that you think very carefully 
about using it. Because the one thing I know about linking books-the doors they open don't 
close behind you." In other words, if you leave, he will follow. With his hammer. And a very, 
very bad attitude. 
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Note: Once you gain the Tomahna linking book, you can use it at any time. But if you return 
to Atrus while Saavedra is still free to roam the Narayan linking chamber, Saavedra 
follows you to Tomahna-and the consequences are quite unpleasant for you and your 
friends there. 

T Find the glyphs for "stimulate" and "civilization" on the downstairs tapestries. 

T Translate the Balance mantra into glyphs-'balanced systems stimulate civilization.' 

Fig. 6-21. The Narayan Age symbol is made from four Narayani glyphs, 
the two found upstairs-"Balance" and "System"-(lnd two found 
downstairs- "Stimulate" and "Civilization." 

T Return upstairs to the router switch. 

T Turn the router switch to the right, routing power to the outer shield console. The inner shield reforms over the 
doorway to the glide ship. 

T Input the Narayan tapestry glyphs for the Balance mantra starting with Balance at the top, then continuing 
clockwise with System, Stimulate, and Civilization. When the symbol is entered, the console locks, and the outer 
shield comes down. 
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Fig. 6-22. Here's the final Balance symbol 
entered in the podium console. 

Voili! The outer shield melts away! The 
podium code locks in, too. Now, whenever the 
router switch points right, the outer shield melts 
and the inner shield goes up. When the switch points left, the inner shield melts, but the outer 
shield goes up. Thus, only one shield at a time can be eliminated-which soon creates an inter
esting dilemma. 

Endgame Scenarios 
When you enter the fourth symbol into the console, the outer shield melts. Saavedra runs in, 
overjoyed to see that Narayan is still alive-indeed, the cheery lights of a settlement glow on 
a distant Lattice Tree. But when Saavedra experiments with the router switch, he grasps its 
double-lock system-and realizes he needs you to lower the outer shield while he is in the 
glide ship. In return, he'll give you Releeshahn-or so he says. Then he goes out to the glide 
ship platform. 

Here's where the Myst III: Exile endgame branches into numerous possibilities. 

Immediately Throw the Router Switch 

Fig. 6-23. If you do as Saavedro says and 
open the outer shield immediately, he 

double-crosses you! 
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If you simply take Saavedro at his word and throw the router switch to drop the outer shield, 
he double-crosses you. Makes sense, doesn't it? The poor fellow has been in exile, building a 
deep store of hatred and mistrust, for nearly a quarter of a century. When the shield melts, 
Saavedro makes a snide remark about "my end of the bargain." Then he simply tosses the 
Releeshahn book into the sea, hops aboard the glide ship, and rides happily to the Narayan 
settlement-leaving you to link back to Tomahna and face the intense disappointment of 
Atrus and Catherine. 

Follow Saavedro to the Glide Ship 

Fig. 6-24. Saavedro 1s in no mood for small talk. 
He can tolerate some delay, but eventually he'll 
snap if you hang out on the glide ship platform 
too long. 

If you distrust Saavedro (rightly so) and follow him out to the glide ship, he grows angry and 
threatens to drop the Releeshahn book into the sea below. After that, several possibilities present 
themselves, all pretty bad. 

1. If you linger on the glide ship platform, Saavedro holds the book over the ocean below 
and gives you one last warning. If you still take no action, Saavedro finally drops the 
book and attacks you with his hammer. Game over! 

2. If you leave the platform after his first warning, but then return to the glide ship a 
second time, Saavedro holds the book over the ocean and gives you a last warning. If you 
still take no action, Saavedro finally drops the book and attacks you. Game over! 

3. If you leave the platform twice after Saavedro's warnings, then foolishly return a third 
time-well, you really tick him off, and understandably so. On your third trip out, 
Saavedro turns and springs without warning right at your sorry face. 
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Shut Down the Power 

Fig. 6-25. Here's a good move! Flip the power 
switch to trap Saavedra between the shields. Now 

he's at your mercy. 

This should be your first action after Saavedra 
goes out to the glide ship. If you head upstairs to 
the roof and pull the handle to shut off power to 

-

the shield consoles, both shields automatically activate, trapping Saavedra between them. This 
is a good first move. But bad moves are still possible after you shut off power. For example, if 
you foolishly flip the power back on, the inner shield melts again, and Saavedra runs angrily 
upstairs to hammer-whack you. Here are some other possibilities. 

Go Back Downstairs 

Fig. 6-26. Saavedra, knowing he's trapped, 
offers you what you want. 

If you shut off power and go back downstairs to 
look at Saavedra through the vine trellis window, he 
approaches and begs for your mercy, then hands you 
the Releeshahn book. Now you've got him where you want him. But mistakes are still possible. 

1. If you forget to flip the router switch to the right (toward the outer shield console) before 
you go back upstairs, the inner shield melts when you turn on the power. Saavedro feels 
betrayed and pounds upstairs to hammer you. 

2. If you immediately link back to Tomahna with the Releeshahn book, you leave Saavedro 
trapped between the ice shields. 

The latter choice is certainly a legitimate one.Your experience reveals Saavedra to be an 
unstable man full of violent anger and fully bent on vengeance-a man too dangerous perhaps 
to set free. But consider the larger moral implications of any decision here. If you do strand 
Saavedra and return to Tomahna,Atrus is happy to regain access to his D'ni brethren, but the 
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game ends with a bittersweet voiceover in which he laments "the anguish of decisions that were 
made." Ultimately, Atrus asks, "But if I had been the one to face Saavedro ... would I have left 
him stranded without hope? Would I have sacrificed his dreams to claim my own?" 

T Run upstairs and shut off the power. 

Set Saavedro Free 

Fig. 6-27. After he gives you the Releeshahn book, 
why not set the poor soul free? 

Of course, the best ending is the most humane 
one-the one Atrus surely would have cho en 
himself. After Saavedro goes out to the glide ship: 

T Go back downstairs and retrieve the Releeshahn book from the sad, trapped man. 

'JI Flip the router switch to the outer shield (rightmost) console. 

'JI Go back upstairs and turn on the power. 

Saavedro rides joyously to the Lattice Tree settlement in the distance. Finally, link back to 
Tomahna to deliver the book to Atrus. You hear his final voiceover comments in which he 
rejoices that "old wrongs have finally been righted." 

Fig. 6-28. Atrus and Catherine appreciate your efforts on their behalf. .. and Atrus adds another 
chapter to his journal, content that "old wrongs have finally been righted." 
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When you buy a strategy guide, you seek answers. But some guide buyers want more than 
answers-well, to be precise, less than answers, actually.Yes, many fans of the Myst universe crave 
the satisfaction of solving puzzles themselves. They don't want a road map. When lost, they want 
a quick head bob indicating "you might want to try over there." 

Fig. 7-1. How the heck does this thing work? In 
this chapter, we give you hints, not answers. 

So we've designed a chapter for you folks 
who don't desire the firm hand-holding of our 
Golden Path walkthroughs and instead prefer a 
gentle nudge or two in the right direction. After 
all, even the most experienced puzzle fiend can get 

stuck in the clever conundrums of the Ages of Atrus, the great puzzle master himself. 
Important! Read the next section carefully to see how it works, lest you end up acquiring 

more knowledge than you sought. 

How to Use Puzzle Hints 
This chapter is designed to give you layers of hints for each puzzle. By "layers" we mean this: 
We provide a series of hints, moving from general to specific, without giving away the final 
solution. H ere's how it works: 

-#!/ Under each Age, we list the main locations/ puzzles. Remember, though, that Myst Ill: Exile is a very non-linear 
game. You can visit the Ages in any order, and encounter puzzles in a myriad of different ways. 

-#!/ Under each location within an Age, we list a series of questions that explorers might logically ask. 

~ Then, under each question, we give a bullet-point list of increasingly more specific answers, but always stop 
short of revealing the final solution. 

Again, each bullet point under a particular question reveals more than the previous bullet 
point. So, for those of you with wild eyes or no willpower, we suggest covering each stack of 
bullet points with a sheet of titanium-reinforced paper stock to eliminate the possibility of what 
we in the industry call "seeing ahead." 
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If you reach the end of a bulleted list and still can't solve the puzzle, don't be ashamed. 
Simply refer to the corresponding chapter and section in "The Golden Path Walkthrough." 
Hey, it's OK. People cheat all the time. We got all of our puzzle solutions directly from the 
developer, Presto Studios, and yet we still feel really good about ourselves. 

General Hints 
Before you jump into the Ages, take a look at this quick list of starter tips. 

-"- Like its predecessors Myst and Riven, Myst Ill: Exile is a game of exploration. Pay close attention to the details of 
each Age; don't overlook anything! 

4'. Don 't assume that toys or gadgets are mere eye candy. Many simplistic devices you find early in the game 
provide clues for later, more complex puzzles. 

Fig. 7-2. Gadgets like these on Saavedro 1s desk 
provide hints for later puzzles. 

4/. Read everything! If someone hands you or leaves a 
journal during the course of the game, take time to 
read every page. journals do more than provide rich 
back-story; they provide important clues, too. 

-"- Saavedro scattered a number of his journal pages around the Ages, too. Watch for them; they explain a lot 
about his motivation. 

-"- Each Age has a predominant theme. When stuck, think about that theme. For example, in an Age that exhibits 
mechanical notions, think mechanically-look for gadgets, see how they interact, and so forth. If nature is the 
overall theme, think "natural"-look for life forms that can solve your problems. 

-"- Puzzle goals are readily apparent in Exile, and the rewards for achieving them are immediate and gratifying. 
This doesn 't mean the puzzles are easy, by any means. But for the most part, the puzzle-solving in Exile is 
straightforward and intuitive. Don 't out-think yourself! 
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Hints for J'nanin: 'Ihe Lesson Age 
J'nanin is a hub world; it links to all the other Ages in M yst III: Exile. Solve J'nanin's puzzles to 
gain access to those Ages. Each J'nanin puzzle relates to the theme of the Age you seek to access. 
In general, then, look for interactive puzzle elements that seem related by theme. 

The Observatory 
Saavedro locked the door off the high bridge at the top of the Observatory, the tall structure in 
the middle of the island's caldera. lf you peek through the window in that door, you see the 
man pacing around-waiting, apparently. N ow what? 

How can I get inside the Observatory? 
~ Look for another entrance. 

~ Take a trip around the island perimeter. Surely there's another way in. 

~ Work your way down into the caldera to the freshwater lake below. 

~ Try that stained-glass greenhouse. 

The Observatory elevator is turned the wrong way when I take it 
to the second floor. How does it rotate? 
~ Try sending the elevator upstairs without you. Watch its mechanisms. 

41/. Send the elevator up, then check out the empty shaft See anything interesting? 

41/. Note the evidence of tampering in the sha~ Resetting the mechanisms there requires a guide-preferably, an 
illustrated one. 

~ Did you find Saavedro's journal in his room? Try reading it 

"'- Look for references to mechanisms in Saavedro's journal. 

~ Look for sketches in Saavedro's journal. 

"'- Do you see anything that looks familiar in Saavedro's journal? If so, note its exact configuration. 
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Fig. 7-3. Scan Saavedro's journal to find clues to the 
Observatory elevator puzzle. 

----------
I got to the Observatory's second level, but Saavedro linked away. 
How can I follow him? 

-4/. You 've got a lot of work to do yet 

-4/. Look for messages from Saavedro to get you started. 

4/.. Look for buttons that might activate devices. 

-4/. The cage in the pit below holds the linking book Saavedro used. Before you can access it, you must solve most 
of the puules in Myst ///: Exile! 

These Observatory telescopes are fun, but what am I looking for? 
-4/. First of all , examine the viewing lens itself. 

-4/. Focus on what seems most prominent in each telescope's viewing range. 

4/.. Find the tusk tower in each view. 

-4/. Note the surroundings, so you know which tusk is which. There's a connection between each tusk and the 
particular telescope that views it. 

-4/. Do you see anything interesting on the tusk? 

-4/. Do you see anything on the tusk that suggests a way to align your view? 

-4/. Note what happens to the telescope itself when you manipulate the zoom, focus, or pan controls. 
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Are those little marbles that move around the telescope viewing 
lens important? 

4/. Yes. 

4/. Very important. 

4/. Keep an eye out for similar mechanisms elsewhere on the island. 

The Energy Puzzle 
How do I enter the tusk that has five buttons on the door? 

4/. Push the buttons in the correct order. 

4/. This is the Energy Age tusk. Solve j'nanin's Energy puzzle to find the door button code. 

~ Examine the object in front of the door. It looks like a scope with the lens aimed at the buttons. 

~ Hint: It's a prism. But no light shines through it yet. 

4/. Find a source of light somewhere on (or slightly off) the island. 

4/. Direct the light to the prism. 

What's the purpose of those odd poles with view-scopes and 
differently colored fire marbles on top? 
~ Each pole has three scopes set at 12~egree angles. Look in each scope to see how the views reflect to and 

from other scopes on the pole. Which views connect, and which don't? 

~ Use the reflecting angles of the scopes to direct light from pole to pole. 

4/. We did say direct the light to the prism, didn't we? 
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Fig. 7-4. Two scopes atop the poles reflect views 
through each other at 120 angles. 

The third scope's view is blocked. 

I managed to direct the light beam 
from the offshore gun to the prism. 
The door looks nice, but now what? 

4' What does the light do to the door buttons? 

-#/. Push the buttons in the order of the color code. 

4' Can you think of a "color order" you recently followed? 

"'- Follow the light beam. 

I got inside the tusk, but how do I reach the linking book? 

-#/. Have you seen this linking book chamber through one of the Observatory telescopes yet? If no~ head up to the 
Observatory's second floor for a peek. 

-#/. What happens to the Observatory telescope as you pan, focus, and zoom the view on the tusk's linking book 
chamber? 

.f/. In the tusk, look at the podium below the linking book. Does that mechanism look familiar? 

4' Where else have you seen metal marbles moving around concentric circle tracks? 
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The Dynamic Forces Puzzle 
A big metal weight blocks access to the tusk rising above the rock 
outcropping just off the main island. How do I move it? 
~ It's round. Surely it rolls. 

~ But the metal weight is too heavy for you to roll. You need a mechanism. 

~ The weight sits on a jointed bridge. 

4/- The bridge is moveable. Move it! 

~ Use the bridge controls to move the bridge and roll the weight out of way. 

~ What bridge controls, you ask? Didn't you search high and low around the rock outcropping? 

~ Find the ladder that leads to the bridge control podium and go to work. 

I got the tusk door open. How can I cross the ripped-out floor to 
the podium under the linking book? 
~ Fill the hole. 

~ Look at the floor hole. Is anything around here big enough to fill that space? 

~ Is that big, hole-filling thing moveable? Have you moved it before? 

How do I reach the Amateria linking book? 
~ Same way you reached the Voltaic linking book. (See "The Energy Puule" above.) 

The Nature Puzzle 
How do I enter the tusk just across from the Observatory? 
Its door is 3 0 feet up! 

4/- Grow a bridge to it. 

~ Explore the lakefront area down at the caldera's bottom. See any interesting life forms? 

4/- Don 't be afraid to touch. Nothing will bite. 

~ The little white Squee needs a bridge to his favorite food . Give him a hand. 

~ Watch what happens when the Squee gets to the reddish buds of the Barnacle Moss. 
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4'. Hmmm. The Moss buds seemed to expand at the sound of the Squee's chirp. Have you seen those buds 
anywhere else? 

Fig. 7-5. Notice the thick growth of Barnacle Moss 
on the cliff near the seemingly unreachable 

Nature tusk door. 

The Barnacle Moss buds along the cliff wall near the tusk door 
would make a nice bridge. How can I make them expand? 

.ti. You can 't, but the Squee can . 

.ti. You need the Squee's chirp to expand the Barnacle Moss. 

How do I get the Squee up the ladder to the Barnacle Moss? 
4/. You don't need the Squee. You need its chirp . 

.ti. Climb up the ladder from the caldera's bottom to the first ledge and explore . 

.ti. Find a hearing aid. 

4'. Step up behind the big Hearken Fern and point it at things. 

-4'. Listen! Everything's amplified. 

-4'. Find a familiar little sound. 

How do I reach the Edanna linking book? 
-4'. Same way you reached the Voltaic linking book. (See "The Energy Puzzle" above.) 
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Hints for Voltaic: Age of Energy 
This Age emboclies power flow that channels raw energy into useful forms.Your overall goal is 
to complete a circuit linking everything on the island. In general, then, look for breaks in the 
circuit and determine how to reconnect them. The raw energy sources on Voltaic are water and 
lava.Your challenge is to convert these into hydroelectricity, electromagnetism, and superheated, 
pressurized air. 

Arrival 
I can't open the big door on the stone structure. Is it locked? 

"' Not exactly. The door opens mechanically. 

#/ The door needs power. 

#/ Make electricity flow to the door. 

#/ In fact, nothing in this Age operates without power. Find the power plant 

Power Plant 
Where is the power plant? 

-s/. You can see it from your point of arrival. 

-s/. It extends from the main island and dams the inlet 

#/ Follow the catwalk. 

"' Look for tunnels. 

I found it. Now where do I start? 
#/ Hydroelectric power plants convert kinetic energy (energy created by mechanical motion) into electricity by use 

of turbines. According to Webster's, turbines are "rotary engines actuated by the impulse of a current of fluid 
(say, water) over a series of curved vanes on a central rotating spindle." 

#/ Start by identifying the two basic mechanisms of the power plant the waterwheel (where the energy is created) 
and the gear platform (where the energy is converted). 

""- Link the two mechanisms. 

"' Once linked, the mechanisms need motion! 
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Fig. 7-6. To get power generating, mesh the two 
big gears here at the gear platform. 

Where's the waterwheel? How can 
I make it turn? 

4/. It's cylindrical and very big. Really, it's hard to miss. 

4'. It always helps to get an overview of the situation. Look for ladders. 

4/. Rushing water turns the waterwheel. 

4/. From the control tower, note the position of the big, wooden sluice gate. Where is it forcing water to go? 

4'. Channel the water so it flows under the waterwheel. 

The waterwheel still isn't turning, and that's the smoothest 
waterwheel I've ever seen. 

4/. The flowing water needs something to push. 

4/. Every waterwheel has flaps called "vanes" for the water to push, thus turning the wheel. 

4/. Saavedro destroyed the mechanism that deploys this waterwheel's vanes. Find another way to deploy them. 

4'. Explore the cylinder's interior. 

4'. Deploy the vanes manually. 

The waterwheel turns now, but it's not producing any electricity! 
4/. Is the waterwheel gear linked to the turbine generator gear? 

~ Have you been out to the gear platform yet? 

4'. The gears mesh under the gear platform. 

~ The big vertical gear on the waterwheel has to mesh with the big horizontal gear under the platform. 

~ The horizontal gear is too low. 
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I found the emergency gear release, but when I try to raise the 
gear, it won't go! 

-#/. You can't mesh two gears while one is turning. 

-#/. The waterwheel gear must be stationary before you can raise the generator gear. 

-#/. Stop the waterwheel, then try again. 

-#/. But if you just move the sluice gate to direct water away from the waterwheel, you can't get back down to the 
gear release room. 

-#/. You can't raise the gear unless water is flowing under the waterwheel without turning it. How can you do that? 

Electromagnet Chamber 
The power plant is running, and the door on the gear platform is 
open. Now I'm in a big chamber full of coils with a big cylinder 
surrounded by five platforms. What next? 

-#/. Examine the cylinder. 

-#/. Find an aperture and look through it. To borrow a line from Atrus' grandmother Anna, "What do you see?" 

4' Yes, you see circuits. Are all of the connector pins lined up? 

-#/. Align the connector pins. 

Fig. 7-7. The pins at bottom are 
connected here, but the ones at top 

are not You need connected circuits in 
all five aperture views. 

-#/. Push the side buttons to rotate the circuit strips 
until all circuits are connected. (Each of the 
three circuit strips runs completely around the inside of the cylinder.) 

-#/. You must create unbroken paths from each bottom connector pin to a top pin, and each top connector pin to a 
bottom pin. 
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4'. Align the top strip first, making sure all top pins are connected. Then align the bottom strip with the bottom 
pins. Finally, rotate the middle strip, looking for matches. 

4'. If the circuit is complete in one aperture view but power still isn't flowing, check the other aperture views. The 
circuits must be properly aligned in all five views. 

4'. Good luck! 

The electromagnet is humming with power. Now what? 
-4/. You 've done all you can do on this half of the island for now. 

4'. Travel to an entirely new area. 

-4/. Head for the chasm . 

./. Backtrack through the power plant and tunnels. 

Airship Dry Dock 
I found the lever that opens the big, circular, segmented door. 
But it just closes back up! 

./. Doors generally open to let something in or out 

-#/. Something can exit via the door, but it's not ready to go yet. 

4'. Go around the door to see what's in the cavern behind it. 

That's a cool-looking airship, but somebody trashed the access 
walkway. How can I reach it? 

./. You can't reach the airship from this dry dock area . 

./. Move the ship to the next place you can board. 

4'. Move the ship to the chasm gantry tower. 

How can I move the airship? It looks flat. 
4'. Inflate the ship. 

-#/. Pump pressurized hot air from the dry dock's pressure valves into the ship. 
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But I tried the pressure valves. Nothing happens! 
~ Is hot air flowing into the valve tower? You can't pressurize air that isn 't flowing . 

./. Direct hot air from the lava chamber into the dry dock valves. 

Lava Chamber 
What lava chamber? I can't find any lava chamber! 
~ That's because Saavedra jammed its door (found back in the tunnels) from the inside. The only other way into 

the lava chamber is very roundabout 

~ That big, segmented pipe above the chasm is a hot air conduit. It feeds superheated air back to the dry dock 
valves. Do you suppose a lava chamber might be a good source of hot air? (What an insightful question!) 

~ Look for out-of-the-way hatches and a precarious pathway across the chasm. 

~ Search the valve lower area in the airship dry dock. Be thorough. 

~ Find a maintenance hatch located high up. 

~ Cross the chasm on the pipe and find another hatch. 

~ In the long ventilation duct, look thoroughly for exits. 

These lava chamber mechanisms are fun, but what am I trying to 
accomplish? 
~ Blow hot air down the conduit to the dry dock. 

~ What sort of device blows air? 

~ Look through the window at the far wall of the lava containment room. See the fan up high? 

~ Is the fan turning? (We'll help you here: No, it's not.) Look for the on/off switch near the fan. 

~ Turn on the fan. 

~ Your ultimate goal is to get lava flowing through the containment room while the fan is blowing. This sends hot 
air down the conduit to the dry dock valves. 
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Fig. 7-8. Use the lava chamber controls to operate 
the control gear so you can reach the fan switch 

to turn on that fan. 

How do I turn on the fan? 

~ Get inside the lava containment room and raise the 
catwalk to the fan switch. 

~ It's tricky, though. You can't enter the chamber until you empty out the lava. 

~ Note the vertical endplate on the catwalk. See the hole in it? It uncovers the fan switch when you raise the 
catwalk high enough. 

How do the lava chamber controls work? 

~ First, note that the lava chamber has redundant controls: one podium up in the control room (in front of the 
window), one podium down on the catwalk in the containment room. 

~ However, the control room podium has been sabotaged; Saavedra jammed a bolt into it You can't slide the red 
knob across the center groove. 

~ The red knob activates a "control gear" in the containment room. Attached to a moveable mechanical arm, this 
control gear opens/closes lava gates while at the same time moving the catwalk up/down. The inflow gate (left) 
lets lava in, and the drain gate (right) lets lava out. 

~ Rotate the red knob clockwise and watch what the control gear does in the containment room. Which way does 
it turn? Now try counterclockwise. Which way does the control gear turn? 

~ What happens to the catwalk when the control gear turns? 

~ After you drain out lava, enter the containment room and check out the control podium. Slide the red knob 
across the center groove and watch what happens. 

~ So by using the red knobs on the podiums, you must manipulate the control gear and complete the 
following tasks: 

1. Empty the containment room of lava. 
2. Raise the catwa.lk up to the fan switch. 
3. Turn on thefan. 

4. Lower the catwalk and return to the 
safety of the control room. 

5. Make lava flow through the 
containment room-both lava gates 11p! 
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The Valve Puzzle 
What do all these valves do? 

4/. They pressurize the hot air flowing in from the lava chamber. 

4'. If hot air isn't venting from the valve caps, you probably haven't solved the lava chamber puzzle yet. (See the 
previous section, "Lava Chamber.") Or else you closed the valves earlier, maybe while experimenting. 

4'. Open valves (cap up) vent hot air, reducing pressure. Closed valves (cap down) channel hot air to the release 
valve, increasing pressure. 

-4' When set to the correct pressure reading, the valves can pump hot air to the airship and inflate its balloon. 

What's the correct pressure reading for itiflating the airship? 

../. Check the pressure gauge . 

../. See the red line? 

../. Clockwise movement of the needle indicates pressure is increasing. 

Do all the valves pump the same pressure? How many valves are 
there? 

../. Good questions. Both are easy enough to test. 

../. Close a valve on the first level and watch the gauge. How much pressure is added? Repeat for each valve. 

-4' All valves (including the jammed one) on the first level produce the same amount of pressure. 

4' Ride the elevator to see how many other valves are in the tower. 

Fig. 7-9. Pressure increases when valves are 
closed, like the two on the right; pressure 

decreases when valves are opened, like the 
two on the left. 
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The valve tower elevator doesn't move when I pull the handle. 
-4/. The elevator is pneumatic (powered by air pressure). Apparently, there's not enough pressure built up in the 

valve system. 

~ Close some valves to build pressure. 

~ The colors on the gauge show how much pressure is needed to push the elevator to each level. 

I know how much pressure each tier puts out per valve, and how 
much pressure inflates the airship, but I keep having elevator 
problems. 
~ Keep closing valves, building elevator pressure and working your way up to the top tier of valves. 

~ Figure out the math. Because of the valve jammed in the closed position on the bottom tier, there's only one 
solution. 

-4/. Now work your way down, opening valves to get the units of pressure you want to produce from each tier. 

-4/. When you get the exact pressure indicated on the gauge's red line, find the big release valve. 

I released the airship! But it got stuck at the dry dock door. 
~ Count to 1.3 million by ones . 

.ti. Try to grasp the concept of infinity. Keep thinking about it until you go insane . 

.ti. Do a bunch of other stuff. 

-4/. Go open the door! 

.ti. The lever that opens the dry dock door is on the chasm's gantry platform-a quick elevator ride down. 

Back to J'nanin 
I'm back with the symbol sketch in my inventory. Now what? 

.ti. The symbol itself triggers something in the room. 

-4/. Enter the symbol into the machine. 

~ Take the symbol from inventory and place it on the imaging table. 
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Hints for Amateria: Age of Dynamic Forces 
Amateria features a twisting, looping network of tracks running through a series of odd 
structures arrayed around a huge central tower. Exploration reveals that each structure is 
connected to the tower by two sets of tracks: one set running out from the tower's roof, and 

another running into a lower section of the tower. 

Arrival 
This place is like a carnival, but none of the tracks are connected. 
What's the point? 

Fig. 7-10. Tracks seem to run everywhere 
in Amateria. But none of the track circuits 

are completely connected. 

-#!/ Many of Atrus' lessons involve completing a 
connection. 

-4' Each of the major structures is part of a 
track circuit. 

-4' But in each structure, the circuit is incomplete; an ice sphere shatters at some point in the circuit. 

-"" Complete each track circuit. 

Balance Bridge 
No matter where I set the fulcrum under the half-pipe bridge, it still 
tilts up and smashes the ice sphere. How can I keep the bridge level? 
~ What tilts the bridge? 

-4' Can you do something to offset the tilt? 

-4' Create a counterbalance. 
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I found the balance connected to the other end of the bridge. How 
much weight should I put on it? 
~ How much weight are you trying to counterbalance? 

4/. Go out and examine the multicolored sphere-the one that gets knocked into the bridge's catch-basket What's 
it made of? 

~ Be sure to examine both sides of the multicolored sphere. You can find two good angles for close-up views. 

~ Compare the various sphere wedges near the counterbalance. Do you know the weight ratios between the 
various materials (wood, crystal, and metal)? 

4/. You'll find the weight ratios in Saavedro's room back in j'nanin. 

Saavedro smashed so many weights I can't create a one-to-one 
weight ratio with the sphere in the bridge catch-basket. How can I 
balance a weight I can't match? 

4/. How did Saavedro do it? 

~ Look in Saavedro's room in the j'nanin Observatory 
for a clue. 

-#/. Saavedro figured out a way to balance a 2-to-1 weight 
ratio. Maybe you can do the same. 

~ Use a fulcrum. 

Fig. 7-15. Saavedro left a few clues for solving the 
Balance Bridge in his j'nanin Observatory room. 
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The Resonance Rings 
The ice spheres keep smashing into these clear vibrating rings. 
How can I turn them all offe 
~ You can 't turn them all off-not all at once, anyway. 

4' But you can set a mechanism to turn them off one at a time, in order, so that the ice sphere rolls through safely. 

~ The sonic barriers are generated by the blue crystals atop the nearby columns. 

~ Each crystal produces a harmonic frequency to form its ring. You can manually adjust the frequency to one of 
five settings. 

4'. When pressed, each blue button on the Resonance Ring's main control panel turns off a particular frequency in 
the structure. 

~ Think about that. The crystals out on the Resonance Ring generate frequencies to create the barriers, but the 
control panel buttons disable frequencies. 

4' The control panel is actually a timing mechanism. Note how the ball bearing rolls over the five blue buttons in 
a timed sequence. 

Other than by trial and error, how can I tell which frequency each 
button on the main control panel turns offe 

4' If this question makes no sense to you, better check out the preceding packets of hints. 

~ What common elements does the Resonance Ring main control panel share with the frequency dials on each 
crystal's column? 

4' The gear shape around the first console button indicates which frequency that button disables. 

I understand how the gear shapes indicate which button turns off 
which frequency. But now what? 

4' Get out on the tracks and think like a ball. 

4' What path would a sphere take through the Resonance Ring loops if, say, the Resonance Rings were disabled, 
one by one, just before the sphere reached each ring? 

4' The first button in the control panel timing sequence should turn off the first Resonance Ring in the ice sphere's 
route from the Central Tower. The second button should turn off the second ring in the sphere's route, and so on. 
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4'. So you must set the first Resonance Ring in the sphere's path to the same frequency turned off by the first 
button in the control panel sequence. Confused? 

4'. Walk the path of the rolling ice sphere, setting the frequency of each ring to match the order of the buttons on 
the control panel. 

Turntable Tracks 
What am I trying to do here? 

4'. Complete the circuit 

4'. As at each Amateria structure, you 're trying to guide an ice sphere through the track mechanism and back to 
the Central Tower. 

4/. Set the mechanism so the ice sphere drops through an open ring in the top-left hole of the right wheel. This 
puts the sphere on a return track to the tower. 

What's the purpose of the dials on the control panel? 
4'. Pull the ball release lever. As the dial rotates, what else happens? 

4'. The dial rotation controls the wheel rotation out on the structure. 

4'. The left dial controls the left wheel, and the right dial controls the right wheel. 

Fig. 7-12. Powerful springs in the wheel holes can 
shoot the ice spheres from wheel to wheel, but 
only if aligned with those track arches curving 

over the top of the structure. 
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Why does the ice sphere shatter sometimes? 
-./. The ice sphere shatters when it has no place to go. 

-./. The sphere drops and shatters if it lands in an open ring with no track underneath. 

~ The "filled " rings on each wheel have a powerful spring mechanism that shoots the sphere when the wheel 's 
rotation halts. 

-./. Note the four sets of curved track over the top of the Wheels of Wonder structure. Springs can shoot ice spheres 
across these tracks to the opposite wheel. 

-./. The sphere shatters if it lands in a spring-filled ring and then gets rotated to a position with no track arch to 
direct it to the opposite wheel. 

What do I do with the pegs in the control panel's tray? 
-./. Plug in a peg on the left dial and see what happens. What happens to the dial? What happens to the peg? 

~ Without a peg, the dial (and its corresponding wheel) makes one complete turn. 

-./. The peg controls the dial 's rotation. 

4/. Set the pegs so that the ice sphere rotates to positions where the spring mechanism can shoot it over the track 
arches to the opposite wheel. 

The Central Tower 
The colored buttons above me release ice spheres from the tower, 
but they shatter when they return. Is that good or bad? 

4'. Shattering spheres generally indicate an incomplete circuit. 

-./. Look down. Looks like a big switchyard of unconnected tracks. 

~ Your final task in Amateria is to link all of the individual track circuits into one grand, connected circuit. 

What am I trying to do at this control panel? 
4/ Make connections, as always. 

4' Actually, you 're trying to make one big connection. 

~ Rotate the track disks until you make an unbroken path. 

~ Connect all four Amateria structures Resonance Rings, Balance Bridge, Turntable Tracks, and the offshore 
structure) into a single track circuit through the Central Tower switchyard. 
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Why? 
4/. Your goal all along has been to reach the mysterious offshore structure, the one with the missing sections of track. 

4/. What did you see on each control panel after you solved the puules al the Resonance Rings, Balance Bridge, 
and Turntable Tracks? 

4/. If you can connect all three track circuits to the offshore structure, you can raise its three missing track sections. 

Fig. 7-13. Connect all of the Amateria track 
circuits into one big circuit with this switchyard 

control console. 

I understand how to rotate console disks to connect the tracks in 
the switchyard below. But how do I know what structures I'm 
connecting on the console? 

4/. Colors. 

4/. In Amateria, structures are color-coded. 

~ Did you notice different color borders around the hexagon codes after you solved each Amateria puule? 

4/. The ceiling buttons are color-coded, too. What happens when you push each one? 

~ Look at the console. See the color segments around the outside? Each represents one of the structures 
around Amateria. 
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Hints for Edanna: Age of Nature 
Your ultimate goal in Edanna, as in the other Ages, is to find its unique symbol. To do so, you 
must first discover how various plants and animals in the Age react to different stimuli: light, 
touch, the presence of symbiotic and predatory plants and creatures, and so on. As you explore, 
remember the enlightened observation in Atrus' journal: "Nature encourages mutual 
dependence." 

Deadwood Ridge 
I climbed the first Corkscrew Cattail and saw the birds. Bu.t the 
other cattail is dry and shriveled. I'm stuck! 
~ Did you notice any difference between the two cattails? Look carefully at the entire plant. 

~ Each cattail has a drinking tendril. But one tendril found water, and one didn't. 

-#!/ The dry cattail's tendril extends to a dry basin. 

Fig. 7-14. Corkscrew Cattails need water to 
unfurl their convenient spiral leaves. 

How can I hydrate the dry 
cattail? 

-#!/ Touch that big swollen Ouaffler Fig pod hanging over the dry basin. What's sloshing around inside? 

-#!/ Pop the pod. 

~ Zap it with a beam of concentrated light. Got a laser handy? How about a magnifying glass? 

~ No? OK, explore the entire upper ridge area. 

~ Find an Aurora Blossom on a promontory and look through its lens. What do you see down below? 

~ Some sun can help the big flower get focused. 
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I opened the withered Corkscrew Cattail and climbed down to find 
a glowing fish in a basin. Should I do anything with this thing? 

4/. Yes, but not here. 

4/. Before you move on, watch the fish awhile. It's an Electra Ray. What happens when it feeds on the nearby plant 
roots? 

• Note the thick, tube-like vine running from the bottom of the basin. 

4/. Continue down the path. See how the tube-like vine from above sprouts a spiky fig pod? 

4/. This is all part of another Ouaffler Fig plant system. The vine and pods can draw water from the basin, which is 
actually the flowering top of the plant 

• Fig pods are sensitive to the touch. 

Fig. 7-15. Move this Electra Ray down 
to Edanna's forest via a unique, 

100-percent organic transport system. 

The Bungee Swing Vine 
How do I unroll this big, curled Tongue Fern? 

4/. Tongue Ferns respond to light 

4/. Atrus designed this Age to exhibit the "mutual dependence" of species. Find something nearby that provides a 
stimuli to the fern . 

4/. Use the symbiotic spore as a lantern. 

The Tongue Fern doesn't reach anything! 
4. Actually, it does. But you have to look around. 

4/. Walk to the tip of the fern and look up. 
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I can swing off the side of the Tongue Fern to the ledge with the 
trap. But the log-bridge blocks my swing in the other direction. 

-4/. You can knock the log down, but you'll need help from both flora and fauna. 

-4/. What grows on the log? 

4/. Remember your previous experience with Barnacle Moss. 

4/. If you can get the moss buds to expand, that rotting log might just break apart What makes Barnacle Moss 
expand? 

~ A Squee lives nearby. 

4/. Get the Squee over to the log. 

How do I get the Squee out of its nest? 
4/. The Squee built its nest here because one of its favorite foods is nearby. (No, not the Barnacle Moss.) 

4/. Squees love pink fruit 

-4/. Lure the Squee with a pink fruit 

I trap the Squee, but when I raise the trap, he just runs away. 
4/. You don't want to trap the Squee. 

~ Note where the trap falls. 

4/. The fallen trap blocks the entrance to the Squee's nest 

4/. Lure the Squee to a spot other then directly under the trap. 

Edann.a Forest 
The poor mother bird is trapped in the Jlenus flytrap. Do I care? 
What can I do about it? 

4/. Yes you care, if only for self-serving reasons. Ultimately, the mother Grossamery can do you a big favor, but not 
if she ends up as digested bird pulp. 

4/. You need to open the plant's trap. But how? 

~ The Venus flytrap needs a good jolt. 
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Fig. 7-16. This little experiment back in }'nanin 
hints at how you can open Edanna's big Venus 

flytrap to release the mother bird. 

4/. Remember the smaller flytrap on Saavedro's work desk 
in the j'nanin Observatory? 

4/. Did you try hooking the smaller flytrap's roots to the 
battery? If so, what happened when you zapped them? 

4/. Zap the big flytrap's roots with electricity. 

Where can I find electricity in Edanna? I haven't seen anything 
even remotely technological! 

4/. Find a natural source of electrical current 

4/. Remember the fish 's root feast up in the basin above the bungee swing vine area? 

~ Move the Electra Ray down to the roots of the Venus flytrap. 

How can I carry the fish? J.Vt>n 't it hurt? 
~ You can 't carry an Electra Ray. It hurts. 

~ Use a natural delivery system. 

4/. One Ouaffler Fig plant sprouts a number of pods, all connected by the same tube-like vine. 

4/. Didn 't you already suck the water and fish down into the pod near the swing vine puzzle? 

4/. Keep an eye out for more fig pods. 
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I got the fish down to the pod hanging over the basin with the 
~nus flytrap roots. Now what? 

41/. Remember your pod-popping experience back up on Deadwood Ridge? 

~ Find another Aurora Blossom-the big yellow flower with an amber focusing lens. 

I see another Aurora Blossom across the forest, but the Tongue Fern 
leading to that side won't open; it doesn't have a symbiotic spore 
to shed light. 
~ Find a different source of light. 

41/. Direct sunlight to the Tongue Fern. 

-#!/. See those orchid-like flowers hanging from vines around the edges of the forest? Those are Lambent Orchids, 
and they have interesting petals. 

~ Set up a reflection system using the mirror-like petals of the orchids. 

4'. Start with the one orchid that sits in sunlight. 

I found another Aurora Blossom. But it's not in the sunlight! 
4'. Direct sunlight to the Aurora Blossom. 

4'. Adjust your orchid reflection system to hit the blossom. 

I popped the pod, and the Grossamery is free. What next? 
4'. Drop down into the swamp. 

4'. Find the bungee vine that lowers you to the swamp level. 

4'. To find the vine, explore the path you took from the Tongue Fern up to the Aurora Blossom. 

4'. Examine the area inside the open, hollow branch (the one lit by glowing mushrooms). 

4'. Near the top, where gaps in the trunk reveal the ocean outside, look for another branch that's frayed open and 
hollow, too. 
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Edanna Swamp 
What's up with these two big white plants in the swamp? 

4/. Remember the succulent fruit you saw the mother Grossamery feeding her hatchling up in the nest? 

4/. The succulents come from the Nemel Lotus. The birds really, really love Nemel fruit. 

4/. The open lotus is picked clean of fruit, the closed lotus is untouched. 

Why should I care what birds like to eat? 
-" Remember the Lens Blossom view near your arrival in Edanna? You saw a book encased in a vine cage hanging 

directly beneath the bird 's nest. 

4/. Could that be another )'nanin linking book? 

4/. If so, could it be near the Edanna Age symbol? 

4/. The only way to reach the vine tangle is via the nest. 

4/. The only way to reach the nest is via the bird. 

~ If you find another stash of succulents, maybe you could hitch a ride up. 

Fig. 7-17. What does this open Nemel Lotus have 
that the other, closed lotus doesn't? 

How do I open up the closed Nemel Lotus? 
~ Compare its status to the open lotus in the other chamber. 

4/. The open lotus sits in sunlight and is swarming with insects. The closed lotus sits in a dark chamber. 

4/. No direct sunlight enters the dark chamber of the closed Nemel Lotus. Find some indirect lighting. 

~ Look for another Lambent Orchid in the dark chamber. 
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I got sunlight shining on the closed Nemel Lotus. But it still won't 
open up! 

4' Light only unfurls the twin stamens atop the plant. 

4/. What else does the open Nemel Lotus have that the closed one doesn 't? 

4/. When a Nemel 's stamen unfurls, it presents its pollen-producing anther, which attracts pollinating insects. 

4/. A pollinating insect, being an incredibly intelligent entity, won't desert a good thing until it has to. 

4/. You need to retract the stamen pair of the Nemel Lotus in the lighter chamber, thus hiding its pollen, or the 
pollinating insects will never leave. 

4' Remember what element makes the stamen of a Nemel Lotus unfurl? Eliminate that element in the open lotus' 
chamber. 

OK, I took your advice and blocked the sunlight to the open 
Nemel Lotus. The stupid insects still won't leave! 

4/. They just need a little incentive. 

4' They won 't leave unless something chases them away. 

4/. Find something nearby that insects despise. 

4/. Insects hate spores from the Vesuvi Mushroom, a ball-shaped fungus that grows in swamps. 

4' The Vesuvi Mushroom erupts with spores when touched. 

4/. But spores only travel so far. Find a Vesuvi Mushroom close enough to do the job. 

Success! The other Nemel Lotus is open and ripe for the picking. 
Now what? 

4/. Hop aboard the succulent express. 

4' Get inside the newly opened Nemel Lotus. 

4/. Unfortunately, you can 't climb directly into the pod. You have to find another way in. 

4' The Nemel Lotus root is purple, hollow, and very, very long. 

4/. Find the plant's root. 
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I'm hanging in a wild fruit cage. But how can I lure the bird 
down here? 
~ The Grossamery responds to the popping sound of the fruit stem when it shoots seeds . 

./. Pull the stem and hang on tight 

Hints for Narayan: Age of Balance 
I linked into a room that has two podiums and a switch that looks 
important. But nothing happens when I manipulate them. 
~ They need power . 

./. A generator that draws energy from geothermal vents powers this linking chamber . 

./. The switch that channels power from the generator to the devices is turned off. 

~ Find the power switch and turn it on. 

I'm trapped in an ice shield with an angry guy with a hammer. 
How do I get out? 
~ Disable the ice shield . 

./. Find the shield activation controls and enter the code. 

~ Remember those devices downstairs? 

I powered up the podium consoles, but now I'm looking at a bunch 
of circles-a code box, clearly. Where can I find the code? 
~ Check out the tapestries. 

~ Do any of the tapestry glyphs look familiar? 

~ Note that each glyph is associated with a word. Do any of the tapestry words look familiar? 
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The words associated with glyphs on the tapestries are generic 
terms, yet some of them seem familiar in a speciji.c way. Where 
have I seen them before? 

4'. If you 've been thorough, you read them earlier in the game. 

4'. Actually, you have the words at your disposal right now. 

4'. Atrus gave you the words (and their correct order) a long time ago. 

4'. Check your inventory. 

Aha! Using the tapestries and Atrus' journal, I figured out which 
four glyphs form each symbol. But where does each glyph go? 

4/. Look for clues in your inventory . 

.4/. Don 't you have some partial symbols? 

4'. Examine your symbol sketches. 

4'. Compare the glyphs in the sketches to the mantras in Atrus' journal. 

4'. Look at the symbol you found in Edanna. What's the first word in Atrus' Nature mantra? Where is that word's 
corresponding glyph (from the tapestries) positioned on the Age symbol? 

I finally entered the correct glyphs on the console that controls the 
inner shield. But I can't find the tapestry glyphs for the other console. 

4'. They're in another room. 

4'. After you disabled the inner shield to the glide ship, did you explore? 

I found the Tomahna linking book! Should I leave now before 
Saavedro gets hammer happy? 

4'. When you have the Tomahna book, you can leave anytime you want But carefully consider the situation and 
the possible consequences . 

./. Have you retrieved the Releeshahn book yet? 

~ What was the last thing Saavedra told you when you met him upstairs? 

./. Didn't it sound kind of ominous when Saavedra pointed out that "the one thing I know about linking books
the doors they open don 't close behind you "? 
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Saavedro wants me to open the outer shield. In return, he promises 
to give me the Releeshahn book for Atrus. Should I trust him? Or 
should I go out to the glide ship and confront him? 

Fig. 7-18. Should you trust this man? 

~ Saavedro wandered in a fog of insanity for 20 years, exiled to a strange land and separated from his 
family, who he now presumes is dead. And he blames Atrus for his excruciating set of personal circumstances. 
Think about it 

-4/. Saavedro is very angry, and he's been waving around a pretty ugly-looking hammer. 

-4/. Try a third option. 

-4/. At this point, you should get Saavedro in a situation where he's under your control. 

-4/. Trap Saavedro between the shields. 

-4'. Remember how the shields were deployed when you first arrived? What's the first thing you did in your attempt 
to change it? 

I trapped Saavedro and he gave me the book. Can I go now? 
-4/. Sure. 

-4/. After all, Saavedro hasn't suffered enough yet. Twenty years is nothing, really. 

-4/. Think how much fun it would be to leave this tormented fellow stranded with the knowledge that his 
civilization (and perhaps family) thrives just out of reach, across the ice barrier. It might be interesting, in a 
clinical sort of way, to see how he reacts. 

-4/. You heartless cad. 
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Chapter 8: Historian's I ournal: On the Narayan Exile and the Lesson Age of Atrus 

Nofe: This historical record of developments leading up to the events of Myst III: Exile reveals 
central story elements of the game. Reading it before finishing the game may reduce 
significantly the dramatic impact of the story. 

Evidence culled from Atrus' personal journals and other contemporary records attest to the 
Master's desire to teach sons Sirrus and Achenar the D'ni craft of writing Ages ("The Art"). 
However, knowing how poorly his own father Gehn had taught him-and taking a cue from 
his grandmother, Anna, who continually asked him to "tell [me] what you see"-Atrus 
believed the first steps in the boys' education should be observational. So, he designed a 
course of study that would encourage his sons to closely observe, in action, the most funda
mental principles shared by all stable Ages. (Ed. note: Ironically, neither son learned to write.) 
To this end, Atrus authored what he termed his Lesson Age. 

Atrus Creates the Lesson Age 
Carefully crafted to provide an experiential demonstration of Age-building concepts, the 
Lesson Age provide a classic example of the "cluster design" philosophy favored by Atru and 
certain other D'ni Masters of the ancient art. In standard fashion, Atrus first created a hub 
world,J'nanin, often referred to as "the Lesson Age." This island Age fun ctions as a kind of 
primer and as a central link to four separate Element Ages (three uninhabited), each of which 
embodies one important principle. 

All three of the uninhabited Element Ages-Voltaic (Energy),Amateria (Dynamic Force), 
and Edanna (Nature)-were crafted to be studied, understood, and "solved" in order to 
unlock the book to the Fourth Age, Narayan, a living civilization based on a delicate 
symbiosis of elements. Indeed, Narayan (according to the Master's design notes) was 
conceived as a culmination of all learning, teaching Atrus's fourth and central principle: 
Balance of various systems can enable a civilization to thrive. 

Atrus devised the following process for his students: Learn the three primary principles of 
Age-building through a course of direct observation and interaction with the first three Ages. 
At the end of the studies on each Age, uncover a symbol that upon discovery has no obvious 
inherent meaning. Students return to the J'nanin hub world with each symbol and enter it 
into a mechanism; each symbol triggers a hologram recording from Atrus explaining in detail 
the lessons realized from the observation of each age. (Ed. Note: Unfortunately, archivists have 
been unable to restore these lesson recordings, which were recorded over and thus erased by 
Saavedra. More on this below.) 
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When students enter the third symbol (apparently, the order of entry is unimportant), the 
mechanism holding the Narayani book unlocks. This book provides access to a curiously 
sealed linking chamber in the Age of Balance, where a final test is administered: Students must 
use an array of Narayan tapestries to translate the three Age symbols and discover that each 
symbol summarizes a basic concept of Age-'writing. In the particular case of Sirrus and 
Achenar, it is assumed by scholars who've studied the record that the boys would recognize 
these concepts because, according to journal evidence and records of personal corre
spondence, Atrus had been discussing them with his sons for years. 

Atrus formally recorded these first three concepts in his Journal of Releeshahn: 

"'" Energy powers future motion. 

"'" Nature encourages mutual dependence. 

I/. Dynamic forces spur change. 

Atrus expected that through deductive reasoning his sons would realize that the 
important fourth concept was not yet represented: "Balanced systems stimulate civilization." 
Presumably, they would then create it themselves, using N arayani tapestries to disable the 
crystal-generated ice shield sealing the linking chamber. Upon gaining access to Narayan, 
Sirrus and Achenar could enter and meet a specially appointed tutor, Saavedra, to guide them 
through the experience of the final concept. 

The last step of Atrus's course required students to live on Narayan and see how its 
civilization was the living embodiment of the Balance concept. In his own journal, Saavedra 
writes how Atrus spoke of this final step in his sons' education: "Narayan is the sum of what 
they must learn." 

Narayan's Symbiosis: Culture and Tradition 
Narayan is a water world. C ivilization indeed flourished in this Age, in accordance with the 
well- crafted descriptive book authored during one of Atrus's most prolific periods of Age
building. Yet human existence in this Age is based on a precarious, carefully managed 
symbiotic relationship between two life forms. 

The first, a large, algae-like plant that the Narayanis call "lattice," grows in abundance 
around underwater geothermal vents, where the heated water produces copious mineral 
sediment. Well-nourished lattice roots are thick, nearly impenetrable, and can extend great 
lengths--some nearly a mile long-with numerous tendrils and branches forming a weblike 
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latticework from the central stalk or stem. 
The second life form, huge airborne spore sacs known as "puffer spores," abound in the 

Narayan atmosphere. These spores periodically migrate to the underwater geothermal vents to 
replenish themselves with the hot carbon gases emitted there. After this migration, a reinflated 
spore typically floats up to the ocean surface and reenters the atmosphere. There, its respi
ration (a simple molecular gas exchange) slowly releases oxygen to replenish the Narayan 
atmosphere. 

Narayani civilization (as scripted by Master Atrus) is entirely founded upon its ability to 
capture puffer spores drifting from the geothermal vents, use them to support growing lattice 
so that the roots grow upward, and thereby form "Lattice Trees," the foundation on which 
Narayani cities exist. To create stable lattice-based structures, Narayanis must hand-weave the 
roots into neclike enclosures around the airborne spores. 

As one might e:i(pect, these lattice-root structures constantly must be maintained. 
Narayani guide manuals of the time point out that "if the lattice is not trimmed constantly, 
the root-net eventually will smother the spores. But if roots are over trimmed, the spores may 
break free, destroying the delicate balance between the two." Over time, this maintenance 
process developed into ritualistic traditions. Indeed, it has been estimated that, according to 
the dictates of survival, as much as 80 percent of waking hours on Narayan wa devoted to 
highly structured activities that tend to the Age's ecosystem. 

Thus it can be said that Narayani civilization is quite tradition-bound, built upon a fairly 
rigorous discipline in the form of ceremonies that, by necessity, serve the purpose of 
maintaining the Age's lattice-root infrastructure. 

Atrus and Saavedro 
Recently recovered journal evidence has documented Atrus's first visit to Narayan, where he 
met and befriended Saavedro, a young scholar and teacher highly regarded in that Age. Atrus 
asked Saavedro to be guardian and guide for his sons-in particular, to teach them Narayan's 
unique culture based on symbiotic balance. 

Here is an excerpt from Saavedro's personal journal describing not only the lattice-weave 
and spore-capture processes, but also the nature of the relationship between the two men: 

This Atrus stayed with us for months. I taught him how to trim the 
delicate lattice roots. How to splice old and new growths together so the 
walls of our houses will grow strong. I tell him the traditions of the 
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lteave. How, by using the spores to support the growing branches, we 
keep the Lattice Tree alive. He wants to learn everything I know. He 
wants Narayan to survive. 
I take him to the rift, to where the sea flows through gaps in the world. 

Steam flows up from the wateifall. The puffer spores are ready to take 
flight. lte stand in the shadows of dusk and watch the spores begin to 
rise. He says they look like pearls against the sky. Then he points to one 
of the spores. It's smaller than the rest. Small enough to fit the niche we'd 
woven into the branches that morning. Its skin is milky white. With just 
the faintest touch of pink. 
That one, Atrus said. That should support your new daughter's room 

peifectly, I think. 
I remember I nodded. Then I raised my pipe and played. Atrus stood 

beside me, holding his breath as my song drew the hollow spore in close. 
As soon as it was near he threw the net and dragged it in. 
This is what I remember. 
This is why I said he could send me his sons. 

However, later records indicate that Sirrus and Acbenar, despite passing the Lesson Age 
course with alacrity, did not respond well to their stay in Narayan. Saavedra himself wrote 
that although they resembled their father in physical ways, "they are different somehow, too. 
They're more impatient. And they are angry not to be treated like men." Interview transcripts 
of the period refer to their obvious boredom and, according to one eyewitness claim, "thinly 
veiled insolence." Surviving hologram recordings even speak of "two very greedy little boys." 
Yet, according to contemporary accounts, Atrus suspected none of this upon his return to 
escort the boys home. 

Unfortunately for Narayani society, Sirrus and Achenar returned as young men approxi
mately five years later. This visit occurred just prior to their well-documented Myst Island 
period, during which they conspired to plunder and subjugate Ages stored in the Myst library 
to seek power and wealth. In essence, Narayan became the template for later crimes, including 
the subsequent rebellion against their father's authority. They considered the delicate Age 
"easy pickings" (as they would admit to Saavedra later in J'nanin), ripe for the disruption that 
could cover their larcenous activities. 
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Sirrus and Achenar: Decay of Narayan Tradition 
It was the very fragility of the balance between man and nature that Sirrus and Achenar 
chose to exploit upon their return to Narayan. Narayani society had already begun to 
experience small fissures of inter-generational strain. In general, Narayani Elders-who 

understood the underlying significance of ceremonial traditions, having survived minor 
disasters due to faulty Lattice Tree maintenance-demanded strict adherence to the "Way of 
the Tree." But factions of younger Narayanis had begun to call into question the time

consuming rigor of these ceremonies. 
Sirrus and Achenar, according to all accounts, were clever enough to recognize and 

exploit this burgeoning rift. For example, they tempted some of the more radical Narayan.i 
youth factions with claims of access to other Ages-alternative worlds, ready for emigration, 
where life was less rigorous. To manipulate those with no desire to leave Narayan, the 
brothers claimed to have their father's power (a lie), promising to fix Narayan's "fragility" by 
writing changes into the world. But this they would do only if all inhabitants concurred with 

such a course of action-knowing, of course, the Elders would never allow it. 
In this manner, Sirrus and Achenar played Narayani society against itself. In the course of 

doing so, the brothers systematically undermined the authority of their own father, Atrus. 
Some contemporary docwnents report speeches railing against "the Creator" with such 
claims as this, attributed to Sirrus: "He wrote this Age, forcing you into an existence of insuf
ferable toil ... just to teach us lessons! Is that fair to you?" 

With time, small insurrections (fomented by such talk) led to larger-scale riots and, 

eventually, an outbreak of civil war. The clash disrupted maintenance duties; within days, 

latticework structures began to degrade. As Saavedra writes in his journal: 

The Lattice Roots were black from too much overgrowth. Pu.ff er Spores 
floated up in the hot steam and burst. No one was there to guide the 
spores to the branches. No one was waiting to perform the ritual ~aves. 
The fighting had torn my people apart. 
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Saavedro's Dilemma 
Saavedro, it appears, was caught in the middle of the conflict in several ways. As the "good 
ambassador" between Atrus and Narayan, he had helped introduce Sirrus and Achenar to his 
society. Also, though not yet an Elder, he certainly hoped to earn that distinction. Yet Saavedro 
was more of a freethinker than many of the Elders (one document refers to him as a 
"dreamer-teacher"), so he was not an isolationist nor strictly tradition-bound. In fact, he may 
have found the brothers' claims credible at first. Story murals of the time depict him (often 
with his family) standing apart from the conflict-distressed, perhaps, but seemingly neutral, 
or even hopeful. 

Meanwhile, Sirrus and Achenar stepped up their role as agitators, sowing discontent 
among the young, and encouraging civil unrest and violent resistance. But the brothers appear 
to have miscalculated how badly the chaos and disruption could endanger Narayan's physical 
existence; Lattice Tree failures decimated several villages. After a particularly nasty riot nearly 
led to their arrest by Elder loyalists, Sirrus and Achenar left Narayan for good. 

Saavedro, apparently stunned by this sudden abandomnent, found their linking book and 
followed them to J'nanin, hoping to convince them to carry out their promises and save 
Narayan. But the brothers captured Saavedro. According to his own account, they beat him 
severely, tied him to one of the reflection poles in J'nanin, built a bonfire in front of him, and 
linked back to Myst over the fire, thus burning the linking book as the last brother disap
peared. (Saavedro has described the agony of watching helplessly as his only chance of escape 
burns up in his face.) 

Thus, Saavedo was trapped on J'nanin. 

Saavedro onJ'nanin 
Being an educator and scholar himself, Saavedro soon grasped the nature of J'nanin. He spent 
several desperate months taking Atrus's Lesson Age course, learning the Age-building 
principles and solving the puzzles to unlock the Narayan book, all the while fearing that his 
family and people were dying. 

When at last Saavedro linked to Narayan, he of course arrived inside the sealed linking 
chamber. Unlike Sirrus and Achenar, however, he was unable to decipher the final code that 
dissipates the outer ice shield. (Ed. Note: Sirrus and Achenar, having been raised by Atrus, 
knew the fourth, missing concept because their father constantly spoke of all four concepts 
during trips to other Ages.) 
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Upon arrival, Saavedro feared the worst. The ice shield's translucence gave but a distorted 
view of his world. Torn Lattice Tree fragments, adrift in the atmosphere, suggested total devas
tation. In despair, Saavedro returned to J'nanin and fell into what his journal describes as "the 
fog": twenty tragic years of madness, punctuated by brief bouts of clarity and underlined by 
an ever-growing hatred for Atrus and his rapacious sons. 

A New Link to J'nanin 
During these two decades, the well-known events of Myst and Riven occurred. After the 
plunder and destruction of the Myst library by Sirrus and Achenar and their subsequent 
imprisonment, and following the cataclysmic final events on Riven, Atrus and his wife 
Catherine sought to revitalize D'ni civilization which had been decimated 75 years previously 
by a biological attack. The two spent many years searching the D'ni cavern and lost Ages, 
looking for those who might have survived the plague by virtue of escape and resettlement. 
These events are carefully chronicled in Myst: The Book ef D'ni (Hyperion, 1997). 

Atrus and Catherine eventually made contact with more than 1,800 D'ni survivors, many 
of whom joined their efforts to rebuild. But in the process Atrus came to realize that too 
much tragic history lay buried in the great city's ruins. He writes: 

It should stand forever in ruins, as both a symbol of our past mistakes 
and a memorial to all who lost their lives when D 'ni fell. If we rebuild 
the city walls today, are we not giving approval to the very illness that 
destroyed our civilization in the first place? 

And thus Atrus chose to write an entirely new world, named Releeshahn, for his D'ni 
people. (See Atrus's Journal of Releeshahn for more details.) Preparing for this task, he 
revisited many of his other Ages, looking for inspiration, reviewing concepts that had proved 
successful in the past. Again, according to a journal entry dated 93.10.28,just as he prepared 
to write this new Age, Catherine handed him "one of my oldest Age books." To this he adds: 

Seeing the name "]'nanin" emblazoned on the Book cover, I could only 
shake my head. The one Age I never got around to revisiting was the one 
that might have helped me the most! I think, after I have finished this 
work, I should take one final trip if only to help restore an old 
fool's memories! 
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As soon as Atrus finished Releeshahn, he and Catherine built a new home for themselves, 
which they called Tomahna. And, as presaged in the journal entry, Atrus eventually did go to 
J'nanin. Subsequent records verify that he stayed only a short while, as memories of his sons 
and failures were too painful. Unbeknownst to Atrus, however, a witness lay in the high grass 
near the link arrival . 

And when Atrus linked away, he left a Tomahna linking book behind-an escape route 
for Saavedro after more than twenty years of exile. 

Saavedro's Scheme 
By all accounts, Saavedro first linked into Tomahna with the express purpose of killing 
Atrus and his family. But Atrus and Catherine were gone, so he spent many hours poring 
over Atrus's journals, hoping to learn where Atrus, Catherine, and most importantly, the 
two sons were. (Ed. note: By this time, both Sirrus and Achenar had been banished to 
prison books in the Myst library.) In the course of this initial exploration, Saavedro made 
two significant discoveries. 

First, he found Atrus's linking book to J'nanin tucked away in a study bookshelf. This gave 
him a route back to the Age of his exile. Second, he learned of Atrus's efforts to restore D'ni 
civilization. Misreading the Journal of Releeshahn text, Saavedro mistakenly assumed Atrus 
had the godlike ability to rewrite Ages, restore lost worlds, and repair disasters . This error 
probably saved Atrus's life, as Saavedro subsequently changed his focus from bloody revenge to 
a "kidnapping" plot. His new plan: Steal the Releeshahn descriptive book and hold it hostage 
in return for Atrus's restoration of Narayan civilization. 

Back in J'nanin, Saavedro spent many months tampering with the lesson devices, altering 
the course and inserting hologram and imager messages (wiping out Atrus's own recordings) 
to reveal the story of his home world and the havoc wreaked there by Atrus's sons. He also 
painted three murals, one in each Age, depicting the events that transpired on Narayan. 
Finally, he scattered various pages of his journal around the Ages, knowing Atrus would 
eventually find them, too. 

Then he set his plan in motion. 
Little did Saavedro realize that not Atrus, but instead Atrus's most capable ally, would 

assume the challenge of tracking down the exile, reclaim Releeshahn, unlock the secrets of 
the past, and (as before in Myst and Riven) set right old wrongs. 
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f a{wagsJiared fftis dag UJ(!v{J cCflTte. hr gears, Ca/nerine ad f ILave 

dreamed errestori1)SJ IJ~i. ~ A.ave dedicated ovr fives fo /ne fasf. 

faN1)9 if 7on ovrse{ves to {CFca/e fne cifi7en.5 er])~; ad c<Jnvince 

tnem fC! retvm to ffteir rvined cifg and redvi{d. ar dream ILas kcCFme 

ffte dream erso mang nC!tJJ, ad /ft,e rrc;gress we nave made fC!warJ 

acli.ievi1J9 if is SC!mefli.i1]9 er wlticlL we a{{ can stad rrC!Vd. Bvt I Jnow 

nCFW fftaf if lias ken a misfaJe. 

llie cifg er]) ~i sfl.Qv{d not k resf C!red. It sfl.Qv{d sf adfirever in 

roin.5, as kffr. a sgmi-'7( ef'f7vr rast misfaJes and a memf7ria( fr7 a({ uMf/ 

{CFsf /neir fives wlten IJ~iJiff. Jlie devasfafi1]9 evenfs {f'recenf 

1rtC!ntfis-f/ie war on 'Eralz.n.ee, ad tne Jea/A. eruta, in rarficv{ar-ILave 

driven /nis fro/ft A.C!me fC! me qvif~refvffg. !(we rdvi{d fA.e cifg 

wa{{s fC!dag. are we nof.,givi')fl a?!'rova{ fC! ffte verg i{{ness fftaf desfrC!ged 

C!Vr dvi(i';tifion in. fli~st rface? Are we not setfi')fl ovrse{ves Clf to 

re;;eaf fli.at ratfem r:,gain. iifvfvre.,generafion.5? 

f ILave ?vf mvclL ffwr:,glif in/CF /A.is fonjgli.f ad ILavefivd onfg Cfne 

sCF{v/iCFn. !(we, ffte men ad UJ(!men ~ svrvived fli,e d~{{ e{ IJ~i, 
are fC! f/irive, fften we mvst !reaJ tne ratfem ef li.afred wnicli llas 

desfroged so mang fives. ~ mvsf ~in Cfvr civi{i?tJfiC!n anew. 

Ad we can. CFnfg Jo Piaf t!{ f wrife vs a new 4sJe. 

f A.ave SfC!ken. wiffi. Caflierin.e a$ovf f/iis ad site tjErees. f onfg futte 

f/ie otfLers wi{{ see i/, as we{{. 



9J .'J.26 

Witt tlz.esq, ?q,o/tq, nq,vq,r cq,asq, fo ama1e me? f tfio';Eltf ffi.eg- wovtd 

J&jecf fo mg- decision. 4;1fer at{, mosf e{ffi.em (inked 8acf fo JJ~i 

spq,ef'catfg fo seq, tlz.e cifg- redvitf Bvf Mien f fotd fli.em Mfg- we 

slurvtd no/ res/ore if, flteir responsq, was immediafe and vnanimovs. 

~erMs Fferdag- fli.q,g- flJ.o':Elrl onfg- e(redvitdi1JE, fodag- flr.eg

concenfrafe sotefg on satv~e. 'Dr.eg- in/end fo fahJrom flr,eir rvined 

cifg- onfg ffi.af Wfficlt is 8esf and move on. 

Evergwltere f took, fli.e entfz.vsias"l.ftr fliis new fas/ is ohiovs. ft 
/i.q,arf ens me, even as lface mg- own monvmenf at confridvfion. f lz_ave 

wri'/ten mang- /fges in mg- {!ftfhntfrom m#sf fimid atfempfs vnder 

flt,e fgrannicat fvfet~e e( m&.ft.tfier, fo mg- mos/ recenf accomptislt,ment, 

Averone. Mver ~re II.as SC! mvclL 8een ridi'}:9 CTn mg- s/;{{. 'Dr.e 4Ee f 
am ahvf fC! t1Jrife mvsf 8e att fever im~ined and mCTre. HOtlJ am f 

_flC!i1JE fC! aclJ.ieve i/? 

9J .6 .l 

Ca/fterine ta':Elt,ed /ftis 

morni'}:9 Mien sAe saw me 

drv9Bi1% ovf mg- CTtd nC!/e8CTo/s. 

I mvsf nave maJe qvife /fte 

ficfvre: sitfi1]E near /Ae 

em8ers e(a~e, 

svrrovnded $g- covnf{ess 



commentaries and jovma(s. Some if flt.em seemed more dvst /ft,an paper. 

Bvt /11.e lutvrs f spenf &fi'!Jl /Aro':fiA tfi.em was wortft. if lJeas 

~r wt /Ais new 4Ee mjgli.t Ce are tvmUi'!Jl 

arovnd in mg Aead. Pi.ere are a(mosf too 

mang to cafcfi. fw(d ff 

0$viovsfg, f mvst cfi.oose stJme starti1JB f"inf as mg anclutr. Writi'!Jl 

4Ees is a science-a precisefg strvctvred eqvafion if words. Everg 

eqvafion needs as it4..fl~a/itJn an vnder{gi1)B ctJncept arovnJ uli.icli. tfi.e 

4Ee can deve{Of· In /Ae past, f fl.ape tvritfen mg B""h artJvnd 

uli.afeper idea infrJEved me mtJst af /11.e time. f wanfeJ t" disctJver fww 

tile 4Ee ftJ uli.icfi. /Ae BtJtJk {inked wov{d maffat tile resv(fs if tllaf 
idea. StJme/imes cipi{ipfions Md arise11. 

Some/imes tfi,eg A.ad tU!f_ Bvf uli.e/Aer a sociefg 

Md CtJme to eJtisf 01l /Ae 4Ee tJr ndf, if WaS 

e/fen in response ftJ ult.af eper ctJncepf flte 

B""f f fl.ad writfen emkdied. 



lids fime, mg searc1fr a concept mvsf k we_!gned verg- caefvf{g 

f a{readg- A.ave ffi.e civi{i'}tlfion f wisn fo see deve(o/'· f kfUJ'tJJ ovr A.isforg

as a peC!f(e, and ffie pa/lls we fl.av~({- fo arrive ffere. 'Fo-dag f mvsf 

wrife a Book. uli.icn wi{{ {ink fo an 4Ee ffi.af wi{( a{{(JtJ) vs fo ccmfinve 

on ovr wag, ,,gr(JtJ)i'}B ever sfro'!J]er as one peC!f{e. WA.at vnder~i1}!1 

concept mvsf /fiis new 1,ge 'i!}fecf ffiaf wi{{ ksf a{((JtJ) ovr civifi}afion 

f o /nrive? 

.(ftar f mvsf /nink 17n fftis some fft(Jre. 

9J .6.'5 

ft ft.as fak.en me some f ime, h!f f mag ft.av~vnd mg ancfutr. ft came fo 

me as I was consideri1JfJ ~t I k.fUJ'tJ) akvf fne svrvivors ef'lJ ~i. We 
ft.ave seen SIJ mvch fr19edg in ovr (ivestfr<Jm /A.e desfrvcfion if fne cifg. 

fo fne fflJiri')fi and {oss iff17ved ones dve fo pf tjEve anJ deprivafion. Yet 

even in fne midsf if ffiese adversifies, mg- hnsmen and f hav~vnd /fie 

sfre')flfft fo hep _,goi1}!1. We A.ave faffed info ovr individva{ sfre1}!Jfns and 

fra'f!!Ormed ovrse{ves info someffli1}!1 mvch sfro'}Ber. 



----- --

ft is fl cli.aracferisfic /It.ave seen in severa( e( mg ~es, ~enever 

{ftcvsed mg Wrif i1)5J Cfn f/t.e inlLerenf ene';9g SC!vrces in a wor(d. L'Jfl 
t]!JC!, Grankwtner far;Efif me tfiaf M {ft-ru1 fC!Ssi!ifi/Vr {ft in an 

~e-eJLisfs wiffwvf fft.e pesence ef ene:fi!f- Bg faffi1JfJ inf(! ifs fafenf 

ene:fig sovrces, an ~e 1rtC!Ves C!vf e(sfasis. ft .Jr(!Uls, fra&rms, and 

devefors- Ener;E!f is Ifie rmderfgi'.JE.fvef fnaf fcru;ers a(( acfivifg-

Tc, fvf if more si111f{g-· ene~g f'oweri fofvre mo/i<J:;:_ 

Yet, as GranktC!f/t.er tJ(sC! fifed fo remind me, ene';9!f in an /fge f ahs 

on divers~rms. Eaclt. Cfne Pi.as s/re1)Eflt.s and weafnesses e{ifs own. 

H(!UJ mang_ftrms wi{( flt.is new ~e confain? "WAicfi. fgfe wi(( k ifs 

dC!minanf tfuime? 

Tctm"rr(!UJ f wi(( (inf &acf f" Mgst. an{frC!m /ft.ere revisif severa( 

e( m!f ~es. Rrlt.afs in 11t!f Cf(d wor(Js, f wi{( discover new ideas. 
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f It.ad a(mC!s/tftr;Eo#en fi(!UJ 1ar{vf if is fC! revisif _Mgst In fne fen 

gears since mg SC!ns, Sirros and Acli.enar, {1t me fraffed on f:veer 

/s(and and /Jvmed SC! mange( mg BoC!ks, Catfierine and f Pi.dve rare{g

{in.fed &ack. f fC!(d mgsf.!{ we were a(wags fC!C! /Jvsg- Firsf witfi wrif i')fl 

4Bes fife Averone, tfien witfi searcfii1)SJ fft.e /fges e( IJ~{ftr 

svrvivors. f a(wags said we wov(d Sfend 'fttC!re fime Cfn .Mg.5/ evenfvaffg-

'Re fro/IL is, f Pi.ave ken a11Cfidi1)9 fft.e ~e. Seei1)9 /fte is(and in ifs 

cvrrenf CC!ndifiC!n _i~nifes svcn a")!Jer and firef I am immediafefg 

reminded ef /Ile kfraga( ef 1rl!f sons, as we(( as /fte croe{fg and fireed 



wi/IL wllidL flt.eg rfcnuJered mg 1,Bes. I know I a1tt rartfg resron.si&te~r 

/ltese acfs. f con.sfanf{g wonJer t![' /nere were so-mefni'}fJ f co-vfJ Ii.ave 

done fo- reaclt o-vf fo- fne kgs 8fj0re 

Enor;,g1tl Notni'JfJ can cfta'JfJe /lte trr:seJies er ffte rast Life mg 

JJ ~i hn.smen, f mvsf sa{vr;ge ult.at is !-esf and mo-ve on. Rrlt.ars in /lte 

rrocess, I wif(jf 9_far;giveness anJ Ii.ope. 

9} .10 .17 

Once t},Eain I am &acf on _Mg.st isfanJ, liavi'JfJ comrfefeJ a fe~ 

sojo-vrn /nrot;Eli severa{ er mg 4,ges. 'Re frif ifsf!( was no-f as in.sriri'}fJ 

as I li.aJ li'7eJ. 'Re Sefenific 1,Be was esreciaffg Jisfvr&i'JfJ-dvt ltas if 

rzot a{wags &een so? lli.e vergflrsf fime f {inked fo /fie efge, ifs 

vninAa&ifeJ {andscare was sA.ah'}fJ wifn fremo-rs. At fne fime, {ftft if 

was &ecavse flt.e ener;gg in ffi,e efge was v~cvsed, as t!{'if were af war 

wi/n ifsef. Sfa&i{itgjlnaffg came dvf even e/fer if did, f never frvfg 

fitt co-r:!forta&te flt.ere. I missed tne more Mfvra( &a{ance er 1,Bes fife 

aanne{woo-J. 

RrA.ars flt.of is fne {esson fo fake lt.ome witfi, me. 'Re JJ~i. foo, 

A.avifaced mvcli. fvrmo-i{ in tfi,eir ltisfo-rg< Jlieir fives Ii.ave &een vn.settfeJ 

enor;,gli.. RrlLars f sftov{J Ce sfrivi1)9 fo @fief /lte ener;gg /ltaf a{readg

e~sfs wiflt.in o-vr civi{i}afion Cg- rrovidi1)9 if wiflt. a more sfa&i{i}ed 

environmenf in wli.iclt fo firo-w. An enviro-nmenf in wli.iclt flt.e na/vra{ 

eqvi{ih-ivm er tfi,e wor{J serves as a co-vnferroinf to flt.e o/'lt.eava{s er 
dvi(i?tJfion. 



'Re more f ccm.sider if, tfie tn<Jre f UJ(Jnder Jf' f sfwv{J tna/e Mtvre 

tfi~vnda/i<Jn e( tfiis new 4Ee. ~r{Js {i/e Cli.anne{UJ(J<Jd attain 

e<Jlli{idrivtn <jllife easifg, rritnari{g ~cavse e(<Jne reas<Jn: ~ 

mufva( dependence. As <Jne (!Ji wi/fLers and dies, if rr<J1Jides MvrisfI.tnent 

S<J ffi.af atUJf(ier fftjgfi.f {iJJe. Rants ~C<Jfft~<Jd~r dfli_er anitna{s, and 

fA_e Waste rr<Jdvcts anitna{s Canm;f a$sorl ~C(Jffte nvfrienfs to Svstain tfie 

dfli,er ;lants. s(J {<J')SJ as ndfli-i')SJ infrvdes t(J vrset fA,is &a{ance, nafvre 

can tnainfain ifsf!{'in11fnifefg. 

An in/eresfi')SJ metarlI.<Jr t(J set as an e)t(i1rtff ~r mg regpfel 

f fA.ink f wi{{ co(!ftr wifA_ CafA,erine on fA,is svt-jecf Her 4Bes 

a(wags edli&if sgtrt&i<Jsis m<Jre dramaficaf fg Pian mine. RrlI.ars slI.e sfwv(J 

11.eft tne Write tfiis new 4Be. 

9}.10 .21' 

f am so fired, f can 8arefg f/t,ink rjgflf n(JtJ). Bvf f wif(ftrce mgsf!{'f<J 

sfag;_ftcvseJtfa'r f II.ape tUJf written angtfzi1)Si in Jags. 'Re tn<Jmenf f 
{inked Gack. t<J IJ ~i, f was ~i'3Bed wi'/A reqvesfi.ftr fftg assisfance . 

.A1asfer ktn<Jn wanted to c<Jnsv{t over wA..icfi. sfone cutters were UJ(Jrf/t, 

sa{JJtj,Bi')Si - and did f flt.ink tfLe r<Jcf in flt.is new 4Ee UJ(Jv(J ~ ?Jfflcv{f 

to sovnJ? Oma and Ese{ needed mg gpini<Jn akvf a new li.isforg- tAeg 

II.ad VnC<JtJered - Sn<Jv(d /Aeg fi_ofJ@f'<Jn sfarti1}fJ ifs frans{afion, Or UJ(JV{d 

rarer SVf?{ies Ge scarce in '/Ae new 4Ee? lAere were S(J mang qvesfi<Jns 

needi1)SJ answers, f &arefg II.ad fiffte fo see Ca'/Aerinel 



Slz.e, ff covrse, (aljfJlt.ed 4 '11t!f di{emma, sagi1)9 /Mt f It.ad no one fo 

&tame Cvf 1tt!f5ef 1/fer a{{, f was f/te one wM encovrr;ged tile IJ ~i fo 

sfarf over. Natvra{fg, f/teg wocld {oof to ftte to h'1f f/teftt movi1)9 in f/te 

rjgli,f direcfion, vnfess so-me of/Lerlforce sfe;7fed in fo cli,a1)9e tftat view. 

Her words made me rea(i~ aJvndafttenfa{ principle f It.ad tlwifar 

deen jgnori')B. //({ tllis fime, f li,ave deen de8afi1)9 ultef/ter fo mah 

ene~g or nafvre f/te vnder{gieframewor{ftr tftis 4:,ge. Bvt tftere is 

anotller eqvafion fo consider! An 4:,ge !-ased so(e~- on tltifvtvre ftto/ion 

ff ene~g wi{(_ftce constant vtfi.eava{s, most {ihfg af tile cost ff 
franqvi{i~ /Ind an 4Ee !-ased so{efg on tfte fttvfva{ dependence ff na/vre 

can decoftte so Ga{anced over fime, if fttag cease fo fo{eraf e clz.a')Be. Yet 

fo confinve fo _,grow as a peOf{e, IJ~i civi{i'}afion needs ktll: 

occasiona{ vtli.eavafst.ft!!OtJJ(?,d Cg- periods ff Ga{anced .sfa8i{i~ 

f lfave seen svcn sifvafions occvr nafvra{fg on severa{ ff mg 4Ees. 

Eacfi. fime, if was decavse f centered tile Wrifi')B arovnJ some dgnafttic 

JOrce fltaf f lz.ad decided fo mah preva{enf in flte 4,Ee. Svcifrces 

a{('1w flte !-a{ance defweettftrward mo/ion and mvfva{ de,PenJence fo 

Jf vcf vaf e. /ls one conc'1f f f afes precedence, tfte of/Ler recedes vnf i( 

anotllerlforce s'f1Jces fo cfi.a')Be tlli')Bs. /ls Caf/t.erine 's insjg1f{vf 

commenf reminded ftte, Ogn1wiiq for;:_es spvr cfw'}Ee. 

f aftt foo fired fo f/tink more on f/tis fonjglff HOff/vffg in /11.e 

ftto-rni')B, ftt!J fltoc;glz.fs wi{{ coa{esce. 



9].10.25' 

Ca/fierine sv7rised me ttJda!f Affarentfg wft.i{e f was (f/f'visiti')£ mg 

4;Jes, sne fitiked t" Mgst Cg- Aersef Sne did rwt sag so, hit I ctJvfd 

teff Piaf lier visit nad ken taefvt. M<Jre ffi.an ever n<JUJ, I am 

c<Jnvinced UJ(l, mvslf nd a ?{ace t" ~~in ~ain <Jvrse(ves. 

RrnafS wlien f /Love writfen ffi_is new /f:geJOr ffi_e IJ ~i, f wi({ fvf 

SCT1ne f/i,<Jr;gfLt inf<J wflere Caf/i,eri~ and f mjgltf five. 

9}.10 .28 

I cannot kfieve I did rwt I see if ¥fare! Aft /fiis time I nave ken 

strt;gEfi'J£ t" descri&e tn.e pefect 4;JeJOr tfte JJ ~i. I nave c<Jnsidered 

and ffi_en rejecfeJ severa{ vnder&j1Jfi c<Jnceffs wnicn .{ftft mj,Elif &est sef 

tfte C<JvrseJOr /fieir Jvtvre-as t.f I a(<Jne sn<Jv{d de/ermi~ n<Jw ]) ~i 

civi{lpti<Jn wif(,grcrwf In mg tJUJn wag. /Ii.ave kcome as ~ofistica{ as 

mg_ft/fierf 

fn frof/i,, f (JUJ(l, /fiis rea{i'}afi<Jn t" Caf/i,erine. Sensi1_ljj mg indecisicm 

a!<Jvt fli,e new 4;Je, sli.e {ed me <Jn a wafJ ar<Jvnd IJ ~i. Saf v~_Ei1_ljj iJ/JOrfs 

UJ(l,re UJ(l,(( vnderwag, wif/i, teams if fe"f(e SC<JVri')9 /fte rvined fz.ar$or 

disfricf As I wafcfled mg IJ~i hnsmen decidi1JE wniclz parts if /fteir 

cv{fvre f<J re/ain, f rea{i}ed tfteg d<J nut need me f<J de/ermine tlzeir 

Jvtvre. 'Reg are cpife cafa&fe f['setfi')fJ ifs ctJvrse Cg- f/i,emse{ves, 

r~arJ(ess ff' wft.af /foe f wrifef 



'Di.is rea(i1afi<m Ii.as orened ittg- eges fC! flfo $-esf waif erarrCfaclii1)SJ 

i1t!f fask f 1UJ (o1)51er need fC! 11/C!"!f a&ovf wfi.iclt. vnJer{gi1)51 c<mce;J/

ene';Bg. na/vre, Cfr Jg:flfl:fniq_ft-rces-f slurv(J ittake preva{enf in f/t.e 1.Be. 

Rat/i.er, I mvsf strive fC! incfvJe t/i.em af{ I mvsf wrife a &afance er 

sgsfems info t/i.e Jescrif five BCfoJ, etUJr:,gli. SC! flt.at t/i.e JJ ~i ;norfe wi{( 

c<mSfantf!f &e clia((e1)51ed fC! aftain t/i.eir vftimate pC!fenfia{. As 
CrankC!/fz.er e/fen fC!infed ovf fC! me tdten iw SfC!ke ahvf ~es &acf Cfn 

.Mgsf. $a(anced sgsfems sfimv(afe ci11i(i}tlfiC!n.s. 

At {asf {fief f aitt readg- fC! ~in Wrif i1)SJ flt.is ~e. f nJeed, f aitt 

er:ger fC! &~in, anJ fl.ave a(readg- CC!itte o/' wif/t. f/t.e p~cf naitte. f ktUJ11J 

GranktC!t/i.er WC!vfd ft.ave (CfveJ if! 

Qf cCfvrse, Caflwrine cCfv(J fe({ tfi.e mCfmenf f fvrned fC! ~er Pi.at f 
li.t1<{jlnaf {g:__ftvnJ m!f sfarfi1)51 fC!in/ f &aUfec:J Cfn eJtCif ec:J{g:__ftr sCfme fime 

~re f nC!/iced t/i.e Sitti(e site was ltidi1)SJ. VIAen f saw if enC!~~ fC! fir(ftJ) 

svspiciC!VS, site ltanJeJ itte (ffte er 11t!f Cf(desf ~e B(f(fh. Sli.e mvsf Ii.ave 

picfec:J if o/' tdten slie finfec:J &acf fC! .Mgst Seei1)51 tfi.e naitte 
11

.Jnanin
11 

emUapned Cfn flie BC!Cfk cCfver, f cCfv(J C!n(!f sli,afe 1tt!f lfoad. 'R.e <me 

~e f never )14 arCfvnJ fC! revisifi1)SJ was /fte <me flt.at itt}glt.f ltave 

lie{pec:J me /fte mC!sf! HC!wcftofisli was f fC! ltave CC!fftf(e/e{g:__ftr;gC!ften if 

f tfi.in/, (!/fer f liavVJnisliec:J /It.is WC!rJ. f slzuv(J fake CfnVJnaf frif

tf'C!nf!f fC! lt.e{p resfC!re an CffdcftC!f ~ memCfries! 
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